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Since this is the last hard copy class notes column we will write before CAM goes 
digital, it is only fitting that we received an e-mail from Dr Bill Webber (WCMC’60) 
who served as our class’s first correspondent from 1954 to 1959. Among other 
topics, Webb advised that he was the last survivor of the three “Bronxville Boys” 
who came to Cornell in 1950 from that village in Westchester County. They roomed 
together as freshmen, joined Delta Upsilon together and remained close friends 
through graduation and beyond. They even sat side by side in the 54 Cornellian’s 
group photo of their fraternity.  Boyce Thompson, who died in 2009, worked for 
Pet Milk in St. Louis for a few years after graduation and later moved to Dallas 
where he formed and ran a successful food brokerage specializing in gourmet 
mixed nuts. Ever the comedian, his business phone number (after the area code) 
was 223-6887, which made the letters BAD-NUTS. Thankfully, his customers did 
not figure it out. His family donated the Boyce Thompson plant research building at 
Cornell. Dr Tom Morell, who died late last year, was a pre med at Cornell and 
rowed on the 150 lb. crew. After graduation, Tom went to New York Medical College 
and became a Psychiatrist. He served as a Captain in the 101st Airborne Division 
and subsequently as a psychiatrist at hospitals in Los Angeles, Seattle, and finally 
the University of Hawaii. In his later years, he changed his last name back to the 
original Morelli. Tom was the complete package: a fun-loving person and a 
compassionate doctor all in one body. His patients loved him. 

Webb was also pre-med at Cornell. Upon graduation he spent two years in Norfolk, 
VA as a line officer on the USS Cadmus. He then did his four years at Cornell Medical 
College on the Korean Bill, followed by eight years of general and plastic 
reconstructive surgery. Webb joined Plastic Surgery Consultants, Ltd. In St Louis in 
1968, where he had a rewarding 26-year career, then solo practice and finished as 
an Associate professor Emeritus of surgery at St Louis University. He ended up as 
President of the Midwest Plastic Surgery Society and retired back to Ithaca in 1994 

mailto:lesliejreed@me.com
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to help build Ecovillage there. Four years later, Webb and his wife, Mary Savage ’56 
moved to Tucson, AZ to be near their daughters who live there and a son who lives 
in LA.  Sadly, Mary died of small cell lung cancer in 2004 after 45 years of marriage. 
But with a bit of luck Webb writes “I found and rekindled with my high school 
girlfriend, Elaine Russell CU ’53 from Bronxville who was divorced.  We married in 
2005 and are living happily ever after out here in the desert.” Webb’s email address 
is wmlbn8@aol.com 
 

Mimi Cohen Levine (mimilev@cox.net) has been “writing this note in my head for 
a very long time. My husband Len, a retired doctor, and I are in the Virginia house 
we have lived in for 51 years.” They are glad they postponed moving to a retirement 
community and feel safer during the pandemic season. Mimi majored in Math at 
Cornell and had a “very short, but exciting, computer career. I met my first 
computer, an IBM CPC, at GE in the summer of 1952” After graduation and marriage 
to Len she worked at IBM as a programmer in Manhattan. In 1956 they moved to 
Albany for his medical residency and she worked at the IBM sales office in 
Schenectady. “Women could not be salespersons then, so I went with a salesman to 
explain to his client how they could use the computer. I had to retire from IBM 
when I became pregnant in 1957.” Wow have things changed…the most recent CEO 
of IBM was a woman. After 66 years of marriage Mimi and Len have four children 
and five grandchildren. Their three sons are Cornellians: David ’78, Stephen ’83, 
and Edward ’84. Daughter Cindy went to Ithaca College. Len and Mimi are CAU 
regulars, having attended sessions for over 20 years. They took their children with 
them for the first six years which caused the kids to fall in love with Ithaca and 
want to go to college there. Son David now serves on the CAU committee. 
 

Jill Niederman Edelson (jillbobedelson@gmail.com) writes from Massapequa, NY 
where she and her husband, Bob (NC) designed and built their first house in 1955 
and still live there in retirement. Jill is active in several community organizations 
and also plays a mean piano. Her two children inherited her musical genes. Her 
daughter, Lynne, is a violist with the National Symphony Orchestra and her son, 
David, whose day job is practicing internal medicine, moonlights as a violinist with 
the Park Avenue Chamber Symphony. When asked ‘What’s on your Bucket List?’, 
Bob’s reply was “We’ve used up ours” They have owned both single and twin-
engine airplanes. Bob flew for business and they did so for pleasure, covering 
destinations across the US, Canada and Mexico. At Cornell, Jill was Dean (President) 
of Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority. 
 

We lost another past class officer late last year with the death of Peter H 
Plamondon, Sr of Germantown, MD. Pete served as Reunion Chairman and 
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excelled in that role as one would expect of a Hotel School graduate! At Cornell, Pete 
was president of Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity and played catcher on the varsity 
baseball team. He started his hospitality business career with Stouffer Foods, then 
moved to the Marriott Corp in 1965 to launch a new fast-food division, Roy Rogers 
Restaurants, which became a huge success. Pete left Marriott in 1979 to form 
Plamondon Enterprises, Inc which he grew from owning one Roy Rogers franchise 
to 49 throughout the middle states region! The firm also went into the hotel space 
and now owns and operates 13 Marriott and Hilton hotels. Pete’s two sons, Peter Jr 
(Cornell Hotel ’81) and Jim (NC) Joined the firm in the early 1990’s and now run the 
business as Co-Presidents. In addition to his two sons, Pete is survived by his wife 
of 65 years, Lorrie Pietryka ’55, his daughter, Anne McNamara and thirteen 
grandchildren.  

 

May 2021 – June 2021 

 

“It’s weird being the same age as old people.” I chuckle when I think of that. I 
certainly find it weird. I wonder if you do also. Some of us look old. Some of us feel 
old. Some of us act old. I venture to guess that many of us do not think old. We learn 
and adapt and use computers and email and cell phones and texts. We try to keep 
up with our grandchildren and greats. 
 
With this issue of the Cornell Alumni Magazine we are called on to adapt some 
more. From now on the magazine will be delivered electronically. Some of us 
oldtimers may want to still hold a hard copy in our hands and have it to pick up 
now and then. Cornell knows this and plans to offer us a way to order paper copies 
in the near future. 
 
A Cornell relative gave me a copy of The100 Most Notable Cornellians in 2003, the 
year of its publication. It’s a wonderful book (from which I will quote). It makes me 
very proud! It lists four of our classmates. One of course is RBG, whom this 
column recognized at the time of her death. 

Another notable classmate is David Goodstein. He grew up in Denver in a wealthy 
family. His father wanted him to stay in Colorado for college, but David chose 
Cornell and had to largely finance his education in the Arts College himself. He 
developed a business with antiques and enjoyed Cornell’s equestrian activities. “He 
was president of the Saddle Club and a member of the equestrian team and the 
Cornell Horse Show committee.” He served in the US Army, attended Columbia Law 
School, and spent a year in Britain and South Africa. 
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In New York City, David developed a flourishing practice as a criminal defense 
attorney.  He also inherited a substantial amount of money.  On Wall Street he co-
founded Compufund, a company which pioneered using computers to manage stock 
portfolios. “He kept horses, owned an art gallery, and became involved in liberal 
politics, advocating civil rights for blacks and Puerto Ricans and advising the city’s 
mayor.” In 1971 a “large West Coast bank, with which he had concluded a lucrative 
joint financial venture, offered him an executive position in San Francisco.” 

 

However, David had been a closeted gay man. When that became known in his new 
bank, he was fired. “Goodstein realized, as he put it, that despite his involvement in 
the civil rights struggle he ‘had never thought seriously about my own civil rights as 
a gay person.’ Reestablished in the investment business, Goodstein went public with 
his sexuality and committed himself and his fortune to the service of gay rights.” He 
influenced legislation in California to protect gays. In 1975 he purchased The 
Advocate, a gay newspaper, and transformed it into a biweekly magazine with a 
very large circulation. He also established the Advocate Experience, personal 
growth seminars for gays. He set up weekend workshops in which men discussed 
gay pride and living with integrity and expanded consciousness. When the 
seminars ended in 2001, more than 50,000 people had gone through “Goodstein 
101.” David died in San Diego at the age of 53 from complications resulting from 
cancer. 
 

Goodstein maintained several Cornell connections. “He funded scholarships for 
students who studied economics and for students from underdeveloped British 
Commonwealth countries. A member of the Cornell University Council, he was also 
one of the founders in the early 1970s, and the chair, of the Friends of the Art 
Museum.” 

 

David left his personal art collection … to the Johnson Museum of Art. “He also left 
his books and extensive archival material on human sexuality in general and 
homosexuality in particular to Cornell. It is one of the most important research 
collections on these subjects in the world.” In 1984 he wrote: “Imagine a world in 
which all the absurd myths and superstitions about human sexuality can be 
lessened … If the collection for human sexuality can relieve the ignorance for 
humanity, it will become one of the most valuable and important resources for 
human well-being.” I wonder how David would evaluate the state of attitudes 
toward homosexuality 35 years later. No doubt his gift to Cornell is helping. 

 

In a future column we plan to present some stories about our two physicists who 
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were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1979. 

Two years ago, in 2019, the Class of 1954 was very fortunate to enjoy our 65th 
reunion in person in Ithaca. Now two reunions have had to be held virtually. Let’s 
hope some of us will be able to return to campus for our 70th in 2024. I had the joy 
of accompanying my dad to Cornell for his 70th. As a member of the Class of 1928, 
he was one of twelve classmates lucky enough to attend. Perhaps we too can make 
that a goal. Ruth Carpenter Bailey rcbhtb@gmail.com; Bill 
Waters billwaters@optonline.net.  The ’54 website classof54.alumni.cornell.edu. 

 

March 2021 – April 2021 
 

While most of us were hunkered down at home to avoid Covid exposure in early 
2020, Ed McDowell Chem Eng ’55, and his wife Joyce ’57, of Kilauea, HI and 
Hermosa Beach, CA were flying to Santiago, Chile on the way to their umpteenth 
visit to Antarctica, a destination they call their favorite place on earth. It was their 
first trip back in ten years and they noted many changes…larger ships, more fellow 
travelers, rotated embarkation times, and no strolling or beach combing. 
Nonetheless they had an exhilarating excursion despite Joyce’s losing a hearing aid 
to the sea and suffering a nosebleed problem as well. The last night in Antarctica 
they sailed through the Lemaire Channel in bright sunshine with icebergs jutting 
everywhere and reflecting the glinting sunlight. Their last view of Antarctica was in 
the same place as their first, back in 1986. In March they were preparing for a 
wildlife safari in India including tigers in the wild but three days before departure, 
India closed its borders. After dodging that bullet the McDowells finally did what 
the rest of us did in 2020…stayed home, read books and tended flowers. We hope 
2021 has been better for them. 

 

Jean Lanigan Lenehan of Radnor, PA writes that she will miss the printed issues of 
CAM and hopes that the powers to be will arrive at a solution, Stay tuned, Jean, a 
subscription solution with a moderate annual price tag is in the works. 

 

Stan Birer of Flossmoor, IL(imsrb@hotmail.com) advises that he is “Very retired”. 
Stan and his wife Lois (NC) are both life Directors of the Illinois Philharmonic 
Orchestra and do a lot of work to keep music alive in their state. He looks forward 
to our 2024 reunion.  John Donahoe of Pelham, NY (johndonahoe@aol.com) is also 
retired having owned and run a successful sales recruiting company for 30 plus 
years. John is thrilled to report that his grandson , William Serlin, is a member of 
the freshman class that arrives in Ithaca this fall. 

about:blank
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Delvin Fanning MS 59 (delvindel@aol.com) of Riverdale, MD is an Emeritus 
Professor at the University of Maryland having retired from teaching in 1999. 
Delvin is a renowned soil scientist and is still active as the newsletter editor of 
MAAPSS, the Mid-Atlantic Association of Professional Soil Scientists. He hopes to 
participate in the International Union of Social Science meeting in Adelaide, 
Australia this November. 

 

Bill Pinchbeck (wpinchbeck@yahoo.com) is retired and now living in a home all 
on one floor in beautiful Berlin, VT where he enjoys playing the clarinet and sax as 
he did with the Cornell Band during his undergrad days. Bill and his wife, Joannie 
(NC), still own a cottage in Guilford, CT on Long Island Sound where they are able to 
summer again as the pandemic wanes. 

 

Our Class Webmaster, Jan Jakes Kunz (jjk.jaj3354@gmail.com) sent us the 
following note that we are happy to share with all our 54 readers: “Tired of 
bingeing on old TV shows during the pandemic? Spend some time on campus  by 
going to our website: Classof54.alumni.cornell.edu, whose Get Involved page has 
links to Cybertower and CornellCast, two sites that will change your life. You can 
immerse yourself in videos on an amazing variety of topics – everything from 
politics to outer space, even diets, plus talks by Sandy Weill, John Cleese, professors, 
students, alums and just friends of Cornell. While you’re on the page you can also 
shop at the Cornell Store or keep up with Cornell sports news. Then, stop on the 
website’s Community page to travel the world, no mask required. Enjoy the great 
photos taken by the Symons. Remember, the address is: 
Classof54.alumni.cornell.edu   It’s a breath of fresh air.” 

 

January 2021 – February 2021 

As this column is written on the last day of September, 2020, we are mourning the 
death of our superstar classmate, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the 
first woman and the first Jewish person in history to be honored by lying in state in 
the Capitol Rotunda in Washington. 

Ruth graduated at the top of her high school class and came to Cornell on a 
scholarship where she continued to excel academically, graduating with a well- 
earned Phi Beta Kappa. Early in her freshman year she met Martin Ginsburg ‘53 on 
a blind date. They married in 1954, spent two years at Fort Sill, OK where Marty 
served his military obligation, then on to Harvard Law School where he had one 
year under his belt. Ruth was one of three women in her class and the Law School 
had a total of only nine women out of 500 students in all three classes. (Today 
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women compose the majority of law school students nationwide.) Against those 
gender odds Ruth made the Harvard Law Review even after having had their first 
child.  

When Marty graduated and received a job with a law firm in New York, Ruth 
transferred there with him and completed her final year at Columbia Law School. 
Despite finishing first in her graduating class she was unable to find a job with any 
New York law firm. As she explained at the time, “I struck out on three grounds. I 
was Jewish, a woman and a mother.” Undaunted, Ruth landed a clerkship for a 
federal district court judge followed by law school teaching jobs, first at Rutgers, 
then at Columbia where she became the fist woman to achieve the rank of Tenured 
Professor 

In addition to her teaching responsibilities, Ruth became counsel for the ACLU and 
led its Women’s Rights Project with a goal of changing the Supreme Court’s view of 
gender bias. She argued six cases before the Supreme Court in the 1970s and won 
five which established the principle that the Constitution prohibited nearly all 
gender discrimination in law. 

In 1980 Ruth was appointed to the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit by President Jimmy Carter and in 1993 was nominated to the Supreme 
Court by President Bill Clinton. The Senate confirmed her by a 96-3 vote and she 
became the second woman to serve there. Ruth became well known as the 
‘Dissenter in Chief’ and the long-time leader of the liberal wing of the Court. Even 
so, she developed a close friendship with arch- conservative Justice Antonin Scalia 
who died in 2016. They shared a love of the opera, maybe because Ruth dreamed of 
be –coming an opera singer as a little girl. That dream ended in third grade when 
her music teacher found that Ruth sang monotone. “Ruth” she said, ”I’m sad to tell 
you that you are a sparrow, not a robin. When we sing in class, please mouth the 
words.” Opera’s loss was the law’s gain! 

Despite having serious health problems over the last ten years, Ruth always had the 
best attendance record of all the Justices on the Court. She lost Marty to cancer in 
2010 after 56 years of marriage. He had enjoyed a successful career as one of the 
country’s leading tax lawyers in both New York and Washington. Ruth fought off 
four rounds of cancer but finally succumbed to the fifth. Small in stature but large in 
life, Ruth will leave an enduring legacy as the greatest gender equalist in legal 
history. The little sparrow turned out to be an eagle. We are honored to have had 
her as a classmate. Rest in peace, RBG. 
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November 2020 – December 2020 
 

Having long heard about the pandemic of 1918, we never expected to have one of our own.  All of us 
are touched by it.  Of course we hope you and yours are safe. 
 
One classmate has stayed in one place a long time - in fact since birth:  Calvin “Pete” Nesbitt 
(phpete33@gmail.com).  He still lives in the house where he was born!  Not many of us can make 
that claim.  His wife Dana died after 52 years of marriage.  He has married Lois Miller, a “young lady” 
he’s known for 56 years.  He has wintered in Pawleys Island, SC for 12 years.  He has volunteered 
with Habitat for Humanity: “I like to pound nails.”  He was influenced by the Westminster Fellowship, 
“an important part of my Cornell experience,” and by Dr. Bob Smock, Pomology:  he “revolutionized 
the apple industry with the development of controlled atmosphere storage.” 
 
Another classmate moves between two houses on Cape Cod:  a summer place near the beach and a 
condo 18 miles away.  Like Pete, Warren “Breck” Breckenridge (rwbreck@aol.com) “loves banging 
nails” with Habitat.  Breck likes to cook, sail, and bike ride.  He volunteers in the transport department 
at the hospital.  He has served as our Class fundraising chair for many years.  He also has been 
active in the local Cornell Club, serving as treasurer for a while.  Since his wife’s death Breck has 
traveled extensively (some plans of course now on hold).  At least he can continue to study about the 
Roman empire, the Persian empire, the Ottoman empire, Spain, and the early middle ages.  He has 
four children, five stepchildren, and even four great-great-grandchildren!  Five generations recently 
gathered under one roof. 
 
Elizabeth “Betty” Barker Hotchkiss (bhotchkiss54@gmail.com) has put on her bucket list a trip to 
Svalbard in Norway in the Arctic.  Let her know if you’d like to meet her there.  An item on another 
bucket list is “fly with my granddaughter, a licensed pilot.”  That’s from proud grandpa Bruce 
Hartwigsen (bruceghartwigsen@gmail.com).  His niche as an architect was designing hospitals.  He 
created the first single-bed hospital in the northeast of the US.  He designed ten new hospitals in the 
southeast, some with the unique feature of only one entrance.  Bruce has three children.  He and his 
wife Jan live in Winter Park, FL where he enjoys bass fishing.   
 
Alice Green Fried (alicefried@gmail.com) and her husband Robert, Cornell Law ‘54, moved to 
Florida fulltime after more than 20 years as snowbirds.  Alice worked 30 years as a reading 
specialist.  She devoted over 50 years to the local West Orange Scholarship Fund and also the 
Foundation for Diabetes Research.  Alice still enjoys golf and plays duplicate bridge online:  she’s a 
silver life master. 
 
Cornell forwarded a brief class notes submission from Sam Alessi written on May 8: “My son, my 
wife, and I are hunkered down in South Florida.  We plan to return to NY State in a rented motor 
home next week.”  When I called in mid-July for more information, his wife Gretchen told me Sam 
died on July 4.  A lawyer, he served as a city court judge in Jamestown for 20 years.  With his first 
wife he had a son and a daughter.  After her death he married Gretchen; they enjoyed 27 happy 
years together. 
 
Lou Schaefer Dailey (lsdailey99@gmail.com), formerly our class correspondent, has given us a few 
facts from the 1950s.  If these remind you of others, please share them with us. 
 
Freshman Camp. 

mailto:phpete33@gmail.com
mailto:rwbreck@aol.com
mailto:bhotchkiss54@gmail.com
mailto:bruceghartwigsen@gmail.com
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Big squishy worms on the Dickson/Balch sidewalk when it rained. 
The ILR school housed in Quonset huts called “the cardboard Kremlin.” 
In 1950 the ratio of men to women was 5 to 1 because of the many GIs returning on the GI bill. 
When Anabel Taylor Hall was under construction, there was a cartoon in The Widow captioned “at 
last we have a place to pray for dorms.”  Men scrambled to find a place to live, largely off- 
campus.  Women were required to live on campus.  And we (only women, of course!) had “hours,” 
considered more lenient than those elsewhere. 
 
Do send us your memories and word about your life experiences, including those relating to the 
pandemic.  Your classmates enjoy the news, even if they don’t know you.  Maybe, just maybe, your 
name will trigger a response from a long lost friend.  We’ve heard that can happen. 
 

September 2020 – October 2020 

We’re pleased to hear from Jane Barber Wood Smith. She married two ministers: Fred 
Wood ’54 who died in 1970 and Duane Smith who died in 2008. Fred was the chaplain 
at Vassar and Jane has lived in Poughkeepsie ever since his death. 

Jane and Fred had three daughters, as did Duane and one can only imagine that busy 
household when the girls were young! Three of her daughters have Cornell 
connections: Barbara Wood ’82 teaches high school math. Jean Cunningham ’85 
studied Arts history. Elizabeth Wood (nc) has worked at the Cornell Medical School in 
NYC since graduating from Hunter College. 

Jane worked as a reading and first grade teacher in Dutchess County for thirty years 
and earned two Masters degrees along the way, in Special Education and in 
Educational Leadership. She retired in 1997 and recently moved from her city condo to 
an apartment on the banks of the Hudson River. 

Most of us are in retirement but the next three classmates are still active in their 
careers. 

The May/June issue of CAM had a “Give My Regards To”…piece about Peter 
Eisenman ’54, BArch’55 winning the gold medal for architecture from the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters,its highest honor. This was a very big deal for Peter since 
the architecture  award comes up in the category rotation only every six years and is 
voted upon by his peers in the profession. It is awarded based on the winner’s lifetime 
achievements. Peter’s firm, Eisenman Architects, has designed many memorable 
buildings  around the world. Three of the most iconic are The Wexner Center for the 
Visual Arts in Columbus, Ohio; the Holocaust Memorial in Berlin, and the Arizona 
Cardinals NFL Stadium in Glendale AZ. Peter spends Monday thru Thursday in his 
Manhattan office and Fridays teaching as a full Professor at the Yale Graduate School of 
Architecture. He does all this with the same enthusiastic energy he displayed in his 
cheerleading days at Cornell. Peter and his wife Cynthia Davidson live in mid-town 
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Manhattan and on weekends in Branford, CT. (p.eisenman@eisenmanarchitects.com) 

Donald Miller writes that he is still working eight to ten hours per day as Chairman of 
Axiom Investors in Greenwich CT and loving every bit of it. After graduation, Don 
served his time  in the military and then earned his MBA from the Harvard Business 
School. His first financial services job was with Chase Bank  followed by a number of 
investment banking postings with ever increasing responsibilities, among them GH 
Walker, White Weld, and Blythe Eastman Dillon. In 1998 Don formed Axiom Investors 
and in 22 years built it from scratch to a 52-employee firm managing $14 Billion in 
assets for institutions and high net worth individuals. Don and his wife, Muffy, reside in 
Palm Beach, FL and part time in Greenwich. 

 

Allan Griff of El Cerrito, CA (algriff@griffex.com) left Ithaca in1955 with a BChemEng 
degree and joined Union Carbide’s plastics division where he worked for six years. He 
has been an independent consultant to institutions in the international plastics 
industry ever since. He is a noted pro-plastics defender and argues forcefully that 
plastics are not toxic but safely useful in many applications. Also, Allan is a troubadour 
at heart with a lifelong love of music. “I did a lot of singing at Cornell: Sage Chapel 
choir, a cappella chorus, Dramatic Club productions and the Ithaca opera.” In 1998, he 
composed a song “Leaders of Us All” set to the tune of Irish folk song Roddy McCorley. 
Here’s one verse: “Wherever we Cornellians meet/It brings a smile and a tear./We’ve 
got a bond of friendship/That cannot disappear./ We tell of  days and nights we 
shared/when we were growing still./And we feel a little warmer when/ We think of our 
days on the hill.” You can find the full song in printed form by googling “Roddy 
McCorley Song” 

Lastly and sadly we mourn the passing of our former class officer Rosemary Seelbinder 
Jung on May 19 this year. Ro was Co-Chair of our 50th Reunion with Ken Hershey in 
2004 and also served with Ken as Co-President of our class from 2004 to 2009. Ro was 
predeceased by her husband Hal Jung ’53 MBA’55. RIP. 

Bill Waters(billwaters@optonline.net). Ruth Carpenter Bailey(rcbhtb@gmail.com) Class 
website(classof54.alumni.cornell.edu) 

 

July 2020 – August 2020 
 

We’re writing this in early April as we are hibernating and socially distancing to 
cope with the new coronavirus.  I’m wearing my ‘54 sweater, which dates back to 
1989 or so, to get in the spirit.  Fortunately you continue to send us your news, 
now that you have more time for that and want to connect with old friends.  We 
are grateful to you.  Do stay healthy.  

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Though some classmates have moved north (usually to be near family) several 
‘54s still live in Florida.  Jane Gregory Wilson (813.634.7914) spent years as 
the military wife of Lynn.  Her “hobby now is cruising” (or perhaps was!); Jane 
has spent over two years on cruise ships to visit all seven continents.  In early 
spring she had returned from a month’s trip to California with a friend.  When 
home she makes favors for holidays for the Alzheimer’s wing where Lynn spent 
his last days.  Also in Florida is Annadele Ferguson Jackson 
(941.966.8174).  She keeps in touch with several classmates in the Sarasota 
area:  Polly Hospital Flansburg, Lou Schaefer Dailey, and Eloise Mix 
Unbekant among others.  Annadele used to enjoy tennis and now volunteers at 
her church and Bay Village.  She writes she “loved reunion.  Thanks.“  
 
Patricia Jerome Colby (masoncolby32@gmail.com) lives in Naples with hus-
band Mason.  They both enjoy lectures and classes.  Pat got an MSW at Ohio 
State.  She reads and plays Canasta; Mason golfs and sings in a great church 
choir.  (He sang in the Cornell Glee Club and has been singing ever since.)  They 
see Pat’s roommate Carol Reid Lyons who winters in Florida.  They have seen 
fellow Cornellians Paul “Spike” Gerwin ’51 and Don Feiman ‘49 at their CCRC, 
Bentley Village.  Previously they volunteered at a local thrift shop and Habitat 
“but now arthritis has taken over and curbs our activity.”     
 
Jacob “Jack” Martin (jacob.martin@verizon.net) is glad to have time in re-
tirement for hiking, skiing, mountain climbing, gardening, and travel with chil-
dren, spouses, and grandchildren, many of whom have graduated with bache-
lor’s and graduate degrees.  He may have the time, but where does he find the 
energy!?  They have lived 52 years in the same house in Wellesley, but he has 
“new places” on his bucket list. 
 
Stephen Krauss (steve2Carol@bellsouth.net) writes recalls that his interest in 
European history, especially modern Germany, was stimulated by Dr. Fritz 
Stern, his advisor.  “The beauty of the Finger Lakes area and campus encouraged 
my artist’s eye.”  Since retiring from medicine he has more time to pursue classi-
cal piano, painting and printmaking, and doubles tennis.  With his wife Carol 
they lived on a farm in East Tennessee near the Great Smokies for 20 
years.  They moved into Knoxville 13 years ago - “a more social and stimulating 
life.”  Carol is active as a Master Gardener and with bridge and book club.  He 
reads her books!  They still enjoy an active life at 87:  their “2019 trip to Tanza-
nia was our peak adventure (the Serengeti plain and more).”  
 
Luther “Luke” Miller LLB ‘58 (585.482.1047) applied to the business school 
and the law school at Cornell.  He says he decided to choose the one which 

mailto:masoncolby32@gmail.com
mailto:jacob.martin@verizon.net
mailto:steve2Carol@bellsouth.net
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accepted him first, and it was law.  But first he served in the military.  He has 
practiced law in Rochester NY where he and his wife Iris still live.  Contact Luke 
to hear some of his remarkable Cornell stories -  about his fear of heights and 
needing to cross Suspension Bridge late one night, or about the time he poured 
ice cold milk into a very hot pitcher while he waited tables.  He has more.  
 
The USA is often called A Nation of Immigrants.  Our classmate Miloslav Re-
cheigl Jr. MNS ‘55, PhD ‘58 (svu.one@gmail.com) is a prominent and interest-
ing member of that group.  Mila was born in Czechoslovakia, spent the war years 
under Nazi occupation, escaped to the west after the communist takeover, and in 
1950 arrived penniless in New York with only a rudimentary knowledge of 
“czenglish.”  He received a scholarship to Cornell in 1951 and departed seven 
years later with a doctorate specializing in biochemistry, physiology, nutrition 
and food science. 
 
Mila spent two years as a postdoctoral research fellow at the National Institute 
of Health (NIH) and then joined the National Cancer Institute (NCI) for ten 
years where he conducted extensive research relating to cancer biochemistry.  In 
1970 he joined the State Department’s Agency for International Development 
(AID) where he became Chief of Research and a Director before retiring in 1996. 
 
Apart from his “day job” and continuing into retirement, Mila devoted over 50 
years of his life to the Czechoslovak Society of Arts and Sciences (SVU) of which 
he was a co-founder, past president for many years, and its longtime chief archi-
vist. 
 
Mila authored or edited over 30 books related to his scientific research career 
and, as SVU’s chief archivist, organized the Society’s complete archival collection 
now housed at several universities in the US and Czech Republic as well as at the 
National Archive in Prague.  Because of his extensive writings on behalf of his 
country of birth, Mila has been awarded several medals by the senior leadership 
of the Czech Republic honoring his contributions in preserving and fostering re-
lations between the Czech Republic and the US.  All in all a life well lived.  Mila 
and his wife Eva (nc) have been married for 67 years.  They live in Rockville MD. 
 
May 2020 – June 2020 

In a previous column we highlighted the extensive travels of Jim Symons and his wife, 

Joan (NC), and the digital photo library they produced of them. Now you can plan your 

own Bucket List trips with their help. Just go to the community page of our class web-

site (class54.alumni.cornell.edu) and click on the Symons link on the lower right. Bon 

Voyage. 

mailto:svu.one@gmail.com
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Joanne Wilson Wietgrefe writes that she and her classmate/husband, Walter left Ithaca 

before our graduation ceremony because Walt was to begin his job in Massachusetts on 

that day. Joanne went on to graduate school to get her teacher certification and taught el-

ementary school for 25 years. In “retirement” Joanne became a creative artist, making 

unique Teddy Bears, quilting art quilts, and creating paraments for churches. She and 

Walt moved into a retirement community in Shrewsbury, MA five years ago and Joanne 

says: ‘It was a wonderful decision’. 

Dr. Robert Friedman (hsfriedman1@verizon.net) graduated from NYU Medical 

School in 1959. After internship, Bob was drafted into the Uniformed Services and as-

signed to the   National Institutes of Health (NIH) where he did research in virology, im-

munology, and biochemistry. In 1981 he was appointed Professor and Chairman of the 

Dept. of Pathology in the Uniformed Services Medical School in Bethesda, MD. Bob re-

tired in 2014 and the University Regents honored him by naming his position The Rob-

ert M Friedman Chair of Pathology. Bob and his wife Harriet live in Garrett Park, MD. 

Sondra Dreier Kozinn (skozinn@optonline.net) made her annual visit to Israel last 

year in part to celebrate the birth of her 22nd great grand child. Can anyone out there 

meet or beat Sandy’s record in that category? 

William Pinchbeck (wpinchbeck@yahoo.com) of Montpelier, VT was called to Air 

Force pilot duty soon after leaving Ithaca and upon successfully graduating from pri-

mary training (45% washed out) was assigned to Mather Air Force Base in Sacramento, 

CA. There. Bill flew long training missions teaching student navigators how to make 

bomb runs. He says: ‘We radar bombed every city in CA, OR, and AZ!’. After dis-

charge, Bill returned home to Guilford, CT to work with his Dad growing roses. They 

sold commercially throughout CT and NYC until low cost suppliers from South Amer-

ica in the 1990’s. His son, Tom ’87 now runs the greenhouses growing hydroponic let-

tuce. Bill’s wife of 41 years, Kristine, died of cancer in 2000. He later re-met an old ele-

mentary school classmate whose husband had also died and he and Joannie have been 

married for 18 years.  

After graduation, marriage to Sue Mckelvey ’55, army service and a stint in the corpo-

rate world, Fred Warner, Jr (fbw1@cornell.edu) returned to Ithaca in 1967 to do publi-

cations work at CALS and stayed ever since, including putting three kids through Cor-

nell. In retirement, they had an antiques business for 15 years and then moved into the 

Kendal retirement center near campus. The Warner’s are in frequent contact with fellow 

54’ residents Dave and Mary Call, Cindy Noble and Peggy Hill.  

Here’s one from the Dept of Coincidences.  Neal Jordan ’55 mailed us about his two 

roommates for two years in the Fall Creek section of Ithaca, who walked up Gun Hill 

Road and back every day of their Junior and Senior years. One was David Maxwell of 

Fairfax VA who earned a PHD at Johns Hopkins and had a top-secret career at the Dept 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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of Defense. The other was Roy Emrick of Tucson, AZ who earned his PHD at the Univ 

of Illinois and was Professor Emeritus of Physics at the Univ of Arizona. Dave and Roy 

were lifetime friends and here is the Coincidence; They died two days apart last Octo-

ber, Dave on the 11th and Roy on the13th. RIP 

Please keep your news coming. Bill Waters (billwaters@optonline.net) and Ruth Car-

penter Bailey (rcbhtb@ggmail.com) 

 
March 2020 – April 2020 
 
Colin Tait (colintait32@yahoo.co) taught procedural law at the  
University of Connecticut from 1966 until 2013. After raising four  
children there he and his wife Debby retired to Montpelier, VT. Perhaps 
the Connecticut motto inspired them: “He who is transplanted still  
sustains.” Now that she has died, Colin lives with two sons nearby.  
Parkinson’s limits his activities, but he recalls lots of good tennis and  
soccer during his Cornell years. “At age 86 everything takes three times longer to 
do. Busy all the time and not accomplishing much.” I share those sentiments, 
but as I hear from classmates I realize many are busy AND accomplishing quite 
a bit.  
 
Betty Wagler Striso (castriso@hotmail.com) reads a lot; her 
husband calls it encyclopedic gluttony. She interferes with her children 
and grandchildren “when they let me.” Among the things which give  
her satisfaction is Dostadning (Swedish death cleaning): “sounds grim, 
but feels so good when you see empty space. And it’s a boon for the  
family.” 
 
Aline Nitzsche Ashkin (allencrest3@gmail.com) used to teach  
high school chemistry. Now she enjoys foreign languages (German and 
French), so much that she leads an AAUW study group in German. She  
also paints in oils. Other significant news relates to her husband Arthur 
Ashkin PhD ‘52: he received the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physics. At 96 he  
is the oldest person ever to receive that award! He was too ill to go to  
Stockholm to receive it, but he was well represented by their son  
Michael. 
 
We received a good message from David Bernanke (adbendo@icloud.com). 
David worked in internal medicine and endocrinology. After retiring from medi-
cal practice in 2008 he continued five more years in a quasi-administrative role 
at the Alexandria, VA hospital. He and his wife have lived in Alexandria since 

about:blank
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1964 and have celebrated their 57th anniversary. “Summers on Cape Cod, travel 
abroad, good friends, a happy and healthy family - all have been my lot. When I 
think back on my years on the Hill, I remember great teachers, great beauty and 
great hopes.” David speaks very highly of Myron Abrams in poetry, George Ka-
hin in Southeast Asia studies and Fritz Stern in Modern European History. 
 
When you read this, our thoughts will be turning toward spring and summer and 
water and perhaps sailing. Al Eckhart (aje66@comcast.net) has served as our 
class nominating chair. As a bit of a bribe for me to accept this job, he agreed to 
send some information. His word is good. Here is what Al wrote: 
When our class arrived at Cornell, the sailing team operated out  
of a one-room wooden shack on the east bank of Cayuga Lake, with a  
fleet of eight Baby Narrashetuck Cat boats and a faculty advisor as  
coach. Sailing was not funded by the athletic department, and the  
sailing team paid its own way to intercollegiate regattas.  
 
By our senior year the team qualified as one of ten schools invited to compete in 
the spring at the Large Yacht Championship Regatta, sailing the 44’ Luders  
Yawls berthed at the Naval Academy. Racing with a crew of seven ’54  
classmates for the McMillan Cup, Cornell won the competition for the  
first time in the cup’s 24-year history. Today a large commemorative plaque on 
the walls of the Merrill Sailing Center recognizes the Class of 1954’s notable 
achievement in the history of sailing at Cornell.  
 
Flash forward to this year. The sailing team is financially supported by the ath-
letic department, the women’s racing team is recognized as a varsity sport, sail-
ing is an option to satisfy a student’s required physical activity, and 18 brand 
new FJ22 boats are being added to the previously existing fleet of 420 sailboats 
at Cornell. Today with its new two-story magnificently equipped Merrill Sailing 
Center, Cornell has one of the finest collegiate sailing facilities in the country.  
And in further recognition of what our class contributed to Cornell  
sailing 66 years ago, one of the new FJ22 boats has been christened  
“Class of 1954.” Wonderful story. Congratulations to our sailors!! Thanks, Al. 
 
As I think about all we ‘54s have accomplished, long ago and even still, I am 
aware that we have much to be proud of. Some of us have been recognized pub-
licly; some of us have contributed in ordinary, everyday, human ways. We are 
grateful that Cornell prepared us to live productive lives.  
 
Send news online (http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes) or  
directly to Ruth or Bill: Ruth Carpenter Bailey rcbhtb@gmail.com or Bill 
Waters bill waters@optonline.net 

mailto:rcbhtb@gmail.com
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Read news at our website: classof54.alumni.cornell.edu 
 

January 2020 – February 2020 

We start this column with a sad note. Our long serving Class Historian, Peg Bundy 
Bramhall died last September. With the support of her daughter Laura, Peg made a 
massive effort to attend Reunion and see her friends. Peg kept saying the whole 
weekend was “magic”. She even visited the Bundy Museum in Binghamton, NY to 
read about her great-grandfather who with his brother invented the time clock 
which led to computers and IBM. 

 Also at reunion was Clancy Fauntleroy(clancy@att.net) who has never missed 
one. Clancy, a two-time lacrosse All American and member of Cornell’s Athletic Hall 
of Fame is also secretly famous for an event that took place in 1950. In the fall of 
that year, the incoming  frosh class of’54 assembled  in Bailey Hall for  their first 
orientation session wearing the required, but hated, red beanie frosh caps. By 
chance, Clancy was seated next to the late Frank Rigas. They had not met before 
but Frank greeted him by saying ,“You sure look stupid in that silly cap”. Clancy re-
sponded ,“You don’t look so red hot yourself”. Frank;:”What are we going to do 
about it”? Clancy:”Let’s get rid of the damn things”. Whereupon they both threw 
their frosh caps toward the stage and were quickly followed by a flying cascade of 
them from a large number of  classmates. Thus ended the mandatory wearing of 
red beanies by the Class of ’54. No punishments were meted out.  Clancy and Frank 
became fellow Sphinx Head officers their senior year. Eight years after the ’54 
beanie rebellion, the University finally did away with frosh caps all together. Do 
send us your memories of the beanies. 

While Clancy was at Reunion, His wife, Barbara Gavin Fauntleroy ‘55 and their 
three adult children were in Normandy, France for the 75th anniversary of D-Day. 
They honored the memory of Barbara’s father, the legendary General James Gavin, 
who led the 82nd Airborne Division’s parachute invasion into the village of Ste Mere 
Eglise atop Utah Beach in the early morning. of June 6, 1944. General Gavin, always 
the first out of the plane’s door and the last in the Division’s chow line, was proba-
bly the first American  on the ground on D-Day. 

Most of us have retired. A hearty few are still working. James Symons (dr.wa-
ter@alum.mit.edu)  earned two advanced degrees in Sanitary  Water Engineering 
at MIT and enjoyed a strong career in the water hygiene space of civil  engineering 
in both the public and academic sectors. At  the University of Houston he became 
Distinguished Professor (now Emeritus) of Civil Engineering. He now lives in re-
tirement in Sarasota, FL Jim and his wife, Joan(nc) are prolific travelers. They have 
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logged over 60 trips to “bucket list” locations world wide and have a computerized 
photo library to prove it. Can anyone beat that? 

 One of the few  still working is Bob Greenwald of Monroe Township, NJ. Bob quit 
the corporate rat race many years ago and bought an artificial flower business 
which thrives to this day. He still works 30 to 40 hours per week. Go for it, Bob. 
(bobsellsflowers@gmail.com). 

In our last column we posed the question of retirement lifestyle options and asked  
for your thoughts. To encourage your responses we will outline our choices.  Ruth 
and her husband, Herm (nc), lived in Des Moines, IA until his retirement in 
1987.They then lived beside lakes for 26 years - first in northern Minnesota, later 
in  western North Carolina. When Herm was 91, they returned to  Iowa where two 
sons and their families live. They moved into a retirement community where Ruth 
easily transitioned into living alone after Herm died in 2016. In another lifestyle, 
Bill and his wife, Jane (nc), are empty nesters and live in the house in Darien, CT in 
which they brought up five children, now scattered.  This is their 42nd year in their 
home. They break up the year by spending most of the winter at their condo in 
Killington,VT where they still ski and the summer at their ocean front condo on 
Minot beach in Scituate, MA. 

We look forward to receiving your thoughts. And your news. 

 

November 2019 – December 2019 

 

Your new class correspondents write you in mid-summer; you read this in late 
fall.  Ruth still enjoys the glow from a wonderful 65th Reunion.  
 
For many at Reunion a powerful and very moving program was presented by 
Peter (Peter, Paul and Mary) Yarrow ’59.  He is deeply concerned about the 
divisions among Americans and is committed to bringing us together.  He is 
working hard to promote a movement called Better-Angels.org.  The program 
convenes small groups of Republicans and Democrats and encourages them to 
communicate with respect and understanding.  A lofty goal.  
   
We want you to know a bit about our class officers.  In the last column Lou 
Schaefer Dailey (lsdailey99@gmail.com) told about our treasurer, Jim 
Settel.  Another long-serving officer is Jan Jakes Kunz, our 
webmaster.  Enjoy her efforts at www.classof54.alumni.cornell.edu.  (She 
performs similar duties for ‘53 and ‘55.)  She still rescues nonprofits by 
providing organizational and marketing support.  She has worked with small 

mailto:lsdailey99@gmail.com
http://www.classof54.alumni.cornell.edu/
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museums, a historical society, and a number of smaller groups.  Jan writes from 
New Mexico that life in the land of enchantment is everything she hoped 
for.  Learning about the area’s history has been fascinating.  Who knew a Civil 
War battle was fought there?  Jan says much of the local history has not been 
covered by parking lots or obscured by buildings.  Some folks whose families 
settled Corrales still live there.  Jan transitioned from Maryland to New Mexico 
in 2012 and invites visitors. 
 
Robert F. Morrison (we also have a Robert McK. Morrison) 
(Carnovora1@outlook.com) writes from Florida “I have been reading, watching 
TV, and meeting with my friends and relatives.  A few new babies have been 
born.”  He is pleased to have “survived these 86 years, especially the health 
challenges of these past four years.”  His best day at Cornell?  “Beating 
Michigan!  21-7 in 1951.  I didn’t play that day, but it was my best day at Cornell 
because they (MI) were the national champions at the Rose Bowl.”  
 
Here’s another response to “What was your best day at Cornell?”  “Hiking up 
and down hills to classes.”  We doubt that many of us would choose that as our 
best activity now!  Though she has retired from tennis, Jill Niederman 
Edelson remains active with husband, Bob, and their children:  a viola player, a 
bassoon musician (also a psychiatrist), an emergency nurse, and a son-in-law 
who’s a firefighter.  Jill taught education at SUNY College at Old Westbury.  She 
is “involved with the Woman’s Club of Massapequa and a child welfare 
organization.”  Jill and Bob enjoy flying to Martha’s Vineyard or Nantucket for 
day trips. 
 
Virginia Glade Poole (678.261.0724) reports that since the death of her 
husband, Lee, she is “discovering that I can do new things (lead an exercise 
class, be a docent for visitors to a historic church, keep up on current events) as 
well as continue to sing, play the oboe and piano, and be active in 
church.”  Virginia has moved from Vermont “to Peachtree City, GA, which has 
100+ miles of golf cart trails which are ideal for walking.  It became important to 
be close to my family.”  We identify with that choice. 
 
When Jane Gregory Wilson (Jalyn54@juno.com) wrote in May, she wished 
she could be writing her message without a cast on her right hand.  Then she had 
“just returned from an 80-day cruise to Antarctica and around South 
America.  Also a day visit to South Georgia Island, a historic whaling station.  On 
the way north in Buenos Aires I fell and broke my hand. …  Great trip.  Home in 
about one piece.” 
 
We thank Lou Schaefer Dailey who was pressed into service to write three recent 

mailto:Carnovora1@outlook.com
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class columns.  Now Bill and Ruth, also pressed into service, attempt to keep you 
reading and, as importantly, sharing news and wisdom.  Because we are older, 
we face (and often are forced to face) changes in lifestyle.  We hope you will send 
your thoughts on what has worked well for you.  Stay in your home.  Downsize 
but remain independent.  Move into a retirement community.  Travel.  (One 
couple reportedly decided a cruise ship was less expensive than assisted living 
and provided as much care!)  We hope to hear from you on that topic and any 
other. 
 
Please contact us.  Via the Online News Form 
(http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm).  Or Ruth 
Carpenter Bailey (rcbhtb@gmail.com).  Or Bill Waters (billwaters@opt 
online.net).  We look forward to your news. 

 

September 2019 – October 2019 
 

What a glorious time it is in Ithaca!  It is June as I am writing this column and 
September/October as you are reading it.  The Campus was in beautiful 
condition for Reunion weekend - many new buildings, which we saw on a guided 
bus tour, including Bill and Melinda Gates Hall, home of Computer and 
Information Science. 
 
It was an action-packed weekend! 47 classmates returned, along with family, 
spouses and LLCs ( Late Life Companions - love it!). Bill Thurber writes "in 
addition to seeing old friends,  the Reunion highlights for us were Peter Yarrow's 
"concert", the Olin Lecture with the two Steves (Hadley and Israel), and the 
amazing blind piano player (Ed Slater) at the Savage Club show.   Well worth the 
trip from Annapolis.  On the travel front,  we recently chartered , with another 
Cornell couple, a 48-foot catamaran (complete with captain and cook)and spent 
two weeks sailing in the Society Islands of French Polynesia (Bora Bora, Raiatea, 
Huahine and Taha'a).  Awesome." 
 

Our Friday night class dinner was at the Cornell Ornithology Lab in Sapsucker 
Woods - a good gathering of friends, old and new.  Reunion co-chair (and Dean 
Emeritus of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences) Dave Call introduced 
John Fitzpatrick, the Louis Agassiz Fuentes Director of the Lab.  John told us a 
bit of the history of the Lab and recommended we install the MERLIN app on 
our phones.  It is a bird identification app sponsored by the Lab and it is 
wonderful!  Install it for free! 
 

http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/participate/class-notes.cfm
mailto:rcbhtb@gmail.com
http://online.net/
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On Saturday we had the class meeting and luncheon.  President Jack Vail 
conducted the meeting and introduced Andy Reed who gave a moving tribute to 
his mother, our deceased classmate and long-time correspondent Les 
Papenfus Reed.  Ruth Carpenter Bailey wrote a letter to another 
classmate, Ruth Bader Ginsberg, wishing her well and it was available to be 
signed by many classmates.   
 

Warren "Breck"  Breckenridge, our Cornell Fund Raiser listed statistics - 
139 dues payers, 230 donors, 36 Tower Club members and 90 Cayuga Society 
members.  192 1865 members who have given 2 years in a row and 38 Cornell 
Giving Partners who donated $1000-$4999.  Breck did a great job of making the 
numbers fun to hear and our class won recognition for the largest 65th Reunion 
class donation - 21 million dollars.  Thanks to our many dedicated donors and to 
Irwin and Joan Jacobs for their generosity and commitment. 
 

Jack gave us information on our '54 Class Scholarship which has principal of 
about $50,000 and generates about $2500 each year.  Our deceased co-
president Mitzi Sutton Russekoff also had established a scholarship with 
total funds of about $200,000 with students from the Bedford Stuyvesant school 
in Brooklyn being targeted.  Jack has spoken to Mitzi's son and to the University 
and the funds will be merged for a total of $250,000, now named the Class of 
1954 Muriel Sutton Russekoff Scholarship. 
 

Nominating Chair, Al Eckhardt, announced the proposed slate of officers.  
They were voted in unanimously: 

President - Chick Trayford 

Vice President - Jack Vail 

Treasurer - Jim Settel 

Correspondents - Bill Waters and Ruth Carpenter Bailey 

Fund Raising Chair - Warren Breckenridge 

Webmaster - Janice Jakes Kunz 

Historian - Peg Bundy Bramhall 

Reunion Chair - not yet determined.  Anyone interested in working on that 
committee for our 70th is encouraged to volunteer.   

 

There was SO much going on! - a session on crocheting and math, sports 
breakfasts, engineering lunches, Greek receptions, "dueling pianos" in the 
Schwartz Center for the Performing Arts, the Hangovers concert in the 
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Plantations and our Class Saturday night dinner in the Terrace room at the 
Statler.  "After Eight", the subset A Capella group of the Cornell Chorus, 
entertained us with some treble delights and we then moved on to Bailey Hall for 
Cornelliana Night.  Lots of the old songs, 300 plus Glee Club members returning 
for that group's 150th anniversary, Reunion statistics - all packed into one hour 
and including a big-screen salutation from our own Ruth Bader Ginsburg.  It 
was moving to hear that (mostly young) crowd chanting R-B-G, R-B-G! 

 

Our class is fortunate in having so many classmates willing to take on the 
responsibility of keeping us organized.  Jim Settel has been our money man 
and is also active in many volunteer activities after a long career at Prudential 
Securities and in an endowed chair professorship at Skidmore College, teaching 
business ethics as well as practical business  applications. He continued to 
maintain a corporate ethics and business consulting practice until he retired in 
2004.  Jim and his wife of almost 63 years, Ann, have six children, 10 
grandchildren and last August, added a great grandchild.  Jim serves dinners at 
Ronald MacDonald, helps neighbors solve computer problems as well serving 
as ’54 Class Treasurer.   
 

And you are all invited to send your thoughts, news, opinions and comments to 
our new Class correspondents - Bill Waters and Ruth Carpenter Bailey.  It has 
been fun being your pen pal  for the interim - keep those letters coming! 

Lou Schaefer Dailey, lsdailey99@gmail.com 
 

July 2019 – August 2019 

 

Our glorious 65th Reunion is now a memory... Planning a Reunion is a lot of 
work and thanks go to Mary and Dave Call who have taken on that task for 
several Reunions. Thank you, thank you, thank you!   
In anticipation of the event I went through an old scrapbook and pulled  out 
some house party photographs. Rosemary Seelbinder Jung and I spent 
some time identifying faces, looking at the details and reminiscing.  She recalled 
getting a letter from the University with a list of clothes to bring as an entering 
Freshman.  It recommended FIVE evening dresses!  There were a lot of formal 
dances, but really! 
Chick Trayford was Reunion co-chair and has been our trusty Reunion regis-
trar for years. Chick has retired to Delaware where he lives on a farm and notes 
"we have two border collies, three house cats, eight barn cats, over forty free-
range chickens, two horses, three ponies plus two horses that are boarders.  
Then we have the wildlife: three bald eagles, owls, various hawks, turkey 

mailto:lsdailey99@gmail.com
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buzzards, deer, wild turkeys, foxes, ground hogs, possums, squirrels, rabbits, 
chipmunks, egrets, ducks, geese and birds galore.  Never a dull moment". Wow! 
His own nature preserve 
Also serving as WebMaster, Jan Jakes Kunz, lo these many years, has tried to 
bring us into the digital age. There is a trove of information on our class website.  
On your computer,  tablet or phone  (assuming you have one) go to clas-
sof54.alumni.cornell.edu.  Check it out! 
Class historian, Peg Bundy Bramhall, writes that life is leisurely, but she 
keeps busy enough.  "Have lived on Chicago's North Shore since 1969.  Retired 
this year after teaching preschool for 15 years.  Before that, worked for 20 years 
at Lake Forest College as Director of Stewardship.  My son and daughter live 
nearby, as well as grandchildren who are 17 and 20, so that's a blessing.  Keep 
busy with volunteer work at church, including playing with a handbell group 
with whom I've had some wonderful trips to Europe." 
Bunny Rotter Schmid writes from Mineola, NY that she volunteers at the 
Nassau County Museum of Art and enjoys traveling - mostly 3-4 day driving 
trips but also a trip to Japan a year ago.  At home she catches up on reading and 
enjoys her two-year-old twin grand-daughters.   
Dave Morse  and spouse Nancy Fowle Morse '56 live in Urbana, IL. Dave re-
members his best day at Cornell as being a Medalist in the Cornell Golf Tourna-
ment in the Fall of 1953.  Sheila Dreier Kozinn, (Demarest NJ) says she plays 
a little AT tennis and spends lots of time on the computer.  Delving into Sherlock 
Holmes and knitting blankets take up what time is left after keeping up with 20 
great-grandchildren. Busy days indeed! 
Past Class President Ken Hershey(Rochester NY) keeps busy liquidating prop-
erties and holdings. For relaxation he plays golf in the summer, paddle tennis in 
the winter, and biking in between. Indoors it's bridge and euchre plus family vis-
its, weddings and keeping up a vacation home on Keuka Lake. He and Sue have 
eight grand kids and enjoy watching them develop their life business.  Ken says 
his best day at Cornell was "first day meeting classmates and Graduation  Day 
June '55" 
I have enjoyed being interim correspondent - a job I had for 10 years way back 
when.  I have joined the ranks of widowhood as many of you have. It's a slog, but 
life is sweet here in Florida and I am blessed with six great kids and 19 grand-
children.   Two sons have Cornell MBAs and one also got his Masters and PhD at 
Cornell.  No grands at Cornell yet, but we're not done!   
Please keep your classmates up-to-date on your comings and goings. Send your 
news to Cornell Alumni Office, on the form supplied with your dues notice, or to 
me - I'll send them on. 
 

January 2019 – June 2019 
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Class Notes for January through June 2019 are missing. Les Papenfus Reed, 
who was our Class Correspondent for many ears,  passed away on December 
31, 2018 and left  big shoes to fill.  Lou Schafer Dailey volunteered to be the 
temporary Class Correspondent starting with the July – August report that 
includes our 65th reunion and will continue until Ruth Carpenter Bailey and 
Bill Waters become our Class Correspondents starting with the 
November/December Notes. 

 

November 2018 – December 2018 

 

For as long as I have been writing this column, I have been studying patterns 
mostly of class members moves over the past twenty years never thinking I 
would create  a unique one of my own.  Most of my studied trajectories are along 
the east coast from north to south some east to southwest but not directly across 
the country at the same latitude. My voyage is as straight as an arrow coast to 
coast from Historic Alexandria (38 degrees) to the vineyards of Sonoma County 
(38 degrees). Am headed to Spring Lake Village with  my trusty Mac, two cats 
and Duffy, my Skye Terrier in tow. Guess some of us never tire of adding one 
more adventure or cross country move. To misquote Jimmy Buffett, I am not 
changing latitude but certainly attitude but will maintain my laughter, so I don’t 
go insane. 
 

Many of us are still moving about the country for various reasons. Family 
connections seems to be a primary reason for relocation but please tell me your 
thoughts. The idea was frankly new to me until this winter when plain common 
sense came and had a chat with me. For once I listened, did my research, and am 
now movin’ on west, once more. Will make a full report in the new year from the 
other coast. Please let me know more about where you have settled for the next 
decade and why. 
 

William Webber, wisely foreseeing the future, moved to Tucson several years 
ago from Ecovillage in Ithaca to be closer to his two daughters. His volunteer 
work has not diminished nor his  desire to take on his bucket list of a NYC visit 
to see Cornell Tech and Ground Zero among other destinations. 
 

 James M. Martin and Lewis Stone have apparently chosen to settle in the 
Golden State. James to the North in Alamo and Lew on the coast in Santa 
Barbara.  James cites both Paul J. Zwerman and Les Hertal of Cornell as having 
played important roles in his life. Bernice Rotter Schmid of Mineola, like 
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many of us, travels when her health cooperates. Japan is next on her list and I so 
hope she enjoys that lovely country. Like many of us she has not given up her 
volunteer position. She is lucky enough to work at the museum store at Nassau 
County Museum of Art. 
 

If you have never read the work of Elisavietta Ritchie Farnsworth I strongly 
suggest doing so. She is a writer of many voices and I love them all. She has 
moved over the past couple of years from DC to an apartment overlooking the 
Patuxent River in Solomon, MD. Her answer to the question re the first person 
she met at Cornell is a delight.  She was planning on a scientific career in 
Agriculture when she entered Cornell, so the first person she met was a 
professor who proudly introduced her to a group of huge bulls who seemed to be 
interested in some dainty little cows. – “How mean to subject them to those 
huge bulls!”. Oh no,” he said, “we inseminate them artificially.” Then she 
thought: how cruel to deprive them of the natural manner of things”.   
 

Robert Lynk DVM’61 knows a thing or two about livestock but this month he is 
discussing his bowling scores. At 85, which most of us are, he bowled his first 
300 game of this century. He has bowled three other sanctioned 300 games but 
that was over 19 years ago when we all were mid-sixties. I don’t think the phrase  
“slowing down” is in Bob’s vocabulary.  
 

Golf, gardening, and travel appear to be on Richard Neilson’s to-do list. 
Robert Jarvis has lived in Naples for a number of years in retirement but this 
year he is headed north to be closer to his daughter in Illinois. 
 

I have been writing this column for several years, but the tenor of your notes has 
changed. For the first time we are showing our age.  Enough so I wish to send 
out as much energy of a positive nature as I can. As I read each note I wish 
everyone well and hope I hear from you as often as possible - you have my email 
address. You have a good deal to offer and my wish is  you can share it. Please let 
me know if  you are relocating to where and why. 
 

Remember we of the silent generation were born into the depression, lived thru 
a world war, and have seen this country change in so many ways. Could be an 
idea for future columns. 
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September 2018  - October 2018 

 

The mere mention of September brings forth more memories than any other 
month for me. Without my being aware the golden month has become an 
emotional treasure trove. I have been combing my grey cells for words that 
might evoke some of these musings that could possibility give voice to long ago 
Septembers. I have sat for hours searching for other triggers that could unlock 
senses and the role they play with  little success. Then over the airwaves came 
that familiar melody with The Voice singing the lyrics. It was Mr. Sinatra and 
September Song evoking all those treasured memories that the years had tucked 
away. Little did I know that song held the power to unlock so many senses long 
since forgotten. 

The Voice drew all my attention by singing and bringing with it so many 
thoughts, so many, pictures, so many emotions, many long ago dreams, and of 
course, thoughts of Fall  on the Hill. Just a few of the reasons I love September. 

                                    It’s a long, long while from May to December                                                
                                    But the days grow short when you reach September 
                                    When the autumn weather turns the leaves to flame 
                                    One hasn’t got time for the  waiting game. 
 
If as, many of you are moving donating, handing items off to family members 
this year, you come across Cornelliana mementos you choose to part with please 
consider mailing them to Peg Bundy Bramhall, our Historian, or better yet 
bring them along to Reunion. Peg’s address is: 1881 Torrey Parkway, 
Libertyville, IL 60048. If I had to pick and adjective to describe Phila Staines 
Slade’s life if would be constancy of purpose and direction. I met Phila my first 
day at Cornell as our rooms were next to each other on the second floor of 
Dickson Five. Phila and Dick, who she was dating  at the time, have lived at the 
same address since 1958. For all her work in the community, over these many 
years, in June of this year she received the Lifetime Achievement award from  
the Historic Society for Artistic Talents and for her work as a preservation 
historian. She listed another endeavor, that of the Shawl Ministry. I googled the 
organization and found it to be not only a comforting, non-denominational 
ministry but something that can be done at any age at home or in a group 
setting. 
 

Richard Schoeck’s answer to the question - Are you retired? was succinct: Are 
you kidding? He has just shifted his engineering background from that of 
developer of buildings to that of rehabber. forester, and medic for raccoons, 
skunks, squirrels, etc. He moved to his present location just so he could engage 
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in his love of protecting native critters. Another classmate involved in caring for 
critters is Robert Hellman who has been doing so for years in Hilton, NY. I 
envy both for what they are able to do on their wooded acres. I just have an 
urban patio in which to care for my birds and squirrels. 
 

Every so often I have to give you the latest tally re Sandy Kozinn’s grands and 
great grands. Sandy lives in New Jersey but all the grands live in a land far, far 
away an ocean and a sea to be exact namely Israel. As of  this writing Sandy has  
to keep track of 19 birthdays. Allan Griff’s decision to move west to Berkeley, 
CA seems to have been the right one. He is enjoying life in an area devoid of 
mosquitoes, snow, and weather cold enough to prohibit gardening. He is 
continuing as a plastics educator to those involved in producing many of the 
plastics we use every day. Hard to believe the “chemical” still needs explanation 
after all these years of being used in the manufacture of household staples.  

 

A note from Robert Greenwald left  my head swirling. Robert  began his life’s 
adventures in Brooklyn, thence to Ithaca then on to Florida, Argentina, the 
Bahamas, Houston, Miami, New Jersey, Ohio, then back to New Jersey where he 
chose to retire . . . partially. He is still making sales calls which he has done all 
over the country for sixty plus years only now he makes them while living in a 
senior complex in Middlesex County, NJ. And now you understand why the 
word Retire is seldom used in this column. 

 

 

July 2018 – August 2018 

 

Long ago in the early 1950s in the building known as Goldwin Smith your 
correspondent took a course in English History from Prof. Frederick Markham. 
It has led to a life time love of all things British. I am still reading about the 
Plantagenet’s et al and have pondered over the death and whereabouts of King 
Richard III for years. He was killed at Bosworth Field near Leicester and that is 
as far as the history books could go. With his death the crown was then worn by 
the house of Lancaster, better known as the Tudors, where it remained for just 
over a century. Richard’s body had never been found, thus the concern, that is 
until a few years ago. A BBC program told me of the finding of his skeleton in a 
parking area near the city of Leicester.  

 

That really peaked my interest so I contacted Myke Taister, who did our 60th 
reunion logo, for more information. Myke as you might recall is a FBI Forensic 
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Artist and has done reconstructive research. I figured he would know something 
about the topic. And he did. As it turns out a friend of his, Prof. Caroline 
Wilkinson, Director, Liverpool School of Art and Design, did the reconstructive 
procedure that led to the identity of the young king over five hundred years after 
his death. And this is another reason I treasure Ezra’s wisdom. I would love to 
know what courses you had that have tweaked your curiosity for over sixty years. 

 

Have asked classmates, who have moved in recent years, why and where they 
moved and received this from Rosemary Seelbinder Jung who represents 
the cluster of classmates who call Sarasota, FL home. Ro has been very active on 
multiple boards for years having never learned to say that marvelous saver of 
time, no thank you. She was 30th reunion co-chair with Nes Draglin and again 
with Ken Hershey for our 50th. Between those reunions her husband Hal Jung 
died and she moved to Martha’s Vineyard where they had built their dream 
retirement home. Intending to stay just a couple of years she stayed 12 before 
returning to the Philadelphia area and thence to Florida in 2004 the same year 
as our 50th reunion. Over the years she had rented in Florida and fell in love 
with the palm trees, year-round flowers, big birds, and beach walks.  Ro has not 
looked back but still can’t say no. She writes church newsletters, takes art 
classes, French classes, and writing classes. She discovered Florida loves old 
people and is happy they do as she tiptoes up to her 85th birthday. 

 

From Jay Greenfield an extremely interesting note stating his book Max’s 
Diamonds has been published by Chickadee Prince Books and deals with the 
impact of the Holocaust on persons who were never direct victims. I have gone 
to Amazon and read multiple reviews of the highest praise. Besides Amazon you 
can find it at Barnes and Noble and on Kindle. He is finishing his new novel 
Almost Friends that focuses on the relations between Jews and African-
Americans during the Civil Rights Movement.  

 

And to quote Looney Tunes – Th-That’s All Folks – until my mail slot welcomes 
more of your news. Meanwhile take care of those brown dogs in August when 
Sirius rides high in the night sky. 

 

May 2018 – June 2018 

 

From our intrepid reunion chairs, Mary and Dave Call, comes this bulletin:  
 

Our headquarters will be, at last—the Statler! We have waited many years but 
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now our 65th will be in the Statler, right in the middle of reunion activities. You 
also will be able to stay in a nearby motel (as in previous years) or in a small 
block of rooms back at Mews dormitory. We give you these choices to provide a 
price range for rooms. 

 

We will offer some things we have had before---van or bus transportation to and 
from motel or dorm and to every event; and also back and forth to our 
headquarters. Some things will be new to our 65th; you will read more about 
these in future columns. 

 

Our main message is that we want to see you there! We want to set a record for 
classmate attendance at a 65th reunion. The record is now held by the Class 
of ’52 with 61 classmates. We want you to know we expect 65 or more at our 65th 
reunion!  

 

Your correspondent would like to add a small suggestion to Mary and Dave’s 
message and that is think about your transportation to Ithaca. In years past I 
have just jumped in the car and six hours later I was on campus. That might not 
be a good idea in a year’s time. Soooo, Jan Jakes Kunz and I have have already 
prevailed upon my son Andrew, ’90 to be our chauffer from here to The Hill. No 
last minute task for Andy as he lives in Santa Rosa, CA. Start looking at 
transportation choices as we know Ithaca is not a transportation hub. 

 

  

 

Thought you might enjoy the following from periodiCALS, Vol. 7, Issue 2, 2017.  
I thought enough of it to print it in its entirety. 

 

Russ M. Skelton Jr. ’54 lived a life of travel, adventure and generosity. And he 
credited Cornell CALS with getting him started on his way. 

 

“He was always proud to be a graduate of Cornell,” said Bonnie Renzi, Skelton’s 
partner for his last 16 years. “His education gave him the advantages and the 
knowledge he needed to move forward in his life. For that he was very grateful.” 

 

Even as a child, Skelton knew how to stay busy. He collected stamps, had a 
paper route, worked at a soda fountain and spent his summers at his 
grandparents’ 64-acre farm in Michigan. It was there, while hoeing and weeding 
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and cleaning the chicken coops, that Skelton’s interest in agriculture first 
bloomed. 

 

When he visited Cornell’s campus as a prospective student, the first person he 
met was the chair of the agriculture department. By then Skelton had already 
decided he wanted to learn more about the business of farming. At the time the 
agriculture department was just beginning to develop an agricultural business 
program, and Skelton was among the first handful of students enrolled in the 
new curriculum.  

 

That business education inspired him to pursue banking, a career that spanned 
more than 40 years before he retired in 1996 as senior vice president of Wells 
Fargo. But immediately following his graduation from Cornell, he embarked 
upon a parallel career with the U.S. Army. Skelton served seven years on active 
duty and an additional 31 years in the reserves. He often taught military tactics 
at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College in Leavenworth, Kansas, 
advancing to the rank of full colonel.  

 

In July he was buried in Arlington Cemetery with full military honors. 

 

Military life instilled a great love of adventure and travel in Skelton and that  
took him to all seven continents and every port a cruise ship could reach. He saw 
the Taj Mahal, the Sydney Opera House and Milford Sound in New Zealand. In 
2001 he met his partner, Bonnie, on a cruise ship bound for the Panama Canal, 
and together they spent their time roaming the world, cruising the Yangtze River 
and climbing the Great Wall of China.  Ever a stickler for details, Skelton kept 
track of every trip.  By his tally he took 140 vacation cruises over a total of 2,146 
days.  

 

During all that time, however, he never let his love of travel get in the way of his 
military service. One of Skelton’s cruises was interrupted when the army tracked 
him down on the ship because they needed his help for an assignment. His 
dedication to service was a crucial part of Skelton’s character. Whether it meant 
helping a homeless veteran find housing and employment or covering the cost of 
putting a neighbor with dementia into a nursing home, Skelton was always ready 
to assist people in need. 

 

So, it’s not surprising that he left behind a generous $1.1 million estate gift for 
the college to endow both a fund that supports the advancement of digital 
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agriculture and a dean’s discretionary fund. “He wanted his money to go to a 
worthy cause that might make a difference in future generations’ lives,” Bonnie 
said. “And he knew donating to CALS, with all its research, might make a 
difference whether future generations eat well or not.” 

 

March 2018 – April 2018 

 

In my November column I suggested connecting with classmates who, by this time, 

truly are old friends. Bernie Rosner read a recent email asking for news, in which was 

mentioned that we were in our eighth decade. Oops, in reality, Bernie reminded me, we 

are in our ninth and that is why Bernie was a lawyer for Safeway while I am still a long 

time customer.  

My thinking then continued along the lines of purposeful mistakes. If they in turn evoke 

interesting corrections your correspondent welcomes all insights, additions, and 

comments. Looking back over columns there would appear to be a few common threads. 

Mentioned in another March column was the fact that it was the coldest day of the year 

and yep we are expecting a storm by a strange name a “bomb cyclone”. What that means 

I have no idea. But nothing happened in this area except it was the coldest day we have 

had in years. 

Recovering from a mild stroke, Fred Jensen is looking forward to visiting Cuba and 

picking a winner in the Belmont Stakes. Hope he lets us know the results of either plan. 

Having been to Cuba I am curious as to people’s reactions. 

Remember to flip through the pages of next year’s calendar – 2019 - if you can find one 

and mark off the dates for our 65th reunion June 6–9, 2019. I am of the theory it is never 

too early to dream. Once again the Calls, Mary and Dave, are our very experience 

chairs, this being their third time at the helm. 

 

January 2018 – February 2018 

Think this is a first. I left you at the end of the November-December issue with a report 

from Stephen Krauss saying he had had a triple bypass in April of 2016. I am back to 

continue Steve’s adventures. Using his brain and his feet he left two months later to hike 

the San Juan Mountains of CO, attitude 10,600 feet, with his children and his grands. 

Then in September he and Carol spent a week in Paris before continuing on to the south 

of France for two weeks of walking tours. First to Menton, on the Cote d’Azur, for a 

week of warm ups of five to nine miles each day and thence to Provence to hike in 

rougher terrain but was still able to keep up with those a bit younger. Steve has set a 
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high bar for the class but he also serves as inspiration. Thanks Steve.  

Robert Jennings moved to Milton, DE where he and Kathleen are enjoying retirement 

in a Senior Friendly town. Bob volunteers his time as chaplain at the hospital and an 

adult day care center. We can add Bob to the list of Vladimir Nabokov’s many admirers. 

He is the professor remembered the most from across all disciplines. Jane Gregory 

Wilson is still in constant motion on the high seas. Jane gives her home address as Sun 

City Center, FL but I doubt she is ever there. In this past year she has crossed the 

Atlantic twice. However, she must stop by home at times as she makes and donates 

baskets of chocolates to the Alzheimer’s Wing of a local home. 

Ann Heagle has been a loyal volunteer at the Dallas/Fort Worth airport for years. How 

many times do you suppose she has patiently answered the same questions over the 

years. Dealing with the public can be a challenge. She is hoping to take a break in the 

near future and explore more of our National Parks. It was a joy to hear from Robert 

Hellman once more. Robert developed his life long interest in conservation from 

Professors Allen and Kellogg while an undergraduate. He is a keen observer of the 

outdoors and now has six and a half acres he has transformed from scrub and field into 

forest by using native species. He is still active in husbanding his land and leads groups 

interested land management thru his “classroom”. He belongs to a couple of writer’s 

groups and hopes to publish soon.  

Virginia Beamer Weinhold  has resided at her present location in Worthington, OH 

since moving there in 1972. She Is involved in various condominium functions and 

when the weather is right she helps out with pool duties. Having accomplished many 

travel and career goals she happy with what she has done. 

Jan Jakes Kunz our web designer has suggested should you like to watch the video of 

the dedication of Cornell Tech or the inauguration of our new President Martha Pollack 

both are available on our web site the address of which is always at the end of the 

column.  If planning a trip you might check out the Symon’s extensive photo album on 

the site which shows their many adventures around the globe. Their photos can be found 

on our community page where they are alphabetized... Settle in, relax and enjoy their 

travels and delightful photographs. Should you wish to contact Jim with comments or 

questions his email is listed on the page. Happy trails everyone. 

Having been meaning to ask for years that if any of you have an extra yearbook or know 

of one that is available would you please email me. After twenty years of constant use 

mine is in shreds. Thank you. 

 

 

November 2017 – December 2017 
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How many remember reading the Dr. Seuss book: Oh, the Places You’ll Go? You just may 
wish to read it again. I have. I then bought copies for all my children and their children. 
As I read and read the Doctor’s rhymes I went back to June of 1954 a day filled with 
ambiguities. We had made it to Schoellkopf in cap and gown but many goodbyes would 
be said that day.  We were off with diplomas in hand and to what? And here is where 
reading the Good Doctor’s advice comes in handy. “You have brains in your head. You 
have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose”. And we did. 
So now we can say to all those who’ll listen: “Oh, the Places We’ve Been and it’s been 
quite a few”. It’s been a great ride even if its slowing down just a tad; we’re missing 
good friends, and treasuring those we can call so put that on your list of things that 
need doing. We can help you with phone numbers, and email addresses to make plans 
for reunion June 2019. Today is the day so just make the call. 

Have received notes lately from those of you who have not written before. One was 
from Peter Whiteford of Houston, Texas. Peter has lived there since 1955 with no 
moves in sight. Well, except to ski in Park City when the snow falls. Betty Wagler and 
Clem (NC) Striso have not moved south but have decided that maintaining a home in 
snow country can be a bit exhausting. Bowing to her birth date Betty is tackling books, 
museums, and theatre rather than building stone walls.  Sounds very smart to me.  

Our other extremely active classmate, Ken Hersey is still working hard and playing hard 
with his golf score now close to his age. Ken’s golf coach at Cornell offered sage advice 
of which I am sure Dr. Seuss would approve: believe in yourself, be fair, practice hard, 
and good results will happen. Good life lessons for the young and us octogenarians. Ken 
does not wait five years to reune, he does CRC every year.   

Love the note from Richard Schoeck re the question - is he retired? The answer being a 
rather empathic NO!  He and his wife Dianna live amid their 75 acres of forested land in 
a seventy year old camp and love it. They do extensive rehab on small critters which 
would appear to be an extension of his work for years as an EMT. He not only is a 
caretaker to his land and all the critters that share it with him but he also participates in 
county school programs teaching the young people about nature.   

Teodoro Valentiner has moved his location from office to retirement and slowed bit. 
Ted has lived in his native Germany for years thus has not settled in Florida like so many 
of us have done.  Add to the retirement list James M. Martin of Alamo, CA who has no 
need to relocate to the Sunshine State and Edgar Meurs of Poughkeepsie who might. 

Adriadne Plumis Beck is reviewing one hundred years of photos along with organizing 
her husband’s records for archiving at the University of Chicago. Both sound like 
interesting time-consuming research projects. Ariadne has moved to a retirement 
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facility in La Grande Park, IL close to where she lived for 45 years so she has the dual 
benefits of keeping her longtime friends and making new ones. While at Cornell her 
Psychology Professor helped her find an entirely new direction for her life’s work.  

Linda Stagg Long moved east several years ago to be with her growing grand family and 
has begun a reading career. She and Betty Striso spend their days discovering new 
worlds and new ideas via the marvelous world of books. Linda is still looking to take a 
cruise but does not mention the destination.  Another of our classmates following Dr. 
Seuss’s sage advice is Steve Krauss who has written to this column for years about his 
activities and always in a very positive manner. This year he has surpassed even his own 
energetic activities. He has used those feet in his shoes and the brain in his head to hike 
all over creation after a triple bypass but you will have to read January’s column to find 
out where on earth he has been. 

 
 
September 2017 – October 2017 
 
To paraphrase Garrison Keillor, it has been a newsworthy week in Alexandria, VA, 
my home town. We had a nasty occurrence with a shooter on one of our baseball 
fields. Hearing nothing from my family or friends re my safety I discovered the 
reports said the event happened in a suburb of Washington, DC, making no mention 
that it occurred in George Washington’s home town. Not one person even emailed 
re the encounter. I love details so was surprised by the generality given the shooting 
of Congressman Scalise. The media can be puzzling at times leading to the necessity 
for further research which is enlightening but time consuming.  
  
Was pondering lifelong friendships, reunion, and the reasons many of us enjoy 
returning to the geography of those halcyon days of yore. What draws us back? 
Certainly not the weather. Some classmates have been a significant part of our lives 
for 65 years. Why? Looked at several sources for defining characteristics of 
friendship among them being: trustworthy, honest, dependable, and loyal. Worth 
thinking about. I would add the simple idea of communication which has been 
made so much easier today.  
 
As the ideas were percolating, in came an email from two long-term friends Mary 
and Dave Call, our reunion chairs. Their email follows: “Went to the Statler during 
Reunion Weekend to see the headquarters of Class of ’52. We will be located 
there in two years for our 65th reunion. We were impressed with the location in 
Statler, a serene setting in an otherwise boisterous campus. There was ample space, 
well laid out, with a separate room for historic items, scrapbooks, a piano and TV 
screen etc. We haven’t started to really plan our calendar yet, but are comfortable 
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knowing that we will be in that setting. Think 2019!”  With two short years to go 
please put it on your To Do list as June is a busy family month full of important 
milestones. It is also a good time to brush up your communication skills and to 
reach out to old friends and say howdy. If you do not know how to reach them go to 
Cornell Connect or email me.  
 

 With many of us relocating at this time in our lives James Buchan has not moved 
from his home in Yuba City, CA where he has lived for a number of years. He stills 
plays tennis but has retired from his teaching position at Yuba College. Ted 
Chernak of Pikesville, MD would appear to have deep roots in the Baltimore area. 
Ted volunteers at Beth Tfilon Congregation where every cycle of his life has been 
celebrated or acknowledged. It was there that his parents and his in-laws were also 
married. He is lucky to have his four offspring nearby which enables him to spend 
time with them, their offspring, and his new great-granddaughter. Few of us are as 
lucky.  
 
Bob Hill is still skiing (but only for two hours at a time), cutting Christmas Trees, 
delivering mulch and walking the dog two miles every day. Not a bad regime. He 
and Wendy stopped to see Betty (NC?) and Herb Bool in Phoenix while traveling in 
the southwest last fall. This fall a trip to Norway is planned probably in search of 
snow. Asked about his favorite professors, Alfred Kahn was one of his favorites 
especially for his job as “Regulatory Czar” under President Carter. 
 
Betty (NC) and Frank Hummel have moved from their dream house on lovely 
Smith Mountain Lake, VA to a town house nearby. Frank does not regret leaving 
behind the maintenance that goes hand in hand with house ownership. His extra 
time is given over to writing another book, playing tennis twice a week, church 
activities and caring for their daughter who has serious health issues.  
 
Charlie Schulz has relocated to a continuing care facility in Los Altos. He says 
downsizing is not easy but at times necessary. He still does volunteer work for the 
Palo Alto Community Fund which he helped for 35 years. He prefers “To Do List” 
instead of bucket list. So noted Charlie, a change is in the works. The term was from 
the movie with Jack Nicholson and Morgan Freeman and was used as an inspiration 
not as one with a sense of finality. 
  
Take care everyone and do touch base with long time or missed classmates. Jan 
Kunz, Chick Trayford, and I will gladly help you locate them. 
 
 
July 2017 – August 2017 
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Long ago in the early 1950s in the building known as Goldwin Smith your 
correspondent took a course in English History from Prof. Frederick Markham. It 
has led to a life time love of all things British. I am still reading about the 
Plantagenet’s et al and have pondered over the death and whereabouts of King 
Richard III for years. He was killed at Bosworth Field near Leicester and that is as 
far as the history books could go. With his death the crown was then worn by the 
house of Lancaster, better known as the Tudors, where it remained for just over a 
century. Richard’s body had never been found, thus the concern, that is until a few 
years ago. A BBC program told me of the finding of his skeleton in a parking area 
near the city of Leicester.  
 

That really peaked my interest so I contacted Myke Taister who did our 
60th reunion logo for more information. Myke as you might recall is a FBI Forensic 
Artist and has done reconstructive research. I figured he would know something 
about the topic. And he did. As it turns out a friend of his Prof. Caroline 
Wilkinson, Director, Liverpool School of Art and Design did the reconstructive 
procedure that led to the identity of the young king over five hundred years after his 
death. And this is another reason I treasure Ezra’s wisdom. I would love to know 
what courses you had that have tweaked your curiosity for over sixty years. 
  
Have asked classmates, who have moved in recent years, why and where they moved 
and received this from Rosemary Seelbinder Jung who represents the cluster of 
classmates who call Sarasota, FL home. Ro has been very active on multiple boards 
for years having never learned to say that marvelous saver of time, no thank you. She 
was 30th reunion co-chair with Nes Draglin and again with Ken Hershey for our 
50th. Between those reunions her husband Hal Jung died and she moved to Martha’s 
Vineyard where they had built their dream retirement home. Intending to stay just a 
couple of years she stayed 12 before returning to the Philadelphia area and thence to 
Florida in 2004 the same year as our 50th reunion.  
 

Over the years she had rented in Florida and fell in love with the palm trees, year-
round flowers, big birds, and beach walks.  Ro has not looked back but still can’t say 
no. She writes church newsletters, takes art classes, French classes, and writing 
classes. She discovered Florida loves old people and is happy they do as she tiptoes 
up to her 85th birthday.  
 
From Jay Greenfield an extremely interesting note stating his book Max’s 
Diamonds has been published by Chickadee Prince Books and deals with the impact 
of the Holocaust on persons who were never direct victims. I have gone to Amazon 
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and read multiple reviews of the highest praise. Besides Amazon, you can find it at 
Barnes and Noble and on Kindle. He is finishing his new novel Almost Friends that 
focuses on the relations between Jews and African-Americans during the Civil Rights 
Movement.  
  
And to quote Looney Tunes – That’s All Folks – until my mail slot welcomes more of 
your news. Meanwhile take care of those brown dogs in August when Sirius rides 
high in the night sky. 
 

 

May 2017 – June 2017 

 
A trained highly developed curiosity can occupy many hours and days. I blame it all on Ezra 
Cornell and . . . that motto. If it had not been possible to take courses all over the campus 
from Nabokov to food chemistry to statistics and been confined to learn one discipline in 
depth the curiosity might have been contained but alas it was not and still is not. For that I 
shall always remain grateful as it leads one to appreciate the experts in their various fields 
and it make theatre work an unending fascination. 
  
 As the weather and barometer fluctuate so does the brain from one topic to the next. I live 
down river from Reagan Airport and follow the path of planes arriving and departing from 
DCA. I have timed the pacing of their landings and take offs, listened to the sound of their en-
gines to know if they are landing or just beginning their journey, and on very clear days 
search the skies for their contrails. Contrails are as varied as the plane’s routes, their engines, 
the moisture in the air, their fuel, and altitudes. Some days I can count five trails of varying 
makeups others none.  
 
Reading about contrails and their composition lead me to think about our lives. We have left 
contrails in the past 80 years. Some are high and straight others are a bit puffy and varied in 
their makeup. Looking at a clear blue sky without clouds some mornings I can see over 5 
paths headed it different directions of totally differing textures. Amazing that Ezra prepared us 
to successfully plot our own routes with an appreciation and respect for those whose interests 
lay in totally different directions.  
  
This month I have letters from three classmates who have successfully followed different 
paths. Karen Wylie Pryor for years followed her dream of working with our fellow critters. 
She has worked with everything from dogs and cats to dolphins and elephants, written books, 
consulted with zoos on target training zoo residents, lectured widely and now has taken her 
flight plan in a different direction along with writing another book. She is not exactly retired. 
She is still mentoring grad students in NY once a month. She is also involved in a research 
program in a NY hospital, using positive reinforcement to train surgical residents in orthope-
dics and other surgical specialties. Karen says it works great and defends them from being 
bullied and picked on. What does this busy lady do for fun? She dances. Karen took up com-
petitive ballroom dancing a couple of years ago, dances three nights a week, has much better 
posture and lots and lots of new muscles. Is that not an inspiration?  
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Mimi Cohen Levine and I are having lunch when she returns from their new rental abode in 
Palm City, Florida. She and Len live in Alexandria so are close by. They sold their Florida 
home last year and celebrated by flying to Auckland and taking a two-week cruise around 
New Zealand and Australia. They enjoy shipboard vacations thus have planned to take entire 
family i.e. sons, wives, and grandkids, on an Alaskan cruise in June after which they will head 
for Ithaca and CAU which they have been doing for years. Mimi has shifted course after clos-
ing her antiques show business in 2013 which allows more time for travel.   
  
Joan (NC) and James Symons have contrails that are of a circular nature as they seemingly 
have been constantly traveling in all directions since James retirement. Trips to date number 
in the 60s.  Presently Bay Village in Sarasota, FL is home base.  Jim has graciously put much 
of his photographic memories on our website for all to enjoy. They are a great source if you 
are planning on taking a trip anywhere. Not letting the decades impede their wanderings they 
are planning to celebrate their 59th wedding anniversary in Hawaii. Congratulations and enjoy 
the sun, sand, and surf boarding. 
  
Will sign off with the reminder it is only 24 months until our 65th Reunion. Mary and Dave Call 
are already pondering any number of ideas. Not too early to let us know your thoughts and 
wishes. Please mark your calendars as we all know June can be a very busy month. Jan 
Kunz has done a great job on the website take a look see when you can. Address is at the 
bottom of this web page along with my address. 
  
 
March 2017 – April 2017 
 
This is probably the coolest column I write all year as the temps drop to the bottom of that 
slender red glass tube, the hose bibs freeze, the furnace works over time, the fingers turn 
white, and Washington is closed as we have slick coating of ice.. But that’s okay as I have a 
cool coincidence to report.  
 
Was chatting with my nephew, Michael Papenfus, a Cal Berkley grad, and happened to 
mention Barton Hall. He smiled and said “I know Barton Hall it was the location of one of 
greatest Grateful Dead concerts”. Huh? says I. Now the Dead were a known quantity as one 
of the band lived at the bottom of my hill in CA and they would play ‘till the wee hours of the 
morning while this night owl listened glad to have her own concert in a marvelous natural 
amphitheater. If so inclined, you can google the event of May 5th 1977. 
 
Enjoying the CAU programs this past summer were: Jay Greenfield exploring E.M. Forster’s 
novels A Room with a View and Howard’s End, Myra Zimmerman Miller, Joan Beebe Quick 
and Jean Rowley listened to Glenn Altschuler and Faust Rossi discussing their coming book 
The Ten Great American Trials of the Twentieth-Century, and Mimi Cohen Levine learned 
more of the impact independent Autonomous Robots will have on our future with Associate 
Professor Hadas Kress-Gazit. 
 
Janet (NC) and John Schloss have relocated to the seaside village of Noank CT where he 
enjoys watercolor painting and volunteering for community events along with donating time to 
New London’s Lawrence and Memorial Hospital. Bucket list items include So. America and 
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the Antarctic and a leisurely river cruise on the Danube.  
 
Charlotte Zilversmit has retired from social work. She still hopes that justice and empathy 
will prevail in the world. Virginia Beamer Weinhold has not relocated and still lives i her 
home in Worthington, OH. Her love of swimming started at Cornell and has continued. 
 
Fred Battaglia has to be Denver’s number one proponent. He loves his life in Denver with no 
bad seasons and the bright sun all year long.  He enjoys the high country where he has a 
condo at Steamboat. I agree having gone in and out of Breckenridge for years while we 
developed a small mining town into a ski resort. Dogs and I still looking for mail and wishing to 
hear what you are doing as we progress thru our eighth decade. 

 

 

January 2017– February 2017 

 

How often today do you hear the phrases: Thank you, please, and you’re welcome? I do 

think about these lost acknowledgements and was surprised recently when I came across 

Professor Brian O. Earle, long a standard-bearer for proper etiquette, delivering a light-

hearted talk entitled Civility and Manners—Do They Really Matter? as part of the 

School of Continuing Education and Summer Sessions free summer events series. I put 

the information aside and thought about his undergraduate course on Civility and 

Manners and why it is needed. Later returned to the site and listened to the entire talk. 

Most of you will nod your heads approvingly to his subject matter and the need for 

students today to heed his advice. The world would be a kinder gentler environment in 

which to live if we acknowledged all people with a smile and a compliment. It is a fun 

exercise and a most rewarding one to undertake. When time permits you might enjoy the 

entire talk. 

 

Would enjoy hearing from more of you as I know you are finding life a balancing act as 

we transit our eighth decade. We are still traveling, teaching and visiting the grands, 

involved in hobbies, pursuing our professional and community lives, and above all 

becoming medical experts via Google and our contemporaries. ‘Tis a marvel what lunch 

with friends of over 60 years standing reveals. Sixty years of caring for each other is a 

comfort level not available to everyone 

 

Sandy Kozinn has always had my utmost respect as she has been flying over a couple 

of ponds to visit her grands in Israel which number sixteen last count. How many of us 

are called upon to visit our off spring in a potential war zone? She has always had a 

great time. Gardiner Powell appears to have a very well defined retirement. He has 

enough offspring and their off spring to advise and says he has nothing he has to do 

which provides the time to do  everything he wishes to do. Not a bad balance.  
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Ken Weston is an University of Tulsa emeritus professor of mechanical engineering. 

His textbook entitled: Energy Conversion, now out of print is available as a free e-book 

at www. personal utulsa.edu/~kenneth-weston/. Evan Charney has retired from forty 

years of academic medicine and is now a full time printmaker. Evan’s work can be found 

at evansart.smugmug.com. I believe you will enjoy your trip to his website, I did. Evan 

joins a large contingent of the class in citing Vladimir Nabokov as one of those 

professors who had a lifetime impact. I certainly do and am continually grateful. 

 

James Symons is one of those lucky people who are still able to travel the world from 

home base in Sarasota, FL and take great pictures along the way. Those at Cornell that 

had the greatest impact were two environmental engineering professors. Note from 

Joannie (NC) and William Pinchbeck saying they had just spent three days in 

Washington DC via a Cornell Adult Education program with Secretary Skorton and Prof. 

Altschuler touring Smithsonian exhibits before opening “plus a whole lot more”. 

  

November – December 2016 

 

I have waited very patiently by the door with Coco, my standard poodle and Duffy, my 

Skye Terrier so we could together bark a very noisy thank you to the mail person when 

dozens and dozens of news forms showered thru the slot but alas we waited in vain. 

Nothing but a quiet click and silence came thru the slot. No matter we shall rejoice when 

we hear from you. 

  

Had a delightful email exchange with Betty Barker Hotchkiss who had noted in her 

Bucket List a desire to take in a safari Kenya and Tanzania. I answered immediately 

with an encouraging email for her to do so. Her answer came back immediately that she 

was leaving the next week to do exactly that. Now I shall await her report. It was to be a 

full tenting safari in both countries. 

  

Phila Staines Slade and I were on the same corridor in Dickson Five and she has re-

mained as active as she was all those eons ago. She and Dick have lived in the same 

home since 1958 in North Andover which has allowed her see her work with gardens 

and trails mature. She has received the very special Lifetime Achievement Award from 

the Northern District of Mass. Federation of Garden Clubs. Gardens and trails are but a 

few of her volunteer efforts. 

  

Elisavieta Artamonoff Ritchie is certainly not retired nor has her life changed. She has 

written two new books: GUY WIRES and BABUSHKA'S BEADS: A GEOGRAPHY 

OF GENES. non-stop writer, editor, "teach" creative writing workshops, freelance 

http://utulsa.edu/~kenneth-weston/
http://evansart.smugmug.com/
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photojournalist for BAY WEEKLY, mentor other writers, occasional poet-in-the-

schools; Ex-president Washington Writers' Publishing House, now a fiction editor, etc 

etc. She feels one of the best decisions she ever made was to continue to write and re-

write beside the Patuxnet River in Southern Maryland. 

  

That is about it for now folks except to wish you all Happy Holidays. Duffy, Coco, and I 

shall steadfastly listen at the front door for the swoosh of mail. 

September – October 2016 

  

The climate today, having the feel of divisiveness on so many levels, leads me to explore 

some historical dividing lines - some geographically vaster than others. We are, and have 

been, a nation of divisions. The Mason-Dixon Line is the one colonial boundary dispute 

the name of which most of us remember. But few of us remember why we remember 

it.  In the eyes of many, in the state were I now reside, it symbolizes the division 

between the North and the South (Dixie). It was a bit of a precursor to the many kinds of 

divisions we witness today. A quote from Thomas Jefferson in a letter penned to John 

Holmes re the Missouri Compromise in 1820 rings true all these years later:  “a 

geographical line, coinciding with a marked principle, moral and political, once 

conceived and held up to the angry passions of men, will never be obliterated; and every 

new irritation will mark it deeper and deeper”. The Mason-Dixon lines of division 

denoting state boundaries are marked with stone monuments but other divisions are 

marked on the landscape of our minds. 

  

Cornell of the 1950’s exemplified egalitarianism with very few divisions. 

The atmosphere was one where the science major from the Bronx sat side by side with 

the poultry farmer from Dryden, the surfer from California, the scholarship student, the 

oil magnate’s son, and the government major from Kenya - we were all Cornellians all 

striving to contribute to our community and to get the grades to remain for four or five 

years. There were few divisions, few lines of demarcation. We were going to class with 

men who had fought in World War II so we could study in peace. They were a stabilizing 

and maturing group for us to grow up with at Cornell and grow we did. 

  

Our class scholarship has been awarded to Yi Hsin Chen a young lady from California 

majoring in Engineering. Her STEM related activities in high school motivated her to 

pursue her passion in engineering at Cornell. Upon her acceptance Yi transitioned to 

reality and the means by which she could finance a Cornell education. Our scholarship 

has contributed to her being able to pursue her dream. Along with her classes Yi has 

become involved in the Cornell Tzu Chi and does volunteer work in Ithaca. Yi was 

excited by the swim test as it has required her to take swimming lessons which 

transformed her from a girl who was afraid of water to one who looks forward to her 

swim classes. We received a most delightful letter from Yi which you can view in its 
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entirety on our website. We hope hear more from Yi over the next couple of years. 

  

Ever the consummate Cornellian Ken Hershey yearns for days when Cornell will be Ivy 

League Champs once more in Football, Basketball, Baseball, and/or Lacrosse. Dream on 

Ken and we shall be right there with you. I know Clancy Fauntleroy shares the same 

dream ‘cuz I talked to him about the Lacrosse championships this spring.   

 

Carol (NC) and Robert Rodler are still slipping and sliding seasonally down the coast 

from Long Island to Naples.  Note from Ted Valentiner got my attention when it said he 

was living in a park having retired from consulting. I looked up Bad Vilbel which is a 

small spa town outside Frankfurt and it has the look of a park. Robert Morrison is 

working on a book with the working title of Bits and Pieces: Fragments of an Interesting 

Life. Hope it includes a bit on the Florida Panther.  

 

Heard from Mason and Pat (Jerome) Colby.  Love their bucket list item: Keep 

moving . . . and singing, hopefully.  Lew Stone still happily residing on the west coast 

near his son.  I am still waiting for Michael Stone’s program on the criminal mind.  

Meanwhile he is still working full time and writing professional papers. The prize for the 

most moves over the past five years goes to Sam Alessi – he has spent them in his motor 

home. Last heard from they were in Jamestown, NY.  

 

Had a delightful lunch with Hugh and Marta (NC) Schwartz a few months ago but we 

did not get into a discussion of his work in promoting vocational training for those in 

jails, a project Hugh has been pursuing for years.  Rumor has it Danny (NC) and Mary 

Lou Treharne Warren are taking up residence in Sarasota, FL joining several other 

class members.  Hard to believe they will miss the winters in Upstate NY. 
 

Dan and Dotty (NC) Schwartz have retired to Vi at Aventura and happily so -enjoying 

good meals, lovely friends, and frequent bridge games. Their travel tends to be visits 

with family in NY and LA.   Got one of those newsy travel filled notes from Jane 

Gregory Wilson who truly is an addict when it comes to cruises. This past year she took 

a 35-day cruise around the British Isles, Norway, Polar Ice Cap, and Ireland. In between 

cruises Jane drives north from Florida to see family in Virginia, North Carolina, and 

Pennsylvania.  Jane Wilson is one travelin’ lady. 
 

 

July - August 2016  

 

While waiting for sacks of mail to appear I have entertained myself with learning more 

of our 50th State its history, its size, its spelling, its products, and geology. I traveled to 

the Big Island in March with son Andrew ’90 and daughter Carolyn. We literally just 
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relaxed, read, drew, planned, and enjoyed the magnificence of our surroundings. In 

quietude one tends to ponder. Having several questions pop up about Hawai’ian history I 

purchased a marvelous book to fill in some of the blanks. One discovery was one I 

thought I could share with those who have gathered eight decades of living about them. 

Reading that the rest of Hawaiian chain can be tucked into the Big Island reminded me 

of all roles we have played that fit into our lives and, like the Big Island, our knowledge 

and experiences are still growing, perhaps not by lava flows, but by engaging in 

everyday life.  We have neither stopped learning or giving.  Like the Big Island we also 

have our “Wet” Side and our “Dry” side. We have our ups and downs but continue to 

adjust to our changing environments. 

  

This month for the first time in 20 plus years of being your correspondent I have 

noticed, to quote the Bard, a definite sea change in our lives. Many of us have made 

adjustments in our activities, living arrangements, and locations. More classmates are 

changing location either to senior communities, warmer climes, or to be closer to family. 

Max Warden and Thea (NC) are moving from Florida to Seattle to be closer to family. 

Max sent me a great picture taken a few months back of Bill and Marilyn (NC) Ebel 

who spend most of the year in Lancaster, PA., Jim and Lolly (NC) Clayton who do the 

slippery slide from Maine to Venice, FL, and Max and Thea all of whom plan on being 

at our 65th.  

 

Sent the picture along to Clay Miller, another Fiji, who left Old Town for Kansas City 

and Dallas, TX in hopes he will also return. David Bernanke has been teaching STEM 

classes in the elementary grades but has taken a “sabbatical leave” to care for family. 

Travel to London and Italy are still in play with a cruise to Japan for a change of pace.  

 

Since I last mentioned Virginia Glade Poole in July 1915 her husband Lee has died of 

Alzheimer’s and Ginny has moved to a cottage in a senior care facility not wishing to 

live alone. Before his passing she and Lee had lived in the first house they had ever 

owned. Lee being a minister they had always lived in rectories. Moving to Bellows 

Falls, VT gave Ginny the opportunity to plant her own garden for the very first time. All 

the changes have not slowed her down just changed her direction. Bucket list item for 

her is to go on an archeological dig.  

 

Bob and Wendy Witherell ’55 Hill are still skiing as it truly is a way of life in Vermont. 

Bob and Wendy met while skiing at Cornell and Wendy taught at Killington for over 35 

years. Bob claims Alfred Kahn as his favorite professor. Bucket list for the Hills -  one 

more trip to Red Rock Country to bike in the Moab, UT area. By the time you read this 
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Mason Colby will have made one more trip to Ithaca to sing with the ‘50s Cayuga’s 

Waiter at reunion 2016. Hang in there Mason and Pat and come back for our 65th in 

three years.  

 

Willard Wheeler beat the rush and moved to the Sunshine State thirty five years ago 

but is still traveling to his summer home at Winnepesaukee Lake to boat and 

golf.   Some of us are in familiar flight paths and choosing not to alter our patterns. 

Ernest and Elaine Cohen met at the Bronx School of Science, entered Cornell together, 

married while at Cornell, have lived in the same house in Upper Darby since 1960 

forgoing a company transfer to Los Angeles, and together been active in their 

community their entire married life. Ernest says he has limited his outside activities 

while he has had a ten year battle with Pancreatic Cancer topped off with a few other 

health issues, but he and Elaine are still up for concerts, movies, and their synagogue 

activities. Like the Big Island they’re still expanding, still contributing, and still 

gathering knowledge and teaching their grands one of whom is in the class of 2017. 

 

 

May – June 2016 

 

How often to you play the popular songs of the early ‘50s?  

I have been taking a stroll down memory lane via the songs that we sung, played, or lis-

tened to during our years at Cornell i.e. Mona Lisa, Harbor Lights, How High the Moon, 

Mule Train, The Naughty Lady from Shady Lane, Good Night Irene and Mood Indigo to 

name but a very few. With each melody memories flowed unasked, unbidden, uninvited, 

and mostly pleasant. Some are bitter sweet recalling friends now gone, others brought 

visions of dancing at Leonardo’s to Moonlight Serenade accompanied by the mellow 

sounds of Glenn Miller, others of Houseparty weekends in Barton Hall when the big 

bands came to Ithaca, then there were the lovely Sunday Tea Dances.  

As I write I have two hours of the big bands playing teasing forth those long ago forgot-

ten events.  There were so many big bands in those days that a medley gives the stroll a 

giant tug at the grey cells which is good for us in who are in their 80s. Have fun. If you 

start with In the Mood your feet will thank you. To get you on your feet and moving 

play some Lester Lanin. 

 

Robert Evans thinks he might possibly retire just a bit having sold his business at the 

Windmill. But with his energy it might be worth a revisit. He said one of his best deci-

sions was attending Syracuse Medical College and then working for the Carnation 
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Company. William Lohman of Bloomington, MN is delighted to be retired and able to 

watch his grandchildren thru their college years and attend their graduations.  

 

Jan Jakes Kunz, our website whiz, might have moved to Corrales a couple of years ago 

but is definitely not retired from local activities. She has been asked to develop policies 

and procedures for a local non-profit and is also working with her second museum. They 

needed her help in getting its exhibits together in story/history sequence. Along the way 

she is learning a good deal about New Mexico, its people, its agriculture, and its cul-

tures. Its foundations go back over 400 years and are well worth studying. Jan has found 

a treasure trove to explore.  

Clancy Fauntleroy, as has been written of, has served the class well for years and years 

in several capacities along with being inducted into the Cornell Athletic Hall of fame in 

2014, what hasn’t been told of is the fact he has been teaching computer and photo-

graphic skills to classes of Seniors. I guess that be us. Oh yes and his favorite hang out 

was Jim’s Place.  

I have followed Dana Dalrymple’s distinguished career, have read articles on his re-

search into the use of  Artemisia annua, and was delighted to learn Cornell has named 

him as one of its Distinguished Alumni, as they had his dad in 1985. Both are ALS 

grads. Having made six trips to Africa and a couple to China myself Dana’s long study 

in ways to treat Malaria is of keen interest. If you google Dana and Artemisia annua (or 

use the link on our website) you too can read of all Dana has done. World travelers will 

find it especially of great interest. Congratulations Dana and thank you. Lew Stone has 

forsaken the east coast and seems to be well adjusted to life in the Golden State. 

 

Keep in mind that looking up classmates or other Cornellians is easy via CornellCon-

nect. Use Cornell.edu. Log in with your NetID and search away. If you do not know 

your NetID the site will instruct you how to get it, just click on Find your NetID and you 

are on your way.  Mail bag contains but a rattle and little else. Will be back with more 

class news when the next group of notes comes in. Meanwhile keep dancing. And please 

send me your memories. Music does help unlock so much that has been tucked away for 

years. 

 

 

March – April 2016 
 

Am writing this on a chilly December morn having just witnessed Venus, Mars, and 

Jupiter all lined up in the pre-dawn sky. As I focused my binoculars on those bright 

celestial bodies I wondered how many others had watched the parade and used them as a 

guide. Were they on land, at sea, in the air? When and why might they have had their 

http://cornell.edu/
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sextons or compasses in hand using those markers?  

 

We have used the skies as guides for many reasons during all seasons over a millennia . 

The Native Americans used the Moon in March, otherwise known as the Full Crow 

Moon or the Full Worm Moon, as guide to commence planting. March was when the 

ground would begin to soften and the earthworms would reappear.  There are so many 

worlds to explore and we have more time to do it today. What worlds are you 

discovering that you did not have the time to heretofore? What’s your interest today, 

what are you reading, what gets you up each day, do you retire having learned 

something completely new? I am reading Mayflower by Nathaniel Philbrick which 

explores the myth of Thanksgiving discouraging the view of large hats, long tables, and 

peaceful beginnings. What will I do with all those cute Thanksgiving Pilgrim candles 

now that I know the real story? 

  

Jack Vail was reading the Necrology section of CAM when he came across the name of 

a classmate who had lived in Johnson City which is right next to Vestal where Jack has 

lived all his life. Puzzled that with the proximity and all the the Cornell activities that 

Jack has been involved with over the years he had never met our classmate. Obviously a 

quest was in order and so it began by searching the Cornell data base, nothing - then to 

the local paper to search obits. And there he was - George T. Fitzgibbon - he was 93 

when he died in May 2015 ten years older than most of us.  

 

He was a fighter pilot during WW11, got shot down, captured and sent to a prison camp 

in Poland. He was released at the end of the war.  We assume he entered Cornell in the 

fall of 1950 with all of us. He then was called to the Korean War, flew tankers and got 

his degree in Business Management from the University of Omaha. He moved to the 

Vestal area soon thereafter and became the chief pilot for the New York State Electric 

and Gas corporate plane. Amazing that he lived nearly 60 years on Jack’s doorstep and 

he had never heard of him until he died. If any of you can fill in more details please 

write either Jack or myself. 

  

I regularly hear from Michael Stone and knew of the group he was friends with for four 

years at Cornell, two of which, Steve Weinberg and Shelley Glashow, were Physics 

majors and were jointly awarded  the Nobel prize in 1979. The entire lunch bunch made 

Dean’s List and Phi Beta. I mistakenly thought Michael was a Physics major also.  But I 

could not have been more off base. Instead he majored Latin and Greek (and took 

Sanskrit, Hebrew, and Anglo Saxon to run out the roster of “dead languages) - one of 

only two in his class, the other being Inez Schapiro. Inez and Michael, as the totality of 

“classic majors” - had five professors at their disposal, and a whole special library. Can 

you see that happening today? Michael’s says he has never subsequently been 

surrounded by so many people whose IQs were greater than their height in centimeters. I 
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am still awaiting info on his TV special on the criminal mind. 

 

For years Jane Gregory Wilson would regale me re the cruises she and Lynn took all 

over the world.  When Lynn died in 2014 I thought Jane might reduce her travels but 

again I was mistaken. She has been driving all over the Eastern seaboard visiting friends 

and relatives and continued her love the sea by taking a 35 day cruise around the British 

Isles, Norway, the Polar Icecap and Iceland. She found it fantastic. I have learned a good 

deal about various cultures via Jane’s notes.  

 

Sam Alessi is another classmate who has done a good dealing of traveling but Sam has 

done it via motor home all over the US. They are stationary for the moment in 

Jamestown, NY where Sam volunteers at Habitat for Humanity and the Robert J. 

Jackson Center. Dave Bradfield volunteers at local hospital in Atlanta and plans on 

attending our 70threunion. 

 

Gil Henoch, LLB ’58, and Shelia drove from Huntington, NY, to Key West with the 

Cockapoo, Lucy, sightseeing and visiting friends along with way. Gil said it was a great, 

leisurely trip. When last heard from, they were headed back to London to do a food 

survey, comparing London’s cuisine to that of NYC. (Guess who wins.) Gil is semi-

retired, going to his law office once a week.  A bit of a weaning process. 

 

Betty Wagler Striso is usually building or planting something. Last winter, it was 

repairing the metal roof on their Vermont home, which did not do well with a heavy 

coating of ice and snow. In March it melted enough to allow the entire roof to avalanche 

off. doing a good deal of damage to all in its path. Second homes can be a joy at time, 

and at others . . .  well, been there, done that, in snow country. 

 

January – February 2016 

 

The time has come the brown bear said to reflect on many things, of years gone by, of 

college friends, and Ithaca in spring. As Cornellians we have a rich and varied a fabric of 

student life to recall. Cornell was truly unique, endowed by nature with a setting that is 

second to none and founders who believed in providing us with the opportunity “find 

instruction in any study”.  

 

I have been reading A Story Historical of Cornell University written by Murray Edward 

Poole and published in 1916 by The Cayuga Press. It was written 100 years ago in 

recognition of Cornell’s Semi- Centennial and dedicated to Andrew Dickson White, with 

this quote in the foreword “There was a pale-faced young professor in a Western 

University who dreamed a dream: it was of a great university where there would be 

more liberal teachings.” (Most universities at that time were humanities based). The 
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wisdom of our founders that they passed down to us thru these 150 years is worth 

pondering and thinking about in depth. The more I read the more I admire their vision. 

And to add another bit of symmetry, as we know history tends to repeat - Andrew 

Dickson White resigned from the Smithsonian Board of Regents in 1916 having served 

just shy of twenty-nine years. 

  

One of the other little gems I discovered in my wanders thru Cornell’s history was the 

fact that two Norway Spruce in Delta Kappa Epsilon’s front yard are on the New York 

State Famous and Historic Trees Register. Why you may ask – because they were 

planted and dedicated by then Governor of New York Theodore Roosevelt. And now you 

know. I found the trees while checking buildings listed on the National List of Historic 

Buildings.  

 

Robert Morrison was missed at our 60th thus I was not brought up to date on all things 

wild in Florida namely the birds, the fish, and the Florida panther. Bob moved to Largo 

drawn by the good dishing and the warm weather. As with several of you, Bob’s favorite 

spots for socializing were the fraternity, the Ivy Room, and Jim’s.  

 

Alden Reed West is still active in community theatre and loves her hours reading to first 

grade classes. Vincent Rospond put his law practice aside to attend our 60thalong with 

Len Zucker but then it was back to work and volunteering with United Way. Favorite 

professors too many to list but he did enjoy Crew and Kappa Sig.  Carol (NC) and Steve 

Krauss moved from their farm to town several years ago to maintain closer ties with 

friends, their multiple interests in the fields of art and music and to cut down on driving 

times. Steve paints full time doing landscapes and portraits but makes time for the tennis 

court and practicing Beethoven, when back surgery permits.  

 

Betty Brown Murray has lived in San Leandro, CA since 1955. Sorry our paths never 

crossed. She is a great fan of their Senior Center both for meals with friends and classes. 

Hugh Schwartz is preparing a booklet, Behavioral Economics for Skeptics (wish it was 

for the puzzled). He has been back in Uruguay teaching a course on the topic. Hugh is 

still using his knowledge to prompt vocational education for the Virginia prison system.  

I just read Donald Ross’s note saying his daughter and 12 year old grandson live with 

him and he is helping raise his grandson. Now that is a full time job at our age.   

Claire Schubert Weston is still motor-homing but as cut down on her distances. She 

has also added a summer residence in Galax, VA which is about as far away from 

Alexandria you can get and still be in the Commonwealth. Bernice (NC) and Martin 

Rosenzwieg have moved from their home in Rolling Hills, CA to The Canterbury in 

Rancho Palos Verdes, CA a lovely and very active retirement community where they 

remain dedicated to supporting the local theatre, art center, and library.  
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Bill Pinchbeck left his rose business in his son’s hands and moved north to VT a few 

years back where, free of running his own operation, he has time for playing the clarinet 

and alto Sax in a dance band, a concert band, an orchestra and attending CRC.  His 

interest in the Bios and filter program for Peru via Rotary International continues. 

Richard Harley resides in Harmony, FL having moved north from Ft Pierce a few years 

back.  

 

From Don Mc Cobb in sunny Naples, FL comes an interesting bit.  Don has gone back 

to work in real estate believing there must be something else in life other than golf. And 

from the other coast of FL a note from Stanley Sigel who still moves north to Cape Cod 

and south to Delray Beach each year, volunteers with several organizations, plays tennis 

and softball, and takes to the water as often as possible. Favorite place on campus Phi 

Epsilon Pi fraternity. 

  

And a note from the University.:  “We love documentation of Reunion and other Class 

events.  If people have letters, diaries, scrapbooks, photographs, and other items relating 

to their Cornell experiences, we'd be delighted to include them as well"  Send to Elaine 

Engst, University Archivist, 2B Kroch Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853. 

 

 

November – December 2015 

 

Those earth tremblors are coming closer and closer together and am now wondering if 

there is an earthquake season. It seems that whenever I sit down in August to write my 

November column the earth moves. This Sunday it was a 4.0 quake in San Leandro, CA 

area south of Oakland which, granted, did not noticeably deter my typing here in Vir-

ginia but it was reported and lead to another Google search for its location. It was a part 

of the Hayward Fault, which is to the east of that geological menace the San Andreas but 

part of the same system. The Virginia Quake, (Magnitude 5.8) of August 2011 was felt 

by more people than any other in the history of the United States. The study of earth-

quakes is a fascinating topic to which Cornell has lent its considerable expertise for sev-

eral years.  

  

My curiosity continues as to the whys of building naming on the Cornell campus. Who 

were Barton and Bailey? Mr. Liberty Hyde Bailey was the first Dean of the College of 

Agriculture who passed away the year we graduated at 98. Who else remembers sitting 

in Bailey (built 1914) as a brand new Cornell Freshman and learning the words to the 

Song of the Classes? We have sat there uncomfortably until just recently. There is a 

great quote in Morris Bishops A History of Cornell (which I have paraphrased) 
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recounting a 1917 concert being given by Fritz  Kreisler. Mid-concert a band of 80 

hoodlums burst into the concert hall objecting to Mr. Kreisler’s  presence and were 

promptly put to rout by students. Throughout the episode Mr. Kreisler continued to play 

Viotti’s Concerto in A minor – by flashlight. “No tumult since Nero’s time has had such 

a fine violin accompaniment.” Barton Hall was built at the same time and was called the 

New Armory until 1940 when it was then named for Frank A. Barton 1891. For many 

years Barton Hall was the largest unpillared room in existence. The interior of the build-

ing covers almost 2 acres. Much more about the buildings’ history is there for the find-

ing. 

 

William Titus has been in Locust Valley for over fifty years and has no intention of 

relocating. He worked for Cornell for28 years in cooperative extension and has not 

taken a breather since. His life revolves around sailing, teaching sailing to the junior 

crews, US Power Squadron, helping with construction and landscaping at the yacht 

club. He and his wife lived aboard a 25 foot sailboat for a year traveling from Maine 

to the Bahamas and Key West. As a landlubber from time to time he studies evolu-

tion. His bucket list? A trip to the Galapagos.  

 

Wonder how you tap into that energy flow? Jan (NC) and Bruce Hartwigsen have 

recently moved to Westminster Retirement Community in Winter Park, FL and still 

found time for a 24 day cruise around the Mediterranean. Next stop visit Africa and 

perhaps a glider ride. Sonia Melius Suter walks miles on an indoor track each week, 

does church work, plays bridge and generally keeps all systems occupied and en-

gaged. She and Chuck (NC) live in Ohio and the grands are in VA and CT thus 

travel is also in the mix.  

 

Robert Evans returned to his hometown of Branchport and immersed himself in the 

town and its affairs. He owns a business in the Windmill Farm and Craft market and 

is writing a book on WWII. Note from Robert Greenwald felt as though it jumped 

off the paper with the energy it transmitted. Robert is still working full time in real 

estate as he says work is his hobby and takes him all over the globe. His philosophy 

is that work keeps you young and he intends to work to 103. And then perhaps re-

lax? Do hope he gives pep talks at the 55 plus complex where he lives.  

 

Paul Nemiroff is still thriving in Scottsdale, still painting, ushering at the theatres, 

and volunteering at the Arts and Culinary Festivals. When he finds the time it will 

be off to South Africa, to taste the wine perhaps? John Fodor is presently designing 

and making cabinets when he is not helping recruit staff in football, basketball and 
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hockey for student athletes in CT. He volunteers with the Knights of Columbus and 

is on the building committee for his diocese.   

 

Judith Greifer Benjamin moved to Ashland ,OR seventeen years ago after doing a 

good deal of research, if my memory serves, and has been pleased with her decision. 

Ashland is a gem of a small city having a great deal to offer in cultural and educa-

tional opportunities. It has a renowned Shakespeare Festival for which Judith volun-

teers in their Tudor Guild Gift Shop when not taking courses at the Osher Longlife 

Learning Institute or working on politics or social activism. Again a fully engaged 

class member.  

 

James Symons is truly an energized rabbit as his energy never seems to flag. Jim 

and his wife are in motion constantly having taken more than 52 trips all over the 

world and has the photo documentation to prove it. Addresses for viewing his work 

will be on our website. When not traveling they enjoy golf and fishing in the warm 

Florida climate. Jim has said the most valuable thing he learned at Cornell was self-

respect. Many of us will second that. 

 

September – October 2015 

 

Hard to believe our reunion took place over a year ago. As the birthdays accumulate I 

wish reunions could come along sooner. June being the busy month it is for all sorts of 

milestone events it can be difficult to gather in the class.  We now have grandchildren 

doing the marrying and graduating and the law of averages means there are more of 

them than our own children thus the celebrations grow in number. With those thoughts 

mini reunions at other times are more important. To find classmates check Cornell 

Connect for their contact information, it works most of the time. 

  

While the mind still functions with some regularity it tends to meander - sometimes with 

purpose. This month it has been to research names known well to Cornellians. Names 

that are second nature but do we know how they came to be?  The recent graduation 

ceremonies lead me to ponder why Schoellkopf Stadium?  In the ‘50s we used it to cheer 

the Big Red as it took the field. But who was responsible for our being able to sit outside 

on fall days in the sun, the rain, and the snow?  o you know? I was not sure so off to my 

favorite time engulfing activity. A number of Google searches lead me to learn the initial 

fund of $100,000 was given to the University by Willard Straight 1901 in honor of his 

friend Henry Schoellkopf 1902.   With additional funds from the Schoellkopf Family 

suggesting it be dedicated to Jacob R. Schoellkopf, the family’s patriarch.  Willard 

Straight Hall was given by Dorothy Whitney Straight in honor of her husband Willard 
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who died in Paris three years after Henry. There is more, much more, to those histories 

but enjoy the exploration yourself. 

 

Was surprised to discover Karin Roser Williams lives in Sausalito, CA a town I know 

well as we docked our boat there for years. Karin practiced law for years after 

graduating from USF Law. Now she serves as a volunteer in Public Safety working with 

the Sausalito Police. She loves the work, people, the town, and feels it is an honor to 

work with the local force. Jim Buchan says there is a paucity of Cornellians in the 

foothills of CA around Yuba City so if any of you are moving to the area let Jim know. 

Using his Cornell experience Jim for thirty years was a finish line judge for the local 

community college track meets where he was also was a professor. Today he plays 

tennis and volunteers on both the hospital foundation board and the community college 

foundation. His bucket list includes a sail thru the Panama Canal and thence to Australia 

and New Zealand.  

Marge (NC) and Jim Weaver appear to have found an ideal spot to retire. They are 

currently residents of Moorings Park in Naples, FL. Jim volunteers for Habitat for 

Humanity of Collier Country and considers being healthy and active to be his bucket 

list.  Sonia Melius Suter works with children at her own church and also with inner city 

children in an underserved community in Akron. With a new great granddaughter in the 

family she is enjoying her time with the little one.  Gil Rothrock might be retired from 

the operating room but not from the tennis court. He is another one for whom feeling 

great each morning fills his bucket list. 

  

George Edwards has made valuable additions to the University Library from his 

collection. They are a first edition of Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman 

Empire, a book from Gibbon’s personal library, and a manuscript scrap of his memoirs. 

Although his grandson, George’s first legacy, is on campus this year I doubt if he will be 

able to check them out overnight. Thank you George for enriching Cornell in so 

generous a manner 

 

And from Bellevue, WA Howard Seelig reports his interests, now that time permits, are 

in real estate investment and construction, along with small sailboard racing, of course, 

and that ubiquitous small ball game – golf.  Leonard Zucker has been supporting 

Cornell for years and counting if you consider three of his offspring are Cornell 

graduates and now has two grands there. For intellectual simulation he is one of eight 

committee members who run a yearly lecture series via Fairleigh Dickinson University 

on Public Affairs.  My dad was one of their first teachers in the 40s when Dr. Peter 

Sammartino founded it as a Junior College in Rutherford, NJ in an old castle -like estate. 

From those simple beginnings it has grown to what it is today.  
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Mary Ann Kane is historian for the City of Cortland and serves on two boards and one 

commission related to local history. She writes history and is a volunteer guide at the 

local museum.  Calvin “Pete” Nesbitt  is enjoying reconnecting with his Navy 

squadron mates, writing memoirs, and working with Habitat for Humanity.  Robert and 

Carol (NC) for their 60th wedding anniversary took eighteen family members on a cruise 

to Bermuda and that was before they took themselves on a cruise through the Panama 

Canal.  

 

 

July - August 2015 

  

That slim red ethanol column outside my patio door is a tease.  Being it is April as I 

write it gives promise of outdoor activity but should never be relied on as it bounces 

about in its slender glass enclosure enjoying giving us cause to alter plans day after day. 

I know I should not plant until Mother’s Day, and never have, but oh the temptation to 

dig in the warm soil. 

  

William McKinney writes that he is now living in a Senior Care facility in Minnesota 

to better care for his wife. They had retired and moved to Arizona in 2000 where they 

lived in the warm sunshine for thirteen years.  With the Grand Canyon State in their 

rearview mirror they moved back north for Eileen’s health. William keeps his volunteer 

life active by working with Habitat for Humanity and for Kare Bears. His bucket list 

mentions buying a boat, acquiring a dog, and taking a trip to Europe. Makes for a great 

image. Hope the doggie is equipped with a life vest.  

 

James Martin still resides in water challenged Alamo, CA.  Linda Johnson 

McKinney’s health precluded her return for our 60th where she would have found the 

Tri-Delts well represented.  Linda met Lee, her husband, at Cornell but  . . . he was 

Army ’55.  Lee had come to Ithaca to play tennis and met Linda via a blind date. He did 

lose his match to the Big Red Netters and then lost his heart to Linda.  Being a military 

family they have traveled the world but Linda would love to travel again to Europe on 

vacation.  Painting and authoring books for preschoolers has replaced relocating all over 

the globe.  At the moment Linda resides in Missouri.   

Sounds like the “R” word is not in Jane Barber Wood Smith’s vocabulary.  Jane 

moved to a condo about eleven years ago after tiring of the 18-mile drive to get 

anywhere.  For the past five years she has been the executive director of a summer day 

camp for sixty city kids ages 6-11 at Christ Episcopal Church.  Aside from mentoring 

kids she serves on the Advisory Comm. of Episcopal Charities for the Diocese of New 
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York, that coupled with her on going work in the demanding world of politics, her 

calendar is always full. 

 

Arlington Harman of Greenwood, SC has no need for a Bucket List as he has filled his 

over the past twenty years and now gives lectures in Geology.  Wonder if there are 

earthquakes to South Carolina to explain. Cindy Noble moved to Kendal in Ithaca and 

loves it.  She has as neighbors Dave and Mary Gentry Call and Peggy Hill Greif 

enabling them to plan our 65th reunion over dinner.  Cindy’s volunteer interests revolve 

around improving the lives of families and children.  Lee ’57 and Virginia Glade Poole 

have settled in Bellows Falls, VT where they rejoice in owning their own home for the 

first time, here to fore they lived in Church Parsonages.  Loving music Ginny plays the 

oboe and the oboe d’amore, and the organ.  Leaving the instruments inside she is 

presently creating a garden where there was none. It sounds like all kinds of firsts, what 

fun.  The Poole’s did indeed meet while at Cornell while singing in a church choir.  

 

Having lived most of his life on the East Coast Lew Stone moved to Santa Barbara, CA 

and has not returned. We missed you at reunion Lew.  I have written before about Jane 

(NC) and Lee Seidman’s program of professional philanthropy and Lee continues his 

ongoing support of Cleveland’s Medical and Educational Facilities. The Seidman name 

can now be found on three of Cleveland’s major hospital buildings. Lee has been 

generous and the City of Cleveland a grateful recipient of his philanthropy.  Lee sent me 

a picture of Jane and himself at a luncheon for the Cuyahoga Community College with 

Former President Bill Clinton.  President Clinton was their guest speaker in 2013.  

 

Jason and Helen (NC) Pearl have sold their home and moved to a total care community 

in Bloomfield, CT.  Jason continues to practice law and tutor second graders in reading 

which he finds extremely rewarding.  Jason has been working with second graders for 

years and has even written a charming children’s book entitled Charlie – The 

Sailboat.  He was kind enough to send me a copy. I read it, enjoyed, it and sent it on to 

my grandchildren as they come from a family of sailors.  Jason’s bucket list contains his 

wish to see at least one of his six grandchildren attend Cornell.   

 

Hugh Schwartz and David Bernanke live just down the parkway from Old Town 

where I live but our paths seldom cross.  I believe Hugh still commutes between Virginia 

and Uruguay where he teaches courses from time to time. His latest was an intensive 

course in Behavioral Economics he taught with a former student at the University of the 

Republic.  Retired from the field of medicine after fifty years David and his wife 

recently moved to apartment overlooking the Potomac River where they can witness the 

ever-changing patterns on the water.  David plans to assist teachers in STEM  (science, 
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technology, engineering, mathematics) subjects in the area schools, take long walks 

along the river, travel, and perhaps even dabble in watercolors. 

May – June, 2015 

 

It is February as this is written and I am being held slave by a thin red line that seems to 

circumscribe my life and movements. How so small an item has such a hold over us I 

am not sure. Scott and I were raised checking the weather everyday as I grew up in New 

Jersey. Dad was a physics teacher and we read the thermometer, hygrometer, and ba-

rometer everyday especially during the summer months when a barometer reading of 

29” said watch out. Now, the thermometer as you recall was a lovely sturdy well-be-

haved silver column, which generally ventured no lower than 30 degrees. BUT this thin 

red line dares to go where no mercury instrument dared to go. It has had the nerve to 

stay below 20 degrees for weeks on end. Such are the things upstarts do. I can hear all 

manner of phrases blowing in the wind whispering that spring must follow as the natural 

progression of the seasons. Spring will set aside the slipping, the slush, the broken pipes, 

and the frozen birdbath. By the time you read this it probably has but it will be a winter 

to remember for many. 

Betty Ann Brundage Huntress was selected as one of Extraordinary Women of Mid-

land County, MI for her depth and range of volunteering over many years. The Hunt-

resses have at least a six grands still in college somewhere. They were involved in three 

graduations during reunion weekend thus missed our 60th. Betty Ann and Arnold still 

commute with the seasons to the west coast of  FL.  

A lovely note floated in before reunion from Rachel Homet Swarts saying she would 

miss our reunion as her husband’s from Hamilton was the same weekend and usually is. 

Reunion competes with ever, so many June events and Ithaca is not necessarily en route 

to everywhere. Rachel was a member of the Cosmopolitan Club at Cornell and that gave 

her an insight to other cultures and a lifetime of travel exploring the world. Our 

birthdates have limited their exploring undeveloped areas now but there still is a great 

deal to experience. I love Rachel’s statement that they moved to a retirement community 

when the responsibilities of home ownership encroached upon the pleasures of retire-

ment. Hmmmm. A very good piece of wisdom. Free of home repairs she can now insure 

every member of the family will have their own unique Rachel made quilt.  

Betty Wagler Striso has been loyal participant in this column for years. She builds 

stonewalls in Vermont, skis, reads, gardens, etc. but I did not know until her recent note 

that she has designed costumes for years and years. She perfectly demonstrates the roles 

many of us play in our communities. We carry a lifetime of knowledge and the ability to 

apply it in ever so many areas. We went to a university whose founder sought to provide 

“ . . . an institution where any person can find instruction in any study”. Thru his wis-

dom Cornell students, both men and women, have done just that. We were given the 
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opportunity to follow our curiosity all over campus and our present day environments 

benefit from his wisdom 150 years later.   

Robert Evans retired after 36 years in the food industry in CA and moved back to his 

home town of Branchport where he participates in many community activities. Now re-

tired from the field of medicine Beverly Billinger Shaver and her husband have moved 

to a retirement community in downtown Evanston on the shores of Lake Michigan. Bev 

now has time to paint, draw and read all those books that had been set aside while caring 

for others.  

Allen Smith further exemplifies the energy the class exudes as evidenced by one who 

watches from the catbird seat. Al ran cross-country and track while at Cornell and is still 

moving full tilt. He and Martha live in Watertown, have a cabin in the Adirondacks 

where the hunting and fishing are superb, they work a one-acre garden, a sizeable tree 

farm all the while dealing with an average snowfall per year of over 110”. Hardy hardly 

seems to adequately describe their lives. No trips to FL mentioned.  

Along with her volunteering activities, which include travel, theatre, church, and library 

Toni Mullen Walsh . . . walks. Toni mentioned this vital exercise is a carryover from 

the constant  hill climbing and walking involved as we negotiated the campus in all 

kinds of weather. Remember how the backs of our socks were always mud splattered 

and our leg muscles admired? Tom Blaine regrets a hip replacement prevented his at-

tending our 60th. Long since retired from the Navy he has now left the field of industrial 

real estate.  

Martin Cole still practices law on Wall Street and is in his twelfth year of Pet Therapy 

at Mr. Sinai Hospital with his companion Doodle Pierre. Congrats to both of you as 

you offer a great gift to patients. Gale Brooks moved to Andover from Alfred to sim-

plify his life but has certainly been an active member of his new community. Claire 

Schubert Westin moved to a retirement community in Orange City, FL and loves the 

fact she is well placed for the future while still enjoying her motor home. Ahead of 

many of us she crossed off the largest item on her Bucket List by spending three weeks 

Antarctica. Well-done Claire. 

 

 
March – April 2015 
 

It was Déjà vu all over again. Jan Nelson Cole ’57 and I were attending Cornell's 

ever so crowded 150th - Sesquicentennial Celebration in DC when I took a detour 

and began to wander down a marvelous and curious Memory Lane. The cause of the 

puzzlement was the presentation by Professors Altshculer and Kramnick, taken from 

their book Cornell, A History 1940–2015, giving bits of information on the policies 

and philosophies of Cornell’s various presidents. The name Deane Waldo Malott set 

the chimes to clanging. Ah ha, I know that name, whereas few in the audience did. 
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The memories tumbled and fragments swam into view. The word plagiarism was the 

first to pop up and then the good professors told us of how shocked our Sixth Prez, 

inaugurated in 1951 straight from the University of Kansas, was re our habits of 

drinking, parties, cavorting, parties, carousing, and having a jolly good time. Did 

any of us know at the time this was not de rigueur for college students? I must have 

missed the fuss as I do not think our social life changed a great deal and most of us 

did the walk to Schoellkopf  in our caps and gowns. 

 

The talk was followed by a reception planned for 400 but magically 700 Cornellians ap-

peared ready to munch. Above the din I heard a voice call Les Papenfus and from out of 

the masses came Sandy Beckman Fromm. We had not seen each other since gradua-

tion. It was a great reunion amid the chaos and we did what we could to collapse 60 

years. Sandy lives in Washington but does travel a good deal. Will report on our next en-

counter which I trust will be soon.   

Bob Friedman is about to retire from his many years at NIH, 33, as chairman of a de-

partment at the Uniformed Services Medical School. As a reward for his leading the In-

ternational Society of Cytokine and Interferon Research they have presented him their 

Distinguished Service award. From his Medical School NYU Bob received its Berson 

Award previous given to Jonas Salk and Albert Sabin to which we all owe thanks. For 

those of us not familiar with Cytokine and Interferons ‘tis worth a trip to Google.  

Received a most welcome note from Stuart Loory saying he and his wife Nina now live 

in Brooklyn and enjoy their unique urban life with its active cultural environment. Nina 

travels to Russia several times a year to act as the artistic director of Benois De La 

Danse, the international ballet awards. John Fodor is consulting part time during inte-

rior architecture and serves advisor to the Diocese of Bridgeport on construction and de-

sign. Missed seeing Debby Kroker Ineich at  reunion but health problems took over 

and derailed their plans. Their lives have always been exciting to follow as they have 

traveled all over the country to visit their far flung off spring but have always main-

tained their base in Downers Grove where they have been active in that community for 

over forty years.  

 

I had so hoped Allan Griff would find his way East to reunion but alas CA held tight 

and we missed his company. To mention Allan is akin to randomly opening an encyclo-

pedia and start reading or in today’s vernacular going to Google and typing in plastic, or 

music, or opera, or poetry. Allan’s commercial persona is in the field of plastics but his 

other interests run deep and wide. He had suggested a Skype connection for those that 

could not be in Ithaca in June. It was a good idea but actually putting it in practice was 

not feasible.  Allan’s thinking goes well beyond the proverbial box which is why I 

would like to put many of your communiqués on the website. We are working on that. 
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Another classmate who missed reunion but has a balance of the arts and science is Aline 

Nitzche Ashkin of Rumson, NJ. Aline taught Chemistry, both regular and AP, for years 

and with retirement has been spend more time with her oil painting and language 

studies. Her son Michael Ashkin is a professor of sculpture in AAP at Cornell.  James 

Martin’s note is a perfect example of the knowledge garnered from writing this column. 

He mentioned Dr. Paul J. Zwerman as a professor who played a part in his life. Not 

knowing of Dr. Zwerman, I Googled him and learned a good deal about his work in soil 

management. James did not say how he benefited from his knowledge of soils and that I 

shall have to ask. More later.  

Was delighted to see Karen Wylie Pryor at reunion as Karen for years has been a 

mentor to all those that work within the Animal Kingdom be they dog handlers or lion 

keepers. Karen pioneered the way to a caring approach to those magnificent critters with 

which we share our lives. However, after reunion she shifted gears sold her company 

quit going to the office and has devoted her time to research, writing, students, movies, 

and friends, to quote Tony she finds it Grrrrreat. Pondering the question of the most 

valuable thing she learned at Cornell she finds there were just too many from which to 

choose. I think that was Ezra’s intent, don’t you? 

 

 

January – February 2015 

 

Does Cornell award PhDs in the field of Miscellanea? I ask the question as the class has 

provided enough research for one. I start each column with the intent of writing 

continually until I have filled my allotted space but alas your notes are so varied in 

subject matter i.e. travels, hobbies, bucket list items, changes of location, or physical 

additions, subtractions and adjustments each begging to be researched via Google, the 

National Geo Atlas, the Cornell Ornithology site, etc. that hours pass, the brain 

overflows with gained knowledge, and deadlines are missed. 

  

As an example, Delvin Fanning Professor Emeritus in Soil Science, University of 

Maryland has as his Bucket List item: to make the world aware of and to understand 

acid sulfate soils. The subject asked for a bit of time to research and now it is your turn. 

Delvin’s quest is what makes this column a delight to write. Do your own research on 

the topic as it might be in the next article you read on drilling practices.  

 

We have many research people in the class and they tend to introduce a far-flung variety 

of topics. Dr. Michael Stone for one does research on particularly gruesome crimes in 

his investigation of the criminal mind, but more on that later. Your correspondent’s mind 

turned upside down when it reported Bill Potter had moved from Florida to Alaska.  

Actually it was the reverse. Bill moved from the far north across the country to the far 
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south.  

 

In November Clancy Fauntleroy was inducted into the Cornell University Athletic Hall 

of Fame for his exemplary accomplishments in Football and Lacrosse. Clancy was a 

two-time All-America selection in lacrosse. The class has been the winner for having 

Clancy as a team member in many positions of leadership. Thanks Clance you are 

indeed a champion in our eyes.  

 

Carolee Schneider Nadel asked if we had a list classmates living today along with a list 

of those we have lost. Interesting question and the answer is no and yes.  No, there’s no 

list of those living today but yes, there’s a list of those we have lost on our website.  The 

website maintains a current list of those who have died during the current year plus you 

can link to a full list of those who have died thus far.  But don’t forget that most 

classmates can be located via Cornell Connect. Just go to CornellConnect enter you 

NetID and have a great time locating old friends. I know I have mentioned this before 

but it bears repeating. 

 

Although David W. Morse has retired from practice with with the Carle Clinic in 

Urbana, IL he can now be found at Francis Nelson Health Center as a volunteer 

physician adviser with Urbana’s Public Health Department. With thirteen grands 

scattered about travel is on his retirement agenda. Johns Winship writes after living for 

50 plus years in Simsbury, CT they have moved to Seabury a retirement community in 

nearby Bloomfield, which they have found to be an ideal setup.  

 

Regret Walt Lewis was not at reunion.  We all would have benefitted from his joie de 

vivre. Walt lives in sunny, but dry, Santa Barbara, CA, practices medicine part time, 

sails, and enjoys his daughter now a pre-med in college. Many of us remember our 

40th reunion when she was just a tiny tyke. No need for a bucket list Walt’s  life is just 

fine as it is. David Bernanke has just retired as hospital case management coordinator, a 

position which served as a transition from forty-eight years of practice to fully retired. 

After downsizing from their home of forty-eight years to an apartment and recovering 

from the effort David and Judith (NC) hope to travel as much as possible.  

 

Stephen Krauss and wife Carol (NC) moved back to the city of Knoxville from their 

80-acre farm a few years ago and shifted gears. Instead of medicine and horses Steve has 

taken up painting oil portraits full time. As well-traveled as they are, they have a new 

travel plan. They hope to cruise via Gulet along the lower coast of Turkey, that treasure 

trove of ancient history and magnificent ruins.  

 

His family might have contributed to Robert F. Morrison’s decision to move to FL but 

his interest in fly fishing and wildlife education has not abated, just the species have 
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changed color and size. Valuable experiences learned at Cornell that added to his life 

were biological science in the classroom plus an active social and fraternity life on 

campus. You were missed at reunion Bob.  

 

Weather was the incentive for Paul Nemiroff to move from NYC to Scottsdale, AZ 

years ago but his interests traveled well and unabated. The arts continue as a major part 

of his life. Paul has his paintings in galleries, he volunteers in theatres, plus the 

Scottsdale Art Festival along with the Culinary Festival.  As for his Bucket Wish List: an 

African Safari. Having been several times, my opinion is go and go now. Do not wait.  

 

Bruce Hartwigsen and Jan (NC) divide their time between Candler, NC and Winter 

Park, FL with their travel, golf, and bridge hobbies accompanying them. Africa is on 

their wish list along with a glider flight. One of the questions on one of the news forms 

concerns winter weather and basically the avoidance thereof. Will have to gather data on 

southward bound traffic in the fall.  Harry Kirsch is another one who avoids shoveling 

by heading off to Coral Gables leaving MA to the skiers. Traveling, family, and reading 

have replaced his job but the daily routine is missed 

  

 
November – December 2014 
 
I enjoy writing this column but have come to realize it has an earthshaking effect of 

huge proportions. A tad of history is necessary here. While writing the column in 

October 1989 I was frightened by the sensation of a jumbo jet landing in my driveway in 

Kentfield, CA. On further investigation it was not a jet but something of greater 

significance the Loma Prieta 6.9 earthquake. A quake of that magnitude gets one’s 

attention. In August of 2011, again while typing the column, I felt a familiar vibration. I 

was, at that moment on the phone with my son in CA. Said I was experiencing another 

quake and, as son’s will do, he very patiently told his ancient mom “you live in Virginia 

they do not have quakes” oh yes, they do. It happened again this morning. Was up early 

typing with the radio on when the Napa Valley experienced a 6.0 quake. My daughter 

lives in Napa. Am pondering the probabilities, coincidence or something else? 

        

The glow of reunion remains and if you wish to check who was there or continue a 

conversation check our class website for a list of attendees. Regret I was not able to 

acknowledge and thank all of the following who were at reunion and helped make this 

column possible. Would have liked to have talked to Doug Miller about his and Betty 

Anne’s life while raising three young people with mental illness. Their Christmas letter, 

which was fill with joy and travels to South America, New Hampshire, and Disney’s 

Safari Park, gave scant indication of all that might entail.   
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Patti (NC) and Duane Neil married this past March 15th, joined us for reunion. For their 

honeymoon they cruised from Miami to Barcelona stopping along the way in Bermuda 

and Casablanca. Saw a good bit of Ruth Carpenter Bailey who, with Herm has moved 

from the Blue Ridge Mountains to Clive, Iowa for age related issues not for the 

salubrious climate. Nancy (Lisa) Rink Kelly moved to Tucson, AZ after living in New 

Hampshire and Vermont where she taught music, was involved with the Girl Scouts, and 

Circulation supervisor for Keene State College library  along with caring for her 

husband during his eight year battle with cancer. She now resides in a warmer clime, has 

become a quilter plus is both a creator and collector of quilts.  

 

Linda Stagg Long is still very pleased with her move from the Big Sur area of CA to 

Dublin,OH where she is closer to her daughter, her grands and her new great-grand. 

Sylvia Taub Bernstein-Tregub traveled from Encino, CA as she has for several 

reunions. Sylvia hopes never to move for reasons many of us understand i.e. the effort of 

moving life’s accumulation of precious memories. With moving a non-issue she can sing 

in her temple choir and work for several boards.  

 

Diane Freeman Kuehn was glad to be back and spend time with her college roommate 

Ruth Behrens White. Saw Toni Mullen Walsh who lives in Scotia, NY and like Sylvia 

has no plans to leave. Her volunteering involves politics, the library, two theatres and 

her church along with the Cornell Club of the Capital District. Alice Green and Bob 

Fried, Law ’54 traveled from West Orange, NJ where she has lived her entire life with 

no plans to move - well except to FL for six months each year for  a bit of wardrobe, 

scenery and temperature change.  

 

Lois Ann (NC) and Arthur Auer have moved recently to reduce stress and simplify 

their lives but still live in the DC area where Art volunteers at the Smithsonian Museum 

of Natural History. Gil Henoch is at the moment fully involved in the law but may retire 

next year at which time he plans to travel across the country to see towns he has never 

heard of. I love that idea but it might take a couple of life times to do. Bernice (Bunny) 

Rotter Schmid turned her back on Brooklyn and moved eastward to Mineola to be 

nearer one of her daughters. She volunteers in the Gift Shop of the Nassau County 

Museum of Art.  She, too, would like to see those places she has yet to visit.  

 

Lou Schafer and Bob Dailey ’53 dropped by reunion as one of their stops on a month 

long 6,000 mile driving tour trip to see family and friends. Guess once you leave FL in 

the summer you keep going ‘til it cools. Betty Wagler Striso and husband Clem (NC) 

were looking forward to seeing Cornell’s new buildings and they did get to Gates, which 

was a treat.  Betty says: “I garden and ski and read a lot. Do some community stuff – 

like art shows, theatre, and museums, etc”. List does now include one building project. 

They too would like to see places not yet seen. Now why is it I have been to China twice 
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and Africa six times?  

 

No Cornell event would be complete without Su and Ken Hershey and they were there 

bringing with them their marvelous sense of joie de vivre. The Hershey’s have lived in 

the same location for 55 years and I doubt a move was ever considered. There are few 

sports at which they do not excel but Ken still dreams of a golf score lower than his age. 

  

 
 

 

September – October 2014 

In looking back with great fondness to our 60th Reunion, which, came as close to 

perfection as any attended, searched for descriptive words and quotes to best describe 

the feeling as the weekend reflected the excellence of Dave and Mary’s and the 

committee’s best efforts. Lectures, meals, concerts unfolded smoothly, the buses were 

there and on time to move us about campus, our student clerks handled all kinds of 

details, and the weather, the notorious Ithaca weather was . . . perfection. The following 

quote from Jonas Salk sums in concise Cornell fashion the feeling of a rare and 

marvelous reunion:  “The reward for work well done is the opportunity to do more.” 

The Calls have agreed once more to ride into the breach for the fourth time as the chairs 

for our 65th in 2019. And . . . as the rhyme goes, the committee is sure to follow such 

excellent leaders. Save the dates June 6-9. 2019 and we will gather once more to enjoy 

treasured friendships, reflex on those halcyon days, and hear “an echo from the walls”. 

  

Warren Breckenridge and his band of fund warriors garnered 365 donors   51 of which 

were Tower Club (donors of $5,000 or more). In all, they raised $18,595,636. This is a 

class record and a university record for a 60th reunion.  Many thanks to all who made so 

monumental a gift possible. Checking, double checking, emailing, calling class members 

while combing thru lists to insure accuracy is a gift Chick Trayford has given the class 

for years. His diligence paid off with 110 classmates returning along with 20 additional 

alumni, and 42 Non Cornellians joining us for a total of 172 up from 161 five years ago. 

Backing up Breck and Chick were your class officiers lead by Jack and Mitzi. Your 

board was reelected for another term with the addition of Peg Bramhall as Class 

historian. 

  

Each reunion I try to talk to as many people as possible but time always slips away. Two 

people I was anxious to see were Elinor Yavelow and Sy Yuter (NC). Elinor, as you may 

recall, wrote a book about traveling the world in a wheelchair in 2007. I wished to meet 
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that intrepid duo and learn from them. Elinor has permitted me to speak of her reason for 

being restricted in her movements - Elinor has ALS. She is dependent on others for most 

all that she does but the smile is all hers despite the relentless and debilitating nature of 

the disease. If you wish a picture of courage look to the Yuters. They married  in the fall 

of 1954 and traveled many a path and mile together since. It was my privilege to meet 

them both and would like to stay in touch.  

 

We always have a few back for reunion for the first time and Malcolm Gordon in from 

Los Angeles and Barbara Marbut Karmel from Canby. OR qualified this year. Barbara 

came the farthest at 2782 mi. where as Malcolm only traveled 2681. If you know of any 

one else who was a newbie let us know. 

 

Jan Jakes Kunz was instrumental in gathering in the Kappas who had a great 

representation i.e. Linda Stagg Long, Joan Stewart Ruvane, Pat Jerome Colby, Dot 

Noll Hostage, Barbara Marbut Karmel, Carol Reid Lyons, and Judy Starr Carr 

plus Wendy Witherall Hill ‘55.  

 

One of the other affinity groups well represented was the Psi U’s who added greatly to 

the gathering namely: John Marianni who has contributed wine for many reunions, 

Warren Breckenridge who put us over the top on donations, Jack Vail who as Class 

President has guided the class for years, Clancy Fauntleroy who has been Class 

President and who chaired the nominating committee, and Chuck Rolles.  

 

Other groups who gathered were groups of Kappa Deltas namely: Carol Moldenhauer 

Saul, Mary Lou Bishop Dopyera, Eloise Mix Unbekant and Mary Catherwood.  

 

The Tri-Delts contacted by Jane Gregory Wilson were Annadele Ferguson Jackson 

up from Sarasota, Betty Wagler Striso the Vermont wall builder, Jean Lanigan 

Lenehan of the lyrical name, and Nancy Rink Kelly who flew in from Tuscon.  

 

The Pi Phis also numbered five for our 60th Sally Binley Boothby from Oakland CA 

(2771 miles), Jarry (Eunice) LaBrecque Purcell Ithaca, Esther Corcoran Namian 

from Silver Springs just outside DC  , Carol McNeil Kirchheimer from downstate in 

the Big Apple, and Emily Preston Kimball, Zephyrhills, FL. If you would like to 

contact any of those mentioned or other Cornellians you can find them via 

CornellConnect just have your NetID handy and if you did not  know it the directions 

for obtaining one are on the site. It is a great way to keep in touch. Usually your NetID 

is you initials and a number that indicates how many Cornellians have those initials such 

as ABC26.  

 

Had a note from Joyce Dudley McDowell ‘57 saying she and Ed had just missed 
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reunion as they had been on campus a week earlier. And she was looking for their 

NetIDs. 

 

The reunion had many programs available including: The Olin Lecture by Professors 

Glenn Altschuler and Issac Kramnick, President Skorton’s State of the University 

Address, and other lectures addressing such topics as Global Warming and GMOs. 

Many of those mentioned can be found at: 

http://alumni.cornell.edu/livestream/index.cfm. 

-- 

 

July – August 2014 

 

Every five years I get to write a time sensitive column in an untimely manner. This is 

written in April a full month plus before reunion in the month of fools, taxes, showers, 

and expectations of spring - in other words a mix master month.  It contains nary a men-

tion of neither our 60th reunion plans nor a report on how much fun we had in Ithaca en-

joying the Calls well laid plans. All that will appear in the September-October issue. 

Prognostications not being a learned skill I shall report on impressions received not 

those perceived.  

I ended my last column saying I had had news form pop up on my computer screen from 

Allan Griff. Using the Internet vs. USPS to transmit news has been a dream of mine 

since I started the column those many years ago. It is fast, neat, sustainable, saves time 

plus I can read computer fonts more accurately that I can handwriting. If there is a ques-

tion I just zap a question back, easy.  Allan, Michael Stone, Bob Friedman have emailed 

me for years. My address is on the forms and always at the end of the column. We may 

be in our 8th decade but that doesn’t mean these old dogs aren’t up to learning how to 

fly in cyberspace.  Allan moved to El Cerrito, CA a couple of years ago, has no thoughts 

of leaving the field of plastics with all its ramifications. He is researching, teaching, 

singing, and writing prize winning poetry with nary a thought of retiring, whatever that 

truly means. The thought of most of us “withdrawing” is inconceivable. I wish to create 

a vehicle for your letters, which often contain more than this column can hold.  Shall 

keep trying.  Many of the class do inspiring work, which I feel selfish keeping buried in 

my files. 

Note from Avis Pope Payne mentions she has retired from Country Max, their family 

business, and is now enjoying having more family time.  Don’t know if George ’52 re-

tired also.  Mimi Cohen Levine was in the process of closing their business when she 

wrote last October so perhaps has freed up time for knitting and other more relaxed pur-

suits.   

http://alumni.cornell.edu/livestream/index.cfm
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Note from Fred Jensen tells of his marriage to Barbara Rothenburger over three years 

ago and their trip to Tanzania to visit the territory I love so well. After their tenting ex-

perience on the Serengeti they are ready for a first class cabin on a cruise ship. But Fred 

there are no hyenas and elephants on a ship unless you have a ticket from Noah.   

David Ginsberg has withdrawn from the world of commerce and now is a student at the 

Art Student League of New York.  Bit of news from John Eisele saying Tracy Storer 

has remarried and Bill Potter has moved to Florida after 50 years in Anchorage.  I have 

been tracking moves for years but that is the extreme move without a doubt.   

Reorienting her life after 50 years in the high powered New York scene Anita Zicht 

Fail now has time to board planes for Israel, Berlin, Cuba, Turkey and more, much 

more. If not packing Anita would love to take classes and learn to play the flute. Your 

correspondent would love to learn the pipes but receives no encouragement from friends 

or neighbors. Michael Stone and his wife are patrons of the Metropolitan Opera in NYC 

and on the board of the Musica Sacra along with his investigations into minds that com-

mit dastardly crimes.  Look for more mention of Michael’s work in the months to come.  

Rosalyn Roth Treger is fortunate enough to be able to take courses at Osher Lifelong 

Learning Institute at Carnegie Mellon University.  She also edits their newsletter.  She 

and Albert ’52 downsized recently from their 1906 Victorian where they had lived for 

43 years, to a condo apartment giving them more latitude to travel and spend time with 

family that is spread coast to coast.  

Ginnie  (NC) and Willard Wheeler are still enjoying boating and golf in Coral Gables 

but have extended their range to Winnipesaukee, NH by acquiring a home way to the 

north. That, too, is unique amongst my tracking data.  Harold Eaton who hails from Ith-

aca originally and enjoyed lettering in 150 Football moved south 20 years ago to Naples 

and never looks north.  Sandy Dreier Kozinn still uses Demarest, NJ for her point of 

departure for Israel and other far flung points to visit her numerous grands and great 

grands.  All the turmoil in the state of Israel has never deterred her from visiting family. 

Brave lady.  

Jean Vettel and Lloyd Forstall ’52 met at Cornell over 60 plus years ago and now have 

moved to a retirement community in Olympia Falls, IL not far from the area they have 

enjoyed for years. Their family, church and volunteer activities continue to be very 

much a part of their lives. They do work for PADS an organization that serves the home-

less among us.  I would say a rather ideal life. 
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May – June 2014 

 

As I sit down to write a 16th century nursery rhyme keeps circulating thru the gray 

cells:  it is “ If wishes were horses then beggars would ride” translated perhaps to mean 

wishful thinking does not always produce results ‘tis better to apply elbow grease and 

industry to the job at hand. Many of us were raised with such proverbs and they remain 

lifelong incentives.  

 

Your reunion committee perhaps had that in mind when they started early, worked hard, 

and have planned a great couple of days in Ithaca to celebrate our 60th reunion.  We have 

a fabulous schedule planned by Mary and Dave, a special ice cream concocted for ‘54, a 

bus tour to show off a spectacular campus, and a brand new logo created for us by my 

good friend and theatre buddy Mike Taister.  Myke has been a Forensic Artist with the 

FBI for years and when he heard me noodling re our 60th he said he would like to help as 

he had wished to go to Cornell but life took him down another path. The bear is the 

result of our collaborative effort. We hope you like bears as they, she and he, will greet 

you at Mews wine in hand and dressed in their reunion outfits.   

 

My wish, that I have little control over, is being able to greet each one of your as you 

return. We have become good friends over the years and I would love to say Howdy in 

person. So gather up your buddies, hop on that painted pony, jump in the hybrid, battle 

the lines at the airports but come, Please.  

 

There is already a long list of those planning on returning and many still deciding. If you 

haven’t already mailed in your reservation do so with alacrity. Am sure Joan Stewart 

Ruvane has and if we have a Golf Tournament planned Joan will be right at home. The 

list of her life time of golf involvements are much too long to list here. Suggest you chat 

over a tad of wine at reunion. Perhaps Joan can help me locate the person whose News 

Form contained only the words golf, golf, golf but no name. Having lived in CA for the 

amount of time I did I assume that is a mantra of some sort that needs repeating over and 

over again.  
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Henry Rothschild is returning this time from Dallas where his wife is with Omni 

Hotels. Henry considers Dallas pure vanilla compared to New Orleans where he had 

lived and taught at LSU Med School .Talk to him about how he is raising two 

teenagers when you are in your 8th decade. That is if you have the energy to do so. 

Vincent Rospond will be coming up from West Orange NJ where he still practicing law 

on a part time basis.  If he is to complete his “Bucket List”, which is to help educate 

sixteen grands, I would think retirement is out of the question.  

We could not have a reunion without Bert Rosen so do not worry Bert is coming. 

Robert Rodler and Joan will not have to search for common threads among classmates 

they both golf, a lot.  Robert and Carol (NC) divide their time between Long Island and 

Naples golf courses. They also volunteer at the Naples Botanical Gardens and do 

Eucharistic work in hospitals. They are looking forward to great-grandchildren.  

I know Lorrie Pietryka ‘55 and Peter Plamondon will be on the greens at some point at 

reunion as they are part of the Fun Bunch that gathers on the east coast of FL to bat that 

wee white ball about when the snow flies up the north. Peter would like to see a tad of 

baseball in the mix for reunion as I sure would Eloise and Don Unbekant.  Paul 

Nemiroff will wing his way in from AZ where he moved to several years ago for the 

weather. He still paints and has his work shown in a couple of galleries in Scottsdale. 

Paul’s talent for theatre involves him in teaching film production and taking part in 

community theatre and local festivals. 

Robert F. Morrison will join us from Largo, FL where his interest in fish has expanded 

with his change in climate and location but I am still going to question him re the highly 

endangered Florida Panther. He is doing more teaching on wildlife conservation to both 

adults and school groups plus writing a newsletter for fly fishers. Wild Critters have a 

great friend in Bob even if he does consume some of them from time to time. Am 

delighted Linda Stagg Long is returning in June as she lived for years in Big Sur CA 

and recently moved to Dublin, OH to be close to her daughter, granddaughter, and great 

granddaughter and also work for Pilot Dogs.  

Just had an email News Form pop up on my screen from Allan Griff  but more from 

Allan in my next column 

 

March – April 2014 

If it is daffodils, tulips, and azaleas you see on the landscape it must be time to complete 

your reservation for our 60th reunion. It would appear we have a bumper crop of us (see 

class website) already determined to venture off to Ithaca and see what’s sprung up on 

campus.  Your challenge will be to locate an area large enough to toss a frisbee or, if you 

search very hard, build another building.  To assist in the challenge bring a tape measure 

and transit. We might even have a contest after a bus tour of Name that Building. 
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Mary and Dave Call know the campus well and we are lucky to have them as our resi-

dent experts. They are presenting several unique opportunities for us Octogenarians. 

Who else would know that the Cornell Dairy would create a special ice cream just for 

the Class of 1954 to be served as the finale of our lunch at the new Food Science Build-

ing? Do you suppose the fact that Dave was Dean of CALS has anything to do with our 

most “flavored” status? The name of the ice cream? Ah, that will be revealed upon tast-

ing. We will also have the opportunity to thank John Mariani at our Italian themed Fri-

day dinner for once again treating us to some of the fine wines from Banfi Vineyards. 

John has graciously treated us to his wines over many years and many reunions.  

 

Walking the entire campus has always been a challenge few would accept but this June 

we have the opportunity to explore via bus with a campus savvy tour guide who knows, 

not only the names of the buildings, but what mission they fulfill for the university. Be 

sure to bring pen, notebook, and camera along with the fore mentioned survey items as 

the list is long and diversified. Perhaps the most important opportunity will be to test all 

the gray cells with our favorite reunion game of name that classmate of yore. Hmmm 

that looks like but . . . they used to be  . . . name the adjective. None of us look the same 

as we did some sixty years ago but collegiate friendships have a way of enduring over 

the years and miles. Come hug a classmate you haven’t seen in decades. These are but a 

few of the treats that are waiting for you. All these opportunities will be arrangement by 

your reunion chairs and available to the Class of 1954 on June 5-8, 2014. This offer will 

not be repeated after those dates. 

  

Joan Schwartz Danziger is not able to return however her sculptures may be seen 

around the country in museums and galleries and immediately in March and April 2014 

in Philadelphia at the Synderman/Works Galleries on Cherry Street. If you are unable to 

get to the gallery treat yourself and Google Joan. Her work brings a smile and a great 

deal of appreciation. Another classmate who will be absent is Ted Valentiner who lives 

in Bad Vilbel, Germany but would love to hear from any B ARCH54/55. His email is: 

valentiner.tc@t-online.de.  

 

Charlie Schulz is either too engaged singing madrigals or “cleaning out stuff” to find 

his way back to Ithaca which is our loss. Stanley Worton hopes to join us from Miami 

and is happy to hear we are arranging transportation to various events and scheduling a 

campus tour, which several people have asked for.  Stan has retired as Chief of Radiol-

ogy and enjoying life to the fullest. Annadele Ferguson Jackson plans to return with 

the Tri-Delts from her home in Sarasota, FL. Also planning on a Tri-Delt reunion is 

Jane Gregory Wilson who has on her bucket list a return to Vietnam where she had 

mailto:valentiner.tc@t-online.de
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spent 50 minutes at Tan Son Nhat Airport during the war. The layover was fairly scary 

as it was being shelled at the time.  Bill LaLonde, who for years was a class officer, 

President and Fund Chairman, is unsure about reunion but we hope he does return and 

allow us to thank him for all his years of service. Bill and Susanne moved to Monroe 

Twp, NJ from Rhode Island just over a year ago and are still getting settled.  

 

Alice Green Fried and Bob (J.D. ’54) will be back with Alice's roommates Harriet 

Schecter Hinden and Ann Greenbut Schnog. Alice and Bob have remained in West 

Orange, NJ but do bow to winter and leave for Boca Raton when snow threatens. Alice 

has for years worked with a local diabetes group having a granddaughter diagnosed at 

age five. Leonard Zucker is looking forward to all the Calls are planning: singing, 

tours, chatting with old friends, and campus lectures. His eldest Grandchild will be en-

tering Cornell in the fall so perhaps he/she should come along and learn the Cornell 

Songs, if not at reunion, when? Leonard is still working as an attorney part time and 

serving on a committee that run a lecture series for Seton Hall University. 

 

 

January – February 2014 

 

The weather is turning and winter will follow the warm colors of fall all too soon. You 

will be reading this in either the warm southern climes or the chilly winds of the cold 

winter that has been predicted. With that in mind a song keeps returning, a song heard 

fifty years ago in San Francisco, its title   “Try to Remember” from the Fantasticks. The 

words are haunting, melancholy, and worth remembering as we are now deep in the De-

cember of our lives those mellow golden falls of yesteryear but a memory. 

 

Your reunions chairs are remembering those days of our youth and know full well the 

years have flown, Our days on campus might be some 60 years behind us but the memo-

ries are not. From graduation in 1954 on we have added to our Cornell education thus 

bringing a marvelous cache of memories mixed with years of individual living back to 

share. Mary and Dave are doing a fine balancing act in headquartering and housing us in 

very comfortable Mews Hall with excellent dining but a few level steps away in Appel. 

To get about campus there is the campus-circling bus, our own smaller shuttle buses and 

a special wheelchair-accessible van. Times and routes will be provided.  

  

Special tours (buses provided) are scheduled such as: the Lab of Ornithology with Di-

rector Fitzpatrick as our guide. For anyone who knows birds, enjoys birds, or watched 
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Big Red and Ezra raise their young this is a treat of great depth; if you have not been 

back in 60 years or even a couple of years the “See how Campus has Change in 60 

Years” is a must; add to that a Tour of Gates Hall (yes, that Gates) the newest anchor 

building on the East end of campus; all that plus a peek at how Goldwyn-Smith got 

modernized and filled in.   

 

As a delicious treat we will have lunch and a special 1954 Ice Cream at the new Food 

Science Building AKA Stocking Hall. And for those of us comfortable with the same 

old, same old there is the Lounge at Mews, the ‘50s Waiters at Statler singing “our” 

songs, milk punch, dear friends, new friends, familiar smiles but without names, sport-

ing events with tired sore muscles, Cayuga with “its waves of blue” the hills “we loved 

the best”, the gorges ah the gorges. It is all there just waiting for you to return. Please 

come back and enjoy. 

  

What can you do to help? You can send us your name and what you like to do . . . 

Would you share your photographic skills and act as reunion photographer? Ever 

worked with Snapfish on the computer? Have you ever had a deep seated desire to tell 

people where to go? Politely, of course. Would you like to be a guide or welcome class-

mates as they arrive or perhaps host at a meal? Or, fill envelopes, carry, not to heavy, 

boxes, etc. All hands make many of these necessary jobs go faster. Send your wishes to 

Mary and Dave Call at dlc3@cornell.edu or phone 607 257-7652. Stay up to date with 

all the Calls are planning by bookmarking our website: classof54.alumni.cor-

nell.edu.  Sign up on to the website so classmates will know your plans. 

  

Nina French ‘56 and Rodney Glover spend their time on the water in their 37 foot Tar-

tan 3700 which is convenient when you live in Bradenton, FL.  Rodney was introduced 

to sailing at Cornell and has been involved with the sport in one way or another since. 

Jan Jakes Kunz is a marvelous sailor but she moved from Annapolis to Corrales, NM 

from where she manages our Website. Fine for websites but not much water.  

 

I trust Elaine ‘53 and Bill Webber of Tucson will be back for reunion. Bill, could as a 

retired physician and an active cyclist, offer some excellent advice on staying fit. Bill 

played football and ran track and has been active ever since. He cycles 10-20 miles 

every MWF in the Saquaro National Park East and this is in Tucson. Bill moved to the 

SW in 1998 to be closer to his family and one of the off shoots has been his growing in-

terest in photography and video. Allan Hale is still in Florida but dreams of taking the 

Empire Builder from Chicago to Seattle ideally thru a snow storm. Allan fears he has 

been in Florida too long to have such thoughts.  

mailto:dlc3@cornell.edu
http://classof54.alumni.cornell.edu/
http://classof54.alumni.cornell.edu/
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Marvelous note from C.R. “Pete” Nesbitt who, with wife Dana, lives in the house he 

was born in in Albion. Pete attended  the 45th meeting of the Lowcountry Warbirds, 

who meet on December 7th,, last year and got to sit in the cockpit of SNJ (T-6) just like 

the one he carrier qualified in. Pete and Dana winter in Pawley’s Island, SC and in good 

weather Pete volunteers with Habitat for Humanity as he enjoys pounding nails. 

 

 

 

 

 

November - December 2013 

 

A class correspondent’s yearbook is a well-worn book of memories as it is used each 

time a column is written. It is faded, tattered, and torn, the back is broken, some pages 

are dog-eared but it is loved and treasured. When opened it brings thoughts of old 

friends and lost friends, of parties and prelims, of rushing and stadiums full of cheering 

students, of the sun setting over the lake, of Fall in the Finger Lakes, of the Alma Mater 

sung proudly at an event, and the emotion filled Evening Song that still brings a lump to 

one’s throat. If you are lucky enough to still have yours peruse the opening pages and 

the history of our four years that is just before our senior pictures. You might then 

consider sharing some of those memories in person with good friends next June. 

  

Mary and Dave Call would like to invite you to a party celebrating those memories 

with cohorts of your own vintage leaving the boomers and millennials in the dust. They 

are organizing our 60th Reunion and hope you will join them to reflex on the past 60 

years, relax ‘50s style, and party on at least until 9:30 PM. This column is written in the 

Dog Days of August, before dorm headquarters are assigned or caterers are chosen. By 

the time you read this there will be a definite assignment of headquarters and where 

meals will be held. The venues will be easy to get to and comfortable to be in no matter 

the weather. There will be one special meal in the new Food Science Building on Tower 

Road. It is a wonderful, spacious, shiny place that will show you some new levels of 

Cornell research and some down-home attention to comfort and good food. You might 

even learn what tasty new cheeses Cornell is developing or savor a new flavor of ice 

cream. Yum. 

 

Meantime to get the up to the minute news of reunion plans, people who are coming and 

thinking of coming, areas in which they would love your help in party planning, and to 
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add any ideas you might like to share, stay tuned, read your emails, and check into our 

website which Jan Kunz will keep up to date: Classof54.alumni.cornell.edu. Most 

importantly stay in touch. You can contact Mary and Dave at: dlcw@cornell.edu 

  

John Hochman has been traveling and reading extensively and as his card reads John L. 

Hochmann Books that would seem appropriate.  Arthur Mizener’s courses in 

Shakespeare and 20th Century poets and novelists were certainly contributory to his 

profession. John said he enjoyed his two years living in London but was happy to return 

to his home in New York City.  Annadele Ferguson Jackson moved to a retirement 

location in Sarasota when her husband was ill and has remained there after his death. 

She travels with the family, does library work, and volunteers for her church and PEO. 

Numero uno on her bucket list is to play tennis on a grass court. You go girl.. My hope is 

she will return to Reunion with all the Tri-Delts.  

 

Speaking of Tri-Delts I had a lovely note from Jane Gregory Wilson after Lynn’s death 

asking why she was no longer receiving mail from Cornell as she was at the same 

address they have had for forty some years. I asked Chick Trayford our list guru and he 

has restored Jane to the mailing lists. Jane did not wish to miss any reunion mailings. 

She is planning on being in Ithaca in June.   

 

Marjorie (NC) and Charles Sumner moved to Nashville from Rochester to be close to 

two out of three off spring and now four out of five grands are in MA. Sometimes the 

odds are hard to figure.  Barbara Wegryn Marroquin’s novel Hands  written over 

thirty years ago upon her return from living for several years in Spain was her Masters’ 

thesis from the New School for Social Research in NYC. It is the story of a young 

woman adjusting to living in two cultures and is available on Amazon either in 

paperback or Kindle. Barbara presently lives in San Antonio TX. Upon moving to Texas 

she chose to be Papa Noel for an orphanage in Oaxaca, Mexico for several years.  

 

Mary Lou Treharne and Dan Warren (NC) have lived in upstate NY for the past 20 

years. Mary Lou, having been a realtor for 23 years and a Home Ec teacher for 31, is 

now volunteer co-director and treasurer of Shenendehowa Food Panty a 40 year old 

community organization.  Don’t think retired is a word she understands. She and Dan go 

to Sanibel a couple of times a year to see their daughter and her husband.  Nina French 

‘56 and Rodney Glover spend they time on the water in their 37 foot Tartan 3700 which 

is convenient when you live in Bradenton, FL. Rodney was introduced to sailing at 

Cornell and has been involved with the sport in one way or another since working 

either for sailing organizations or race Administration. Sounds a great deal like the work 

Jan Jakes Kunz did in Annapolis, MD before she moved to land locked Corrales, NM. 

http://classof54.alumni.cornell.edu/
mailto:dlcw@cornell.edu
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Life is full of puzzlements. 

 

September – October 2013 

Do you recall where you were Saturday November 10, 1951? I have a feeling more than 

a few remember well the raised voices of 35,000 fans, the most ever for Schoellkopf, 

cheering the Big Red to victory. Mighty Michigan, Rose Bowl and Big Ten Champs, had 

come to town to continue an old rivalry started in 1889. They left Ithaca with a 20-7 loss 

to the Big Red. It was a very good fall for the most part commencing with the 21-14 

defeat of Syracuse but we ran straight into a buzz saw named Kazmaier and Co in 

Princeton’s Palmer Stadium. Your correspondent was at the game with Princeton friends 

who never did let her forget our legendary defeat of 53-15 at the paws of the Tigers. 

Your reunion committee left the Class of ’53 reunion weekend full of energy and 

commitment to plan the 60thfor the Class of 1954, for June 5-8, 2014. Observing ’53 and 

thinking ’54 was very helpful. Most of us will be over 80 next June and this led to some 

practical decisions. Our whole theme is “Relax and Reflect”.  We have ruled out meals 

in tents, and opted for the firm footing, handrails, and campus buildings with elevators 

for meals indoors. We want to make our reunion as accessible as possible. Our 

headquarters may have been assigned by the time you read this. We are hoping for 

Mews. Mews includes a spacious lounge area where a piano sits waiting to be played 

and where you can gather in small groups to relax and reflect with nibbles and drinks 

close at hand. We will make it as warm and welcoming as possible. Appropriate 

transportation for all events will be available. 

  

Cornell Alumni House does registration for the 60thReunion, and the Reunion committee 

will help oversee that. We do not plan an official class photo, but will look for other 

photographic ways to capture the weekend. Your thought and suggestions are certainly 

welcome. We are hoping to use the new Food Science Building on Tower Road as a 

venue for a special lunch. This might include a cheese tasting, an ice cream social with a 

special Class of ’54 ice cream.  

 

Our souvenir may be a simple item that identifies us “Class of ‘54”; but plan on wearing 

past souvenirs such as your Hawaiian shirts, which were so visible and a happy addition 

to the green of the campus. We can use the help of any ’54 member who plans to be here 

next June. Specific areas are: planning a lunch or dinner, greeting at headquarters, 

coordinating photo opportunities at reunion, working on transportation issues or just 

being a part of the overall work force. With thanks from your Reunion Committee: 

Peggy Hill, Ken Hershey, Cindy Noble, Les Reed, Mitzi Russekoff, Chick Trayford, 
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Jack Vail and Mary and Dave Call, co-chairs. E-mail us at DLC3@Cornell.edu. 

  

Elizabeth (NC) and Gardiner Powell have upset my data tracking for relocations at this 

point in our lives. I have most arrows indicating north to south migrations, some NE to 

SW but none until now indicating a move from Illinois to Arkansas. Gardiner says it is a 

more relaxed area even if he is still hard at work. Helping at a Food Pantry has replaced 

his 54 years of volunteering with the Exchange Club emphasizing the commitment many 

of us have to community support.  

 

Eileen (NC) and John Schmutz are long time retirement community residents in 

Wilmington still very active on non-profit boards and regulars at retiree classes at the 

University of Delaware. They are close to half of their ten grands and have a fun time 

together. Edwin Faber with wife Linda has not left Rhinebeck where both are active in 

their hometown. Ed is a steward at a community park along with taking courses at Bard 

College and also lends his time to help Linda with her Planned Parenthood successes. 

Cornell’s contributions to his retirement: lightweight football and his most cherished 

reward – learning to value diversity.  

 

Richard Elliott spent almost three decades caring for his wife Rinkey before loosing 

her in ’09. Now he takes good care of himself and enjoys his grands. John Eisele lives 

in Davis, CA and has ample opportunities for course taking at UC Davis, volunteering in 

a very active college environment and the lovely Sierras nearby for fly fishing and 

birding with a tad or golfing now and gain. John’ bucket list contains a desire to return to 

France.  

 

From Atlanta a note from Dave Bradfield who volunteers, plays golf, but hasn’t played 

much basketball or lacrosse lately. Like many of us he enjoys each day and plans on 

having as much fun as possible. One of the hard parts of our lives at this point is saying 

farewell to classmates and friends. I had gotten a note from Catherine Ryan Nelson 

recently saying she was at MD Anderson Hospital in Houston battling cancer and 

hopeful. She had found bridge partners and was handling the treatment. Before I could 

write of this hopeful note we had notice Catherine had passed away February 13, 2013. 

 

July – August 2013 

On September 28 1950 Dr. Cornelius DeKiewiet welcomed us, the incoming freshman 

class of 1954, to enjoy “those moments which will always mean Cornell”. We can look 

mailto:DLC3@Cornell.edu
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back on those moments, a bet from a distance of some 64 years, as filled with small 

details, trivial everyday incidents, celebrations, friendships forged, and our place in the 

world at the time. It is now a time of quiet reflection a time to enjoy it with others who 

were there at the beginning. And with that in mind here is a note from Dave and Mary 

Call who are leading the charge towards our 60th as our Reunion Chairs for 

the . . . .  third time. 

“With the Class of 1953’s 60th reunion over it is time to concentrate on the Class of 

1954’s 60th reunion June 5-8, 2014.  The theme of our reunion will be “Relax and 

Reflect” and we will concentrate on low-key venues, providing many chances to talk 

with classmates, and providing ways and places to relax and reflect on our 60 years as 

Cornellians. 

 

One of the big advantages of a 60th is that Cornell Alumni House takes over 

registration---thus freeing us up to concentrate on activities. For example, we are 

looking into a cocktail cruise on Cayuga Lake, as was done in past years. We are looking 

at some new venues for class meals—such as the new, elegant, fascinating, Dairy and 

Wine Educational Facility and Dairy Bar. We are thinking of recycling our red and white 

Hawaiian shirts from the 55th, instead of having a new gadget for a souvenir.  If you 

have ideas that would fit that theme, we’d like to hear from you. Most of us are now 

over 80 ---we have all earned a quiet, reflective, special reunion. Come to the 60th and 

find just that! “  You can contact Mary and Dave at: dlc@cornell.edu 

  

Lovely greeting from Duane Neil who for years served as our Class Fund 

Representative. He and Patti (NC) were married March 15th in Dunwoody, GA where 

they presently live. For their honeymoon they left Miami cruised to Bermuda across the 

sea to Funchal, Madeira thence to legendary Casablanca and up around the Iberian 

Peninsula ending in Barcelona. Back in Atlanta Duane resumed his Gourmet cooking for 

small dinner parties.  

 

Michael Stone has little thought of retiring. He is still practicing psychiatry and 

psychoanalysis plus forensic psychiatry and does research all areas. He and his wife, 

Beth, are both patrons of Musical Sacra and the Metropolitan Opera. Living in that great 

city means entertaining the grands is not a problem especially when you live next to the 

Natural History Museum and can visit all those Dinosaurs.  

 

Jason and Helen (NC) Pearl have removed themselves from their large house to a 

continuing care community in Bloomfield, CT where he has already taken to the stage in 

a one act play. He has not given up his tutoring second graders and would love to return 

mailto:dlc@cornell.edu
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to France where they were married and spent six months honeymooning.   

 

More and more of us are moving to areas of adult living, as has Joan Shaw Taylor. 

From owning her own home she is now in an independent living facility, which not only 

has many amenities but also allows more time for courses, and volunteering at 

Samaritan Hospital in Troy. Joan is close enough to her grands  to enjoy school functions 

as well as dinners out together. Cornell pointed the way to an active life style and a 

lifetime of continuous learning. 

  

Douglas Miller served on the Board of Trustees of the Cornell Chapter of Sigma Chi 

and while doing so met his wife of fifty-five years thru their Auburn Chapter. (Which led 

your correspondent to Google the delightful song The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi and its 

origins. It tends to bring back memories.) Recently he has served as President of NAMI 

Birmingham, held many posts with his Presbytery and lends a hand to families new to 

the experience of a loved one with mental illness. Our 2014 Reunion is high on his 

Bucket list as is a trip to the Holy Land.  

 

Joan Schwartz Danziger had a one person exhibit at American University's Museum 

Katzen Arts Center in Washington this past November/December entitled Inside the 

Underworld: Beetle Magic. It contained 72 sculptures of beetles ranging in size from a 

couple of inches to a couple of feet shown over three levels.  Google the exhibit you will 

be amazed as to what Joan has created. One would not mind one of those in the house in 

fact it would be a privilege. They are magical.  

 

Would appear Pat Jerome and Mason Colby have made the permanent move to the 

Sunshine State having divided their time for years between there and Ohio. Their trip 

with Road Scholar AKA Elderhostel to Mackinac Island was their best ever. Pat credits 

Nabokov’s course in European Lit for her love of reading and for joining Book Clubs for 

discussion. Look for them both at reunion. 

 

May – June 2013 

What Cornell reunion duds or other artifacts do you have in the back of your closet, up 

in the attic, or under the bed that can be brought forth, dusted off, and, if you are some 

of the lucky few, tried on? You have a year to wander memory lane find those miscella-

neous items such as our lovely wool jackets of yesteryear with 1954 on the pocket, hats 

of various design are welcome including frosh dinks and even those rejected red senior 
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derbies, golf windbreakers, the medical scrubs, scarfs, nametags, sweaters, etc. Gather 

all you can find and transport your collection to Ithaca June 5-8th of 2014.  We shall 

have a fashion show, a contest to see who has the greatest treasure trove, or just laugh 

ourselves silly at what we have dutifully stored for years, and years, and years all sixty 

plus of them. Remember you have 365 plus days get moving a bet more slowly than in 

days of yore. 

Have received news bulletins from those clustered about Sunny Sarasota where the Cor-

nell Club always has a good attendance, being one of the largest in the country. Many of 

those attending are Class of 1954. If you ever wish to slide on down and visit the Gulf 

side of the Sunshine State you will be welcomed by the likes Eloise Mix and Don Un-

bekant ’53 who still divide their time above and below the Mason-Dixon line or Carol 

Reid Lyons, who enjoys the meetings with Rosemary Seelbinder Jung’s brother Dave 

(NC), who is totally renovating her Sarasota Condo, along with seeing to it her golf 

handicap is maintained and her bridge skills finely honed. Other names to be found on 

the reservation list are Lou Schafer and Bob Dailey ’53, Rosemary Seelbinder Jung, 

who lets me tag along  to a luncheon each spring, Peg Livingston ’53 and John 

Smoots ’52, Betty Brundage Huntress, and Nancy Ranck Lee ’53. If you’re lucky 

you might catch Mary Lou Treharne and Dan Warren (NC) seeking refuge from the 

snows of upstate New York. 

My column re Merry-go-rounds struck a cord with Jean Lanigan Lenehan, how I do 

love that name. Steve Allen would have made a ditty of it as he did my brother’s name 

on his show years ago. He loved the rhythm of Scott Mackintosh Papenfus ’57. Jean 

said she took a ride with the grands on the carousel at the Please Touch Museum in Phil-

adelphia. If you visit me at National Zoo I shall take you on one with endangered spe-

cies instead of the usual prancing horses. To keep the brain cells operative Jean takes lit 

classes thru adult education, does art at the Barnes, treasures the music of the Philadel-

phia Orchestra, reads, and is an avid needlewoman.  

Got a note from Henry Rothschild MD for the first time a bit ago which left me puz-

zled on a couple of fronts. As he had given his email address I asked for clarification. He 

very kindly filled in the blanks. He and his family are now settled in Dallas, where his 

wife is a Sr. V-P with Omni Hotels. Henry had been on the staff of the Medical School 

at LSU until Katrina blew it away. His wife and children had been living in Dallas and 

commuting to the vibrant city of New Orleans on the weekends, which they all enjoyed. 

With a change in life style Henry went back to school and earned a Masters in Library 

Science at SMU for the sheer pleasure of doing so. Besides taking classes he chauffeurs 

his two teenagers to the usual lessons of music, gymnastics, etc. As to the professors he 
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enjoyed he mentioned Dr. Victor Lange who was a Goethe expert and a fine mentor. But 

the thing he most admired about him was his big carnelian ring.  

Robert Jennings has moved to Delaware from NJ where he has found the shopping and 

lower taxes to his liking. He volunteers with food pantries and the hospital chaplain’s 

services. Enjoys his grands but did not say how close they were. Like many in our class 

who are lawyers Richard Gordon still goes to the office daily but on a slightly reduced 

schedule. He feels the entire Cornell environment and, particularly, law school continues 

to play a part in his life. After the loss of his wife of 56 years he has chosen to move to 

an independent living situation. His eight grands are close enough to be involved in their 

lives, which affords him enjoyment and satisfaction. 

Sam Alessi said it was time to cease all that roaming about in their RV and settle down 

which insures him time to volunteer at the hospital and Habitat for Humanity. Things 

that have given pleasure over the years were his courses in history and constitutional law 

at Cornell and maintaining his  house and garden. Sam would still like to visit his dad’s 

birthplace in Sicily. 

March  – April 2013 

There are still swimming tests as a requirement for graduation? Yep, the tradition con-

tinues and with all the exceptional weather we have seen of late perhaps the Department 

of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences has had a hand in its continuance. I was taken back 

in time when I read the piece in the Wall Street Journal and thus begun to dig. Our tradi-

tion of requiring swim tests started in 1918 for coeds but it was not until years later, and 

I found the dates confusing, that it was required for the men. Reading about the swim-

ming test lead to conversation about yet another Physical Education requirement for 

women the “posture test.”  Comments?  Do you remember or have you purposely for-

gotten that gem? 

Nina (NC) and Stuart Loory along with Jonnet (NC) and Peter Abeles enjoyed their 

sail among the San Juan Islands this past summer. The weather and the scenery were 

outstanding and they avoided both bumping into whales or getting lost in the fog. Peter 

said it was a step up from Beebe Lake and a lot more fun. Always get inspiring notes 

from Lawrence Cohen who has not ceased his extremely active life style since moving 

to the Sunshine State. The motorcycle and single engine plane are still in retirement but 

golfing, biking, hiking, swimming and community activities fill his days in a most satis-

factory fashion.  Larry assists Jupiter Medial Center by his work as Auxiliary motor aid 

driving patients to and from appointments. In quieter moments he assists first graders 

with their reading skills.  
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Elaine and Bill Webber said hail and farewell to the big 80 while cruising between Se-

attle and the cities of Juneau, Sitka, Ketchikan, and Victoria.  Like the Loorys and the 

Abeles they had great weather plus the added magnificence of the Glacier Bay vistas. 

Bill still rides twenty miles MWF thru the Saguaro National Park with his cycling group 

“the Wobblies”. Bill said being Art Editor of the Widow was great laugh therapy while 

struggling thru premed. He even had one of his cartoons published a couple of years af-

ter graduation in Life Magazine. 

William Lohman has lived most of his life in Minnesota, having moved there in 1956. 

He recalls fun days on the hill with  Alpha Chi Rho brothers Bill Thurber and Tony 

Clough. I enjoy getting news from Elisavietta Artamonoff  Ritchie as her book titles 

are intriguing and her poems a delight to read. To learn more about Elisavietta do visit 

her web sites or just search Cormorant Beyond the Compost or Tiger Upstairs on Con-

necticut Avenue. I wonder if she is speaking of my Sumatran Tigers at National Zoo? 

The can be very loud when desirous of companionship. 

It is with regret to inform you that we lost Robert F. Martin in November. Robert has 

been our class historian for several years doing a most efficient job of gathering our 

fondest, frustrating, and sometimes fuzzy memories of our years on the Hill. We would 

love to have someone pick up that very talented quill and continue the task. Please email 

any of your class officers of your desire and interest in recording our thoughts. 

Having lived in California for forty years, earthquakes were a common occurrence but 

did you know that Cornell does extensive research for the National Science Foundation 

on earthquakes? I mention this as perhaps they can locate the fault line that has swal-

lowed all the notes I am used to receiving at this time of year. Missing the ordinary 

amount of news may I take the time to suggest if you are looking for classmates or other 

Cornell friends go to: Cornell Connect, sign in using your NetID and have fun searching. 

If you do not have a NetID request one online and they will provide you with one. Great 

way to preplan get-togethers at our 60th reunion in 2014! More on that from Mary and 

Dave Call in my next column 

 

January –February 2013 

Merry-go Rounds ….. how long has it been since you enjoyed a ride on a Denzel Magic 

Machine? Do you remember its trajectory as your grin widened and you listened to the 

familiar music? It was probably up and down and round and round as you looked for the 

brass ring while astride your brightly colored mount.  

I think our days are mimicking that childhood ride. Familiar places, habits, people, and 
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activities seem to move at accelerating speed thru the days. Or perhaps it is we who have 

slowed a tad over the past eight decades but regardless of the reasons life can still be a 

calliope of events many of which we hold dear. 

During this past month your correspondent’s life and its contents have tried to match Mr. 

Roemer’s discovery of 1676. But being a mere Cornell Co-ed it never reached the speed 

of light but it accelerated enough to sail past this column’s deadline. I shall be back in 

March with my hand on the brake and a fist full of your notes. ‘Till then stay well and 

please let me know the color of your horse and its trajectory thru your day. 

November – December 2012 

As I write this column in August the Dog Days of summer are upon us and Sirius, the 

Dog Star, is again lurking close by the sun. Sirius being the brightest star in the sky and 

in the constellation Canis Major (Large Dog), thus its name, has been blamed for the ex-

tremely hot weather and strange phenomena during the four weeks of mid-summer. The 

Romans, thinking the position of the star with the sun was culpable came to the conclu-

sion the Dog Star was at fault, and by way of appeasement sacrificed brown dogs. 

Therefore we, and especially brown dogs, can be pleased that air conditioning came 

along to modify the affects of that big bad dog in the night sky. 

Harold Geering doesn’t live as far away as the Dog Star but about as far from Ithaca as 

is possible. He has, for many years, been a faculty member at the University of Sydney 

in the Dept. of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition with his specialty being Soil Chemistry 

and Soil Physics and is now, as he says actively retired. He has for years volunteered 

with the local Salvation Army and continues to do so along with research in his specialty 

subjects.  

William Bates has yet to leave the 90+ inches snow of Tonawanda where he is pres-

ently involved with the writing and correlating database solutions using Filemaker Pro 

along with working for his diocese and church. His five and three year old grands are 

also very much a part of his life. Samuel Alessi whose home is Jamestown where the 

snowfall is a quarter of that in the Buffalo area leaves the pit orchestra at the Little Thea-

tre of Jamestown for the concert band of Scottsdale, AZ. He also volunteers for Habitat 

for Humanity but am not sure where.  

I do believe Robert F. Morrison was abducted from New Hampshire to Florida by his 

family. The Sunshine State, more importantly the Everglades, should be overjoyed with 

his arrival. He has been involved with Wildlife Preservation for years but now has a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canis_Major
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huge challenge in front of him, the extermination of the Burmese and African Rock Py-

thons that are destroying the native species in the Everglades. Those 20 foot invasive 

killers take all comers from pets to alligators. For those classmates who are unaware of 

this invasion I do suggest a Google search. Forget the sharks and keep your toes out of 

the Everglades even if they do not have a theme song.  

Being involved in community theatre work I am always interested hearing of Willa 

Reed West’s latest roles. This time it was Ethel Savage in The Curious Savage, a de-

lightful comedy and one I have suggest to our board in Alexandria. Received a delight-

ful note from Vincent Rospond describing the preparation Cornell gave him for a life of 

service to community and country. As to what part Cornell played in his retirement? 

“Enjoyed my life at Cornell in its entirety with no exceptions except for a course with 

Vladmir Nabobov which was fabulous”. I do think we all felt it was a privilege to have 

been able to take his courses.  

Linda Stagg Long is still pleased with her transplantation from her rocky perch over the 

Pacific to Dublin. OH where her eldest daughter and three grands reside. She continues 

her work with Pilot Dogs in honor of two dear friends who are blind. She is still plan-

ning a “bucket trip” through the Panama Canal something she has dreamt of doing since 

she studied it at Cayuga Heights grade school. Dan Isaacson is active in Democratic 

Politics in the Roca Raton area and in singing union and protest songs.  

Joanne Wilson and Walt Wietgrefe are still delighted to be back in Ithaca where they 

find a great deal to occupy their time. Joanne and her Havanese, who is a therapy dog, 

volunteer with Cornell Companions participating is such diverse venues as the Lansing 

Girls Reformatory and stress reduction sessions at finals time in all three area colleges. 

Joanne’s creative hours involve the fiber arts, writing her memoir, dreaming of a balloon 

ride over Letchworth Park and envisioning either Cornell Men’s or Women’s hockey in 

the Frozen Four Games.  

Charles Schulz and Allan Griff live across the San Francisco Bay Bridge from one an-

other but they both are involved in A Cappella Madrigal Singing Groups. Charlie lives 

close by Stanford and Allan, new to the joys of the Golden State, and lives near Cal. Per-

haps a cross bay concert is in order. Meanwhile Charlie is overseeing the ever growing 

Palo Alto Community Fund he started over thirty years ago and has seen grow to over 

four million dollars in assets. 

Our class Co-president, Jack Vail, would like to remind you to please return the update 

form that was mailed to you in May. It is to update our records for addresses, phone 

numbers, and email addresses, etc. so that we may communicate (or not) with you on 
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class and Cornell matters in a manner you direct. If you have misplaced it, contact him 

at jdvail@aol.comfor an online form. 

 

September – October 2012 

 

Big Red and Ezra the Red-tailed hawks with the prestigious address: Eighty-Foot Light 

Pole, Tower Road, Cornell have seen their three eyases hatch, fledge and are now 

teaching them to hunt between Rice Hall and the Plantations. It has been a great course 

courtesy of the Cornell Lab of Ornithology. Suggest, if interested, you check in next 

April to see those two magnificent Hawks raise another family. It is a lesson all humans 

could learn from - raise them with love, teach them independence, and let them soar - 

preferably high above Cornell. 

Helene (NC) and Paul Bornstein have acclimated very comfortably to their remove four 

years ago from Seattle to Tesuque, NM. They traded 150 drizzly days for the Land of 

Enchantment with its incredible blue skies 14 inches of rain and more of the fluffy white 

stuff. Paul Napier has not changed his Sherman Oaks address in 45 years and would 

appear not to have changed his pace of life either. He was a Founder of the S.A.G. 

Awards and has been involved in their annual production since 1995. He credits Cornell 

House party Weekends as good training ground for surviving in the real world a benefit 

present day undergrads miss out on. Paul’s real life switches gears from the world of 

S.A.G. and A.F.T.R.A. to that of the Pop Warner Football, neighborhood block parties, 

and to the world of his grands happily and with great facility. Had he known his grands 

would be so much fun and keep him so young he would have had them first. 

By now, well ensconced in the SF Bay area, multi-faceted Allan Graff is enjoying his 

life to the fullest doing those things he finds most rewarding. He is giving Webinars in 

his tech specialties (plastics, environment, fold packaging) every two months, writing 

poetry, traveling to French Polynesia, planning trips to Trinidad and Tobago, enjoying 

dogs, plants, the beauty of the bay, and hosting a madrigal group every Sunday night 

chez Graff. A varied life full of his favorite things, not bad for a kid looking at his 60th 

Cornell Reunion. Still to be achieved? Seeing his three hundred plus poems in published 

form. 

From the opposite side of the country Ken Hershey is another who finds even the word 

retire abhorrent. Ken is up to his old tricks: working three jobs, over seeing eight grands 

plus his usual rounds of golf, biking, boating, skiing, and paddle tennis. Ken like Paul 

has not moved house in 53 years and appears to thrive on continuity of life style 

mailto:jdvail@aol.com
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although he does dream of starting a winery. We have been lucky to have him cheering 

Cornell and this class on for almost 60 years and would appreciate many more. Her 

youngest son who moved south from Virginia has joined Delight Dixon Omohundro in 

Florida. With ten grands to their credit I hope a few moved south also. 

Betty Brundage Huntress listed the number of Cornellians and engineers in the family 

the list is longer than most small town phone books, that is when there were phone 

books, and much too long for this space. Betty did include a personal note saying she 

was recovering from total knee replacement surgery and a couple of broken ribs. Broken 

wrists from check writing would be more comprehensible. 

Having moved back to town, Stephen Krauss spends more time at his artwork, mainly 

oil painting and printmaking. Hoping to educate youngsters in the arts he serves on the 

board of the community school of the arts for the disadvantaged whose curriculum 

includes visual arts, music, dance and drama. Stephen and Carol (NC) have always done 

adventure travel and this time it was base camp hiking in the Sierra doing eight miles a 

day at 6000+ feet for five days. Wow. Hope his sketch book was tucked in his backpack. 

Craig Bogley’s move to Kansas City is proving an educational bonanza along with 

being closer to the grands. He is studying every available course in the physics 

department at KU's Center for Continuing Education along with preparing to teach a 

course on Thomas Merton at his parish church. His mention of cosmology sent me to 

Google. I left puzzled as to which branch he is pursuing. 

Delayed publication often leaves the class in the dark re our friends who have had art 

exhibitions that are long over before being read here. We are hoping the website will 

alleviate that problem. This time we are in luck. Joan Schwartz Danzier’s one person 

sculpture exhibit at American University Museum’s, Katzen Art Center in Washington, 

DC will open November 3, 2012. 

From Deborah Kroker Ineich news that they love to travel and with six children and 

seventeen grands scattered about the country would you expect anything else? Their 

roots are so deep in Downers Grove (my brain always translates this to Thornton 

Wilder’s Grover's Corners) having lived there 54 years Bob (NC) and Debby feel they 

“have become pillars”. 

 

July – August 2012 

 

Am constantly amazed at the marvelously diversified university we had the privilege to 

attend. One should always be judicious in using the word unique but when it comes to 

Cornell and its environs you can use a board brush. This column was started as I 

watched Red-tail Hawks via a cam installed by the Ornithology Lab eighty feet up on a 
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light tower above the athletic fields on Tower Road. The female Red-tail with the proud 

name of Big Red sat quite still protecting three eggs, one newly hatched, covered with 

snow while 8500 anxious viewers watched over the internet. The date on my calendar 

read April 23. That one glimpse is what makes Cornell so difficult to define. 

Many in the class are still moving about the country endeavoring to find the perfect fit 

for their living style, rather like a dog turning in circles before nestling comfortably. 

Sandra (NC) and Noah Fuhrman having tired of chilly New Mexico winters did find a 

warmer winter location to their liking in an over 55 active living community in Lake 

Fort Worth, FL. All moves are complex however theirs was further complicated by also 

having to relocate Sandra’s 95-year-old mom in the middle of everything else on their 

agendas. 

Many years ago when first writing this column I told of Aaron (NC) and Judith Greifer 

Benjamin’s country wide methodical source for a place to retire. They settled in 

Ashland, OR for its climate, physical beauty, cultural/educational activities, sense of 

community, and size. It was a decision that was never regretted. Judy is active In the 

League of Women Voters, Osher Lifelong Learning, and the Shakespeare Festival along 

with serving on a committee to analyze Jackson County Budget concerns. Elinor 

Yavelow Yuter in commenting on the influence of Cornell courses stated two: History 

of Architecture which lead them to hire a Frank Lloyd Wright inspired Architect to build 

their home and Household Economics 128 now referred to as Ergonomics, which we 

studied long before they invented the word. I used its' principles in all the homes I built 

and remodeled. I still have the manual and that why I remember the course number 60 

years later. 

Gerald (NC) and Roxanna Sarr Nichol lived in India at an International residential 

school for twenty-eight years, which she credits with helping them adjust to life in their 

retirement community, Tel Hai. They moved from a four-story townhouse to a one level 

cottage to be near the grands and to be rid of up keep and yard work. On Rocky’s bucket 

list you will find: a plan to drive the USA one more time, to write a personal journal for 

the grands, make a quilt, swim regularly, take an Alaskan cruise, and read more. What a 

splendid list. 

Dr. Margaret Polson has found Oaknoll Retirement Residence, in Iowa City, IA a fit for 

her living style. She pursues her artwork in her studio, exhibits in local venues, and 

gardens when the climate permits. Stanley Wilkinson does volunteer work with his 

church and local food kitchen in Watkinsville, GA. After his wife Libby passed away of 

lung disease Duane Neil moved from the Senior Center where they had moved but has 

remained in Atlanta. Along with his golf and gardening he cooks gourmet wine dinners 

or does wine tastings in clients homes. After retiring from IBM he worked for H & R 
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Block for 13 years and now volunteers for AAPR doing income taxes at the local library. 

Serga (NC) and Daniel Nadler have been traveling far afield from NYC once more. 

This past year they spent six weeks in Australia and Papua, New Guinea and then, upon 

arriving home, they took off driving to Santa Fe, NM and apparently the entire Midwest 

ending up in Ithaca where they attended the pre-opening of the Johnson Museum. To see 

Daniel’s spectacular photo albums go to: www.Vimeo.com and search Daniel Nadler. 

They do not disappoint. Your correspondent did some traveling of her own returning to 

China thirty years after her initial trip with Cornell in 1981. It has changed. I spent all 

my time in Yunnan Province where the Bai and Naxi people are the predominant 

cultures. Jan Nelson Cole ’57 and I had an in depth two weeks in the Dali Valley 

absorbing their cuisine and culture via a Culinary Course at The Linden Center in 

Xizhou. 

. . .  “and one thing more”. Tom Reed’s ME ‘55 third book The Tehran Triangle is 

available at Amazon and going gangbusters. The story, the one behind the headlines you 

do not wish to read, will keep you reading into the wee hours. It is a thriller comprised 

of insider knowledge, nuclear proliferation, enriched uranium, drug cartels, radicalized 

students, Iranian terrorists, Texas oil fields, a thirty-nine year old beautiful CIA agent, 

and more. It has politics, plots, romance, and intrigue enough to satisfy those of us who 

thrive on the genre. 

I finished it in one gulp* 

*to quote Mr. Jobs 

 

May – June 2012 

 

Did you realize our next reunion is but two years hence and we are the preamble to 

Cornell’s Sesquicentennial Celebration in 2015?  Come to think of it most of us have 

been around for over half that time and fondly remember its 100th. 

 

Wow! As a stroke of genius our class president prevailed on Mary and Dave Call to Co-

Chair our 60th reunion June 5-8, 2014. Jack has asked the pros, as it will be the third 

time for the dynamic duo that also hosted our 40th and 45th reunions.  We will have 

long since have made more than 80 passes around Ole Sol so should have our solar 

batteries fully powered and ready to boogie. 

Have written often about classmates who, largely from East coast environs, have slid 

http://www.vimeo.com/
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down the coast to land happily in Florida. With each visit I gain more understanding of 

why. Was there in February visiting Rosemary Seilbinder Jung, went to see the 

Sarasota Circus with Eloise Mix and Don Unbekant and Carol Reid Lyons, and then 

to hear Karl Pillemer PhD professor of Human Development and Professor of 

Gerontology at the medical college speak at a Cornell lunch with Peg Livingston ‘53 and 

John Shoots ’53, Lou Schafer Dailey, and Middy McAdams ‘58 and Glenn Dallas ‘58. 

All of us wished Dr. Pillemer had had his book 30 Lessons for Living: Tried and True 

Advice from the Wisest Americans with him, we would have snapped up copies then and 

there. 

In all their wisdom Historic New England has given Polly Flansburgh’s home, 

designed by Earl Flansburgh in 1963, a preservation easement. It is unique in their 

history as the homes they have usually protected are those of 17th or 18th century. Had 

heard from Anne Wendt Nagy last year that she was battling kidney cancer and recently 

inquired of her progress. She said she is doing well even with having both kidneys and 

adrenals removed, as is the proscribed procedure for that type of cancer. As to her 

gardening she has found the ground to get further way every year. And from another 

classmate who is helping to treat cancer from a different approach. The UH Seidman 

Cancer Center at Case Medical Center was made possible, in large part, by the 

generosity of Jane (NC) and Lee Seidman. The Seidman name is synonymous with 

giving and is on three major hospital organizations in the Greater Cleveland area. At 60, 

with a successful career behind Lee did post graduate work at Harvard Business School 

and then studied philanthropy at Boston College, which has lead to his being recognized 

as one of the 50 most generous benefactors in the country. 

In answer to the question re what Cornell activity has been a part of your retirement Pete 

Plamondon answered – baseball adding he has been life long friends and golfing 

buddies with Mike Hostage (right field) and Lee Morton (short stop and Captain). 

They are part of the Small Ball contingent that gathers on the East Coast of Florida 

every February. Pete volunteers his organizational skills serving mainly on educational 

boards i.e. Georgetown Prep, Mt. St. Mary’s, Marymount, etc. 

From Germany Ted Valentiner checks in to report stills plays golf, stays active and is 

even more grateful that he left Venezuela for Germany in 1961. Leaving her post as a 

Traveler’s Aid Ambassador at DFW Airport last fall Ann Heagle took to the seas on an 

eleven day Trans-Atlantic Repositioning Cruise. She has found her courses in Art and 

Architecture Appreciation to have greatly enriched her travels worldwide.   

Six years ago I mentioned Jan (NC) and Niles Davies contribution of land for the 

Rockland Center for the Arts and this year I can write that the Davies’ continued 

generosity has made possible a new home for the Davies Learning Center that 

accommodates children ages 6 weeks to pre-school and is associated with the Helen 
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Hayes Hospital. James Fanning and Gil Rothrock were succinct in their answers to 

what has prepared them for the fourth quarter – James’ reply - practicing law and staying 

married and Gil’s - clean living, hard to argue with either. 

William Webber might have triple digit temps in Tucson during the summer but the rest 

of year he still run/jogs 2 miles a couple of times a week and still rides 20 miles 3 times 

a week with the Wobblies, a senior biking group. Bill enjoys doing Mobile Meals of 

Tucson every Thursday as he misses the “caring for folks” aspect he had when 

practicing surgery. He had recently spent a family vacation in Honolulu with Tom 

Morelli visiting all the local sights. 

Nancy Rink Kelly moved from chilly New Hampshire to Tucson, AZ (yep it’s warmer) 

to be closer to her youngest son. She is living alone for the first time and rather enjoys 

the independence. She has always been to an avid quilter and has now combined her 

creative side with exercise, power walking, and weight lifting. Sounds like a winning 

combo 

 

March - April 2012 

 

WaltLewis’ notes are always uplifting especially as this is written at Yuletide. His 

holistic work with cancer patients continues to be gratifying and very positive. He and 

Patty (NC) lead their balanced lives between homes in Hawaii and Santa Barbara, their 

CA residence being, as Walt says, an organic mini-farm.  Sandra Dreier Kazan’s Israel 

family keeps expanding and her trips keep multiplying. She travels long distances to see 

her great-grands. Elizabeth Artomonoff Ritchie Farnsworth life’s work/passion can be 

summed up in a few words - a writer, poet, mentor, and editor. Her work may be viewed 

via her website :www.elisavietta.com. Homes in Washington and in the countryside of 

Southern Maryland offer opportunity to reach different groups of writers. 

 

Wendy Witherell ’55and Robert Hill have as yet to retire to the southlands. Bob 

prefers to manage  his tree farm in Vermont and fly to visit Cornell folk, such as Betty 

(NC) and Herb Bool of Phoenix, who have sought to live in milder climes. On his wish 

list is another bike trip to Moab, UT and more western skiing. Yes, Virginia, western 

powder is softer than the ice and rocks of New England. Barbara Johnson Gottling, 

she of the Cornell Chimes doorbell, do wish she would patent it and let us share, 

continues to be the very a corner stone of music in the city of Cincinnati. I have loved 

Barb’s Christmas cards for years as I watched her very talented offspring and grands 

grow.  The accompanying letters filled in their lives and accomplishments. One of the 

true perks of this appointment. 
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Jim Ritchey did not mention any hurricanes this fall so assume their desire to downsize 

is not due to the weather doing it fort hem.  Jim mentioned working his way thru the Ag 

School at Cornell was a second education equal to his course work and campus 

activities. I think many of us would second that. His volunteer job at the local all 

volunteer library has been phased out as the county has taken over its running.  Ervin 

(NC) and Letetia Holloway Brown retired to the city of Baltimore from a smaller town 

and are enjoying its many opportunities. Letetia enjoys her involvement with CAU and 

the local alumni activities both of which have united her with old friends and opened 

doors to new ones. She still works as a Hospital chaplain and volunteers at the local city 

schools. 

 

Richard Gross has not retired from his law practice and still resides in Liberty.  Jason 

Pearl’s latest travel adventure was by train, not plane. This trip was via the Trans-

Siberian RR from Beijing to Moscow, and I thought it only ran west to east. Having 

traveled extensively on all seven continents finding unique places is growing more 

difficult. At risk first graders still benefit from Jason’s tutoring and am sure his high 

school senior grandson can request his advice on college applications. Bet every 

organization would love to have volunteers like Kenneth Sheldon who has been with 

his church and fire department for 53 years. 

 

Bill Pinchbeck divides his time between Guilford, CT and Montpelier, VT and attends 

Rotary in each location. That has led to a couple of trips to Peru and a joint effort with 

La Molina Vieja Rotary in Lima Peru where they have installed Bios and Filters to over 

5000 homes. It is worth a trip to Google to read more of the Bio sand Filter and its use 

around the world. Bill reads to his grands twice a week and takes them on 

intergenerational Elderhostel Programs. Bill Embury operates a four-man 

manufacturer’s representative group covering nine midwestern states. When it gets too 

chilly in MO the Emburys cruise in warmer latitudes. On his wish list:a two-week 

fishing tip to Alaska with Bill Jr. and returning to campus for our75th where a room at 

Statler be waiting. 

 

After thirty-eight years in Syracuse at SUNY Upstate Medical University Robert 

Levine has moved to Boston University School of Medicine where he works at the 

Medical Center Liver Clinic. Wish list – short vacations in warmer climates. Larry 

Grolnick still practices Psychiatry in White Plains. Stephen Williams has retired from 

Golf Course supervision but not from overseeing his choose and cut Christmas Tree 

Farm as he has for fifty year. 
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January – February 2012 

 

Convergence, convergent, converging, and converged all forms can be applied to what 

has occurred in my sphere of engagement. The Smithsonian Conservation Biology 

Institute and Cornell’s Graduate Field of Zoology & Wildlife Conservation have entered 

into partnership to study the growing needs in the preservation of threatened and 

endangered species. It is rather like, only on a much grander scale, two of your very best 

friends finding they have a great deal in common. Many who read this column have 

followed the gestation period of the National Zoo’s pandas and the necessity to study the 

reproduction of this extremely charismatic but highly endangered bear now you might 

be able to learn more of this puzzling problem and many other global concerns from the 

collaborative efforts of Cornell and the Smithsonian scientists research. It is a new and 

exciting program gathering together many programs campus wide. 

Craig Bogley moved to Lawrence KS, home of the illustrious Jay Hawks, several years 

ago and appreciates being apart of a university environment where he can take courses 

with their Continuing Education Institute along with doing pro bono work for their 

Transportation Institute on an electric bus research project. To escape the very warm 

Kansan summers he has purchased a bolt hole in Vail, CO. Had he gone to Breckenridge 

he would have gained a couple of thousand feet and been even cooler. 

Sandra (NC) and Noah Fuhrman when last heard from were looking to put roots down 

in an active senior community in the Lake Worth area. Meanwhile Noah is “writing and 

editing a book with a slew of experts,entitled For a Better America. David’52 BA  ‘58JD 

and Phyllis Perl Stearns have as their Bucket List item driving across the USA and 

back again to Sarasota, FL. Do it Phyl. Your sketch book will be filled when you get 

home. Jim Symons is perhaps our most “travelingist” classmate. In retirement Jim has 

pursued his three hobbies: golf, travel, and photography. He has not send along his golf 

score cards but he has sent a list of the trips they have taken in the past ten years which 

total 27 and a catalog of the photos taken which number in the thousands. A complete 

listing would take more space than my yearly allotment. 

Lee Seidman’s answer to the News Form question  - What have you been doing 

recently?- was“giving away money” followed up by an explanation. Lee said in 1992, at 

age 60,he went to the Harvard Graduate School and learned about “The Number”. After 

you achieve that financial goal, you can give away the rest of your net worth.Which he 

is now doing. For his bucket list he keeps a 3-dimensional sign on his desk that reads: 

Do It Now. 

Received a note from Charles (Win) Skeele for the first time. Win was a public 

schoolteacher for 13 years and spent 20 years as a college adjunct instructor all while 

raising seven children and starting an insurance business with three of them.  And with 

his left hand for 43 years he raised acres of vegetables to sell at their Lake Roadside 
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Stand. Volunteer work was not neglected. At 42 he took up long distance running and 

started Tromptown Run.  When not in motion, for the past several years he has lent a 

patient ear at Syracuse crisis center. 

Jane Barber Smith Is adjusting to singlehood and very much involved with her County 

having just completed a term as Democratic Chair and as executive director of a summer 

day camp that serves inner-city elementary aged children.  She has two grands nearby 

and joys new opportunities as they present themselves. Playing the clarinet in the Big 

Red Band has been a part of Fred Heinzelman retirement but he did not say in what 

way. Ellen (NC) and Jack Wright have moved house from NC to Meadville,PA to be 

nearer their family and where Jack will probably start a new garden. 

Joan Schwartz Danziger spends her time in her art studio and traveling away from DC. 

Richard Scheck is not retired but still has time for his volunteer organizations, namely 

Masons, for its Charity and Brotherhood, Wildlife Rehabilitation which feeds his love of 

nature and animals, and the German Club for Family Heritage. He enjoys teaching his 

grands a sense of values, productivity, and de-emphasizing sports, and other forms of 

entertainment. Helen (NC) and Jason Pearl, for their 50th, went round the world in a 

private jet. They found Easter Island outstanding but he did not give any details. Jason is 

a reading mentor for first and second graders for whom reading is difficult. One of his 

greatest experiences with his grandchildren was a two week trip to Israel with his 13 

year old grandson. In the last couple of years James M.Martin flew from Alamo, CA to 

experience China,  Australia, and the Czech Republic. Norman Lynn is working 

through the ReServe.org with the NYC Dept. of Health trying to save the city energy. 

November - December 2011 

 

The writing of this column was nothing but adventure from one end to the other. While 

sitting inAlexandria quietly summoning those muses we all need to gather words 

together, I felt a very familiar motion reminiscent of many years living along side theSan 

Andreas Fault in Marin County. However, this was not the loud sharp crack of the 

Pacific Plate subducting itself under the North American plate it was slippageof a known 

fault line. It was but a few days later that Irene blew into town with all her mayhem and 

chaos. All this was but prelude to your scribe, cum theatre set painter, taking a step 

backward into thin air off a riser making a perfect three point landing of head, shoulder, 

and new hip. It all being in the line of duty your scribe shook herself off, picked up her 

brush, and finished painting Rabbit Hole that opened on time to rave reviews. 

 

A note from our intrepid guardian of all wildlife Bob Morrison states he is sadly 

leaving the beaver, trout, porcupines, and striped bass of the North Country and heading 

south to join his family plus the manatees alligators, redfish, and snook in Florida. New 

Hampshire is loosing a marvelous steward but know the Florida Panther will welcome 
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him with furry paws. 

 

On September eighth Irwin Mark Jacobs along with Jack Keil Wolfe (NC) was 

awarded the prestigious Marconi Society Fellowship and Prize for 2011. To quote from 

the Society’s Press release: “Their lives’ work dramatically boosted the speed, capacity 

and accuracy of voice and data transmissions around the world, in away that is 

considered technological genius by experts yet seems nothing shortof magic to the 

billions of people who enjoy such benefits whenever they use a cell phone, swipe a 

credit card, watch a DVD, or retrieve digitized information, seemingly out of thin air.” 

We all owe Messer’s Jacob and Wolfe a thank you for making all our lives easier and at 

times most entertaining. 

 

Miloslav (Mila) Rechcigl has written apersonal memoir entitled Czechmate: 

FromBohemian Paradise to American Haven his life’s journey from a small hamletin 

rural Bohemia to life as a research biochemist at NIH in Washington, DC. You can find 

more on facebook under Czechmate. 

 

Jane and Lynn Wilson have always been in motion. Perhaps it comes from long years 

of service in the Air Force. They appear comfortable either aboard or at home in FL. 

When stationary Jane makes pillows, knits skullcaps, and collects magazines for soldiers 

and vets at the local hospitals along with making holiday favors for nursing home 

patients. For her own enjoyment - sewing, art, and flower arranging are among her 

favorite things and I bet they too will be shared with others. 

 

It would appear Charles Schulz has hung up his shingle and retired from his law 

practice of fifty years in Palo Alto, CA but not from community work and fun. Charley 

leads the oldest permanent floating madrigal society in the area started by Robert Noyce 

fifty years ago when Charley was but a very young solicitor. Thirty years ago he started 

the Palo Alto Community Fund with the thought of assisting new groups looking to meet 

the needs of a growing city. Now in their thirtieth year they have given over $300,000 to 

forty civic organizations. Number one item on his bucket list – avoid kicking it. 

 

Even though retired from her forty plus years as Buffalo News Food Editor Janice 

Okun Seideberg has maintained her function as restaurant critic. She is also the author 

of Buffalo Cooks with Janice Okun. After living for forty years in the Golden State 

Linda Stagg Long moved east to Dublin, OH to be closer to her daughter, 

granddaughter, and greatgranddaughter. That is incentive enough for any one and she 

loves it. She along with her daughter is involved with Women’s Pilot Dog Association. 

Not being familiar with the organization I had to Google it and find they do the same 
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marvelous job as Guide Dogs for the Blind. 

 

Last heard from Barbara Jones Jenkins was jousting with Quicken and Filmmaker Pro 

along with making sense of W2s, 941s, 1099s and 990s as all are part and parcel of her 

role as Finance Director of the Cannon Valley Elder Collegium. Janice suggests that 

what prepared her for her fourth quarter she inherited from her forebears – good genes 

and an indefatigably upbeat attitude. Totally agree. When tennis is no longer an option 

she will attack all those books stacked and patiently waiting to be enjoyed starting with 

Isak Dinesen’s Last Tales. 

 

Elaine and Ernest Cohen are both still hard at work with the Regional Citizens 

Committee and with their Sustainability work. Bernice (Bunny) Rotter Schmid's 

travels have taken her to all points of the compass - to Nova Scotia, Alaska, Costa Rica, 

and Israel.. She has also moved from Brookyn to further out on Long Island to be closer 

to her daughter and grands. 

 

September - October, 2011 

 

As I write it is the hot, hazy, humid season in your Nation’s Capital when little gets 

accomplished and the question of our panda’s pregnancy or pseudo pregnancy seems of 

monumental interest. The tourists are here en mass to watch congress and the bears, road 

construction is at its zenith, closings and detours abound,and it all goes to making 

negotiating the area a very confusing nightmarish challenge. But Fall equals a return to 

normal here and Homecoming scheduled this year for September 16-18th. Cornell with 

will be playing Bucknell at Schoellkopf Saturday at 6:00p. Check Cornell.edu for more 

details on the many weekend activities. 

 

Gale Brooks lived in Alfred for years and four years ago moved to Andover where he 

has been able to continue his interest in Architecture Preservation. He serves on the 

Andover Free Library Board and was instrumental in the revival of the Andover 

Historical Society which he now serves as president. Gale’s time with the Air Force in 

Japan created his appreciation of historic environment and his architectural studies at 

Cornell gave him the background. 

 

Bill Webber moved to Tucson in ’98 to be closer to his two daughters and their families 

and also enjoy the mild climate that allows for year around biking. Bill says he is retired 

but also said he just attend his 50th reunion at We ill-Cornell Medical where he 

delivered a short paper on reconstructing a nose lost in an auto accident. Retired, or 
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semi-retired, Bill volunteers for Mobile Meals of Tucson, works on his photography 

hobby, and enjoys the grands. Bucket list items are one more trip to Alaska and Hawaii. 

 

Alden Reed West moved to Palm Desert from Northern California in order to take care 

of family but luckily loves it. She took her love of theatre garnered at Cornell with her. 

Alden performs in local theatre along with reading to first graders thru Book PALS,an 

organization of members of the Screen Actors Guild who use their talents to promote 

illiteracy and a love of reading. Ralph Stewart lived in Gloversville when applying to 

Cornell and lives there still. Retired he enjoys the grand kids at their games, 

extracurricular activities, or just hanging out with them. 

 

Walt Lewis always has something positive to write. He lives in what he calls paradise in 

Santa Barbara, plays relaxed tennis, sails for fun in lovely environs i.e. Caribbean and 

the South Pacific, and is still consulting as a physician dealing with mind, body, spirit 

healing work in advanced cancer patients- work he finds rewarding and challenging. His 

volunteer hours are also in the health field. He enjoys the company of his grands who 

live in rainy Portland,OR. Do you suppose they fly south more than the reverse? In short 

Walt’s desire is to be a good dad to his now 16 year old daughter, a fun granddad to the 

Oregon bunch, and a great husband to his fabulous wife. Don McCobb traveled to 

Tuscany this past October to visit his daughter’s condos at San Giovanni D’Asso to see 

what has progressed since the had their B&B there. For all your golfers out there, and I 

know you are legion, check out Don’s blog at: golfnutsandbolts.com. 

 

Ronald Shapiro has to be up for the traveled far and wide award. Evelyn (NC) and Ron 

have been on 12 CAU trips and then they flew around the world on a chartered jet with 

70 others stopping at several locales between Lima and Luxor. When their bags are 

unpacked they reside in Port Orange, FL where Ron is the Prez of the Daytona Beach 

Symphony Society and over sees two charitable funds he has created one for Spinal 

Cord Research and the second fora group of smaller charities. 

 

It is hard to write about a moving dynamo the likes of Karen Wylie Pryor. Karen has 

been writing books, training animals, lecturing, and building a business for years. To any 

of us that study, own, train, teach, work with, or have animal companions Karen is our 

most favored Guru. She is known and revered worldwide for her operant/target training 

of animals. From dolphins to tigers to goldfish Karen gently works with animals. Those 

are your correspondent’s comments. Now for Karen’s – She founded her own company 

15 years ago which is growing fast now. She travels a great deal and has a new book 

published in 2009 Reaching the Animal Mind. Theatre training, drama, and all the 

natural history courses she took at Cornell have impacted her career. Music, as she is 
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still a serious choral singer, and the History of Architecture proved very enriching. 

Volunteer work involves being on the boards of the American Humane Society and the 

B.F. Skinner Foundation plus other pro bono work. Karen enjoys each of her grands and 

takes them one and one to venues of their choosing. This June it was Greece with her 13 

year old grandson. Bucket List item – more snorkeling. A climate check: Karen finds 

Boston’s excellent. 

 

July - August , 2011 

 

Spring is here that marvelous season before the heat of Washington slows all to a pace 

even a snail would think leisurely. These columns I have found flow with the seasons 

and my enjoyment of each. But, however, I might enjoy each in its turn nothing can top 

the campus in October wearing its autumn mantle. 

 

As Sinatra sang so poignantly we are in the autumn of our years but we, like the campus, 

remain colorful, engaged, and ever changing as we adjust to life’s ever present 

alterations. One classmate that keeps giving with seemly never flagging energy is 

Barbara Johnson Gottling who has been entertaining and housing talented musicians 

from around the world in her Cincinnati home for years. She took a nasty fall last 

August but was up for her role of musical hotelier by October when the Harlem Quartet, 

the Escher String Quartet, members of the Emerson Quarter, and many others came to 

call.Barb is indeed a gracious hostess of note. When her visitors arrive they are 

announced by a doorbell that sounds the hour strike of the Cornell chimes created by her 

late husband chime master Phil. Note from Wallie Kass (nee Ethel Rabb) saying, “life 

is still joyful and interesting” along the banks of the Russian River. Wallie sings with the 

River Choir and leads docent tours for school children thru the Armstrong Woods State 

Park. 

 

Eileen Wehrmeyer Whitfield has moved a couple times recently in order to 

accommodate restricted mobility but that has not stopped her volunteer work - teaching 

cooking classes to low income mothers. Barbara Schickler Hankins has loved and 

been involved with the world of politics since her days at Cornell i.e. before she could 

even vote. She is presently living in Bethesda, having moved from Texas five years 

ago,and remains a very active volunteer lobbyist for the League of Women Voters. She 

has worked at many levels in the legislative field both elected and appointed over the 

past fifty plus years. Even though she has traveled extensively Barbara has yet to 

explore Egypt and Eastern Europe and has thus placed them on her“Bucket List”. 
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Jeannette Picciano Wood is another classmate who has been dedicated to community 

service. Jeannette wa selected Washington State senator for four years and a 

representative for six. She has now been appointed by the Governor to serve as a Trustee 

for Edmonds Community College. Jeanette and Russ ’53 have been married fifty-five 

years, have six children, and 14 grands most of whom lived in the Seattle area. 

 

In answer to the question: What in your past 55 years has been valuable in preparing you 

for our Fourth Quarter? Rhoda Brenner Marks answered “Acquiring an inquisitive 

mind has allowed me to be involved in many different activities.” Rhoda travels, runs a 

home business, serves on many committees at her temple and enjoys the company of her 

four grandsons all of whom live near by. They should keep an inquisitive mind working 

overtime. 

 

For the past 52 years Kenneth Sheldon has been volunteering with the Fire Department 

in McDonough, NY and is still active. Church work and sharing sports with his grands 

fill out his calendar. Leonard Zucker has cut back to working part time as a real estate 

attorney which has allowed him to travel with his three Cornell graduate off spring and 

their offspring. Included in their family adventures have been Nantucket, Israel, London, 

and points in between. When at home in Springfield, NJ he is a member of a public 

affairs lecture series committee for Fairleigh Dickinson University. 

 

Pat Jerome and Mason Colby are pleased to have found a way to stay cozy all year 

round - buy two condos one in Ohio and the other in Naples, FL. Mason is still singing 

“Good Night Little Girl”with the Waiters and has returned to campus for the past six 

reunions. Putting singing aside Mason works for Habitat for Humanity and Pat continues 

her work with the Stephen Ministry. 

 

Ruth BehrensWhite’s study of French and German enabled her to substitute as a 

foreign language teacher at Natick High School which led to an active social life with 

retired teachers. Her community work involves serving as a precinct warden for the 

town. Ruth enjoys sharing her own love of music with her young grandson by teaching 

him basic music appreciation and sight reading. 

 

Mary Lou Treharne Warren retired from teaching Home Ec for 30 years in ‘85 and 

then went on to work as a realtor for another 23. She is presently Co-Director/Treasurer 

of Shenendehoa Helping Hands Food Pantry in Clifton Park,NY. She and Dan (NC) will 

celebrate their 55th this year with all kids and grands aboard. Mickey SiegelWagner’s 

very full life consists, in part, of continuing Ed courses, bridge,opera and theatre in 

NYC, family and friends, tutoring foreign immigrants for Literary Volunteers of 
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America, and most importantly staying close to her three granddaughters who provide 

an important glimpse of their generation. 

 

May - June, 2011 

 

Hmmm- the weather in Old Town as I write this column is 20 degrees for the fourth 

straight day with chilling winds and the constant threat of a wintery mix. The brave 

participants marching in the George Washington Day Parade, after all Alexandria was 

his home, looked asthough they had spent the long winter with the General at Valley 

Forge. Am beginning to comprehend why so many of you overwinter in FL. As a 

Californian you just don’t understand, I do now. 

 

Your fall notes have coming flooding in causing complete exhaustion on my part after 

reading of all you do. Allan Griff has up and moved from the DC area to the Bay Area 

of CA and finds it most agreeable. Allan we must have lunch at Alice’s place or Greens 

to talk over your move. His decisions to move west involve milder climate, year round 

gardening, and removal from the mayhem of our Nation’s Capital. He has been his own 

boss since 1961 so is as yet unretired and free to write poetry or any number of other 

things when the muses dictate. 

 

Stan and Ruth (NC) Sigil have established a Community Emergency Response Team 

(CERT) program in the 300 year old town of Truro. MA. CERT volunteers are prepared 

to help in all manner of emergencies when requested by First Responders. If not familiar 

with the training check it out on Google. 

 

Hugh Schwartz who has long written and lectured on the field of economics is 

preparing a book entitled Improving Economic Policy – With or Without Economists. 

Hugh has for years worked in the Fairfax County jails and is presently working toward 

upgrading their offerings to better enable the inmates to obtain gainful employment 

when they are released. 

 

Ellen Barber Fonda followed up her Cornell degree with a Masters from Drexel and 

then taught consumer and family courses at the high school level for 23 years. She first 

moved to the Philadelphia area 47 years ago and has no intention of moving out of the 

area as most of her five children and 11 grandchildren live one to three hours distant. 

George Gibson of Ogden, UT has been retired from the USAF for over 25 years and 

keeps active with his home repair and maintenance services, the Salvation Army 

advisory board, and his local church. 
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Great upbeat note from Joanne Wilson Weitgrefe that I have read over and over. Joanne 

and Walt met while singing A Cappella Chorus and have been literally singing ever 

since. Joanne and Walt retired to Ithaca to be near their daughter but consider it the best 

move they ever made (take note AZ and FL). Joanne is a member of the Cornell 

Companions, an organization that takes their well trained therapy dogs to schools, 

reformatories, nursing homes, hospitals, etc. The first Congregational Church also 

benefits from her attention to detail. Joanne’s Bucket List includes: a ride in a hot air 

balloon, a visit to the Art Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia, and seeing the Cornell 

Men’s Hockey team among the Frozen Four. For those still in the dark as to what exactly 

is a Bucket List – check Google and remember it is a fun list to make. 

 

William Kimber is presently Medical Director of the Geisinger Medical Center’s 

School of Cardiovascular Technology, which he founded in 1991. As a Cath Lab director 

in the past he saw the need for training technologists to work in Cardiac Cath Labs. So 

he saw a need and filled it. Having lived in Danville, PA for 43 years and still un retired, 

it is unlikely he and Ann will slide down the east coast any time soon. I found it 

interesting he volunteers with the Red Cross, teaching a required course to high school 

juniors in the use of CPR and AED's to resuscitate heart attack victims. 

 

Still working in the Nation’s Capital is Ruth Bader Ginsburg who, along with her court 

duties, welcomes Cornell in Washington to the Supreme Court every spring and fall. 

Ruth has graciously done this since 1993. As you might have guessed her lasting 

influences from Cornell were Professors Robert E.Cushman, Milton Konvitz, Clinton 

Rossiter, and Valdimir Nabakov. 

 

Bob Friedman is still active as Chairman of the Dept. of Pathology, Uniformed 

Services University Medical School in Bethesda and is still doing cancer research. As to 

Cornell influences Bob says his major in Economics surprisingly has been very useful 

and his membership in Watermargin aided in his understanding of many of the current 

issues at play today. He has listed trips to China and Australia on his Bucket List which, 

with all hi strips to India over the years, appear not to have been on his tight travel 

schedule. Jill Niederman Edelson continues as an adjunct at SUNY Old Westbury and 

teaches one course in the School of Education. With a reduced schedule Jill hopes to do 

more volunteer work. Wonder if her lovely daughter still plays with the NSO. 

 

2011: March - April 
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Why have blank sheets of paper or computer screens always been a challenge for some 

of us? They are scary as they have great potential just waiting there to be developed. 

Most of us are no longer scary blank sheets but colorful marvelous stories which you are 

kind enough to share with your correspondent. As a class we present a vibrant collage of 

great talent, service, energy, and generosity, which it behooves me to present in column 

form six times a year. The flood gates of mail did open in December enough to fill 

several blank sheets of paper and as did the necessity for some replacement parts during 

a 28,000 day check up slowing me down to a slow trot about the block. 

 

 

Sam Alessi has picked up his trombone after a 45 year hiatus and is having a great time 

playing in municipal, community, and college bands, in addition to little theatre shows 

such as Hello Dolly, Pirates of Penzance, and my favorite Chicago. What he didn’t say 

was, if after RVing thru the lower 48 and several Canadian Provinces over the past eight 

years, are he and Gretchen settled back into Jamestown for a bit. Sam hopes this year he 

might full fill his bucket list priority of visiting his father’s hometown in Italy. 

 

David Bernanke has retired from medical practice but does work part-time in hospital 

case management. Judy (NC) and David continue to enjoy travel, grandchildren, and the 

company of good friends. Paul Bornstein retired in 2007 as professor of Biochemistry 

and Medicine at the University of Washington Medical School and moved house, as the 

Brits would put it, to Tesuque, NM. They were seeking a different climate and indeed 

they did from 36” of rainfall per year to 14”, from green landscape to one of bisque thru 

burnt sienna with the clearest bluest skies possible. 

 

Rockne and Beverly (NC) Burns own and operate Willow Shores a seasonal mobile 

home park and marina in Cape Vincent, NY on the St. Lawrence River over looking 

Thousand Islands. Rockne has run the family business since 1963 and is well woven into 

the fabric of Cape Vincent where he volunteers with the Lions Club and the American 

Legion. 

 

I got a note from Phil Chase and believing there was more to be garnered, Googled him 

and sure enough found the following from the first ever Hall of Fame awards by Port 

Jervis High School. ”The beloved educator taught science at Port Jervis High School for 

34 years and coached several sports - none of which had a losing season. A trailblazing 

conservationist and former sports columnist, Phil Chase is also a strong advocate for the 

Delaware River. In February 2009, Field and Stream magazine recognized his long-

standing efforts by naming him one of the country's leading conservationists.” Phil is 

still working with students and athletics while watching over a wild and scenic 75 miles 
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of the Upper Delaware. 

 

 

Glad to hear Larry Cohen is still earth bound. Was sure he would take to the air at any 

moment either by single engine aircraft or his beloved motorcycle. Both have been put 

in the past but his speed has not slowed. The past nine years of Florida living have 

provided level ground for golf, bicycling, swimming, travel, teaching a 1/2 day a week, 

you get the picture. His most enjoyable volunteer work is as a teacher’s assistant helping 

5th grade student to improve their reading skills. All aspects of his years at Cornell 

played a role in preparing him for military service, business and active retirement. 

 

Joan Crews is another classmate happy to be in the classroom as a volunteer. Joan 

works with 1st graders watching them develop from illiteracy to being able to read and 

write. Marston Grevatt is another of our pilot classmates who has hung up his Googles 

and given his plane to his son to avoid temptation. He retains his directorship of a 

Medical Organization that sends 12 teams of doctors, dentists, and nurses to rural 

Honduras to provide medical service to those people who not have access to such 

services. 

 

It would appear Cornell gave Lili Bates Douglas a life long gift via her studies of 

Chinese, French, German, and Russian languages and literature. Lili also volunteers in 

teaching English as a Second Language. Bucket list items included: visiting Alaska, line 

dancing, t’ai chi, and drawing. Seymour Feldman has been retired from teaching at 

Rutgers for a few years but still teaches a course in Jewish Philosophy and delights in 

traveling near and far with his grands. 

 

Anita Zicht Fial believes she is finally retiring from Lewes & Neale, a food 

communications agency, which she joined immediately after graduation, and a few years 

later, is leaving as its President. What does so busy an executive wish to do with some 

spare time: learn to play the flute and do the tango, work with Mexican women, travel, 

and perhaps . . . relax a little. 

 

2011: January - February 

 

I think I shall call this my October bulletin instead of column, as the flood of expected 

fall news forms has not, as this writing, swept thru the door. However, our intrepid world 

traveler Bert Rosen saved the day, as he does many times, with his summer travel 

scenario. He ended up with a different destination this summer from the one he had 
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carefully planned. Off the docket went South Africa, Namibia, Botswana, and the rest of 

the South African landscape when he fell and broke a bone in his hand. The delay 

brought about a change of plans, destinations, and direction but never fear Bert always 

finds an adventure no matter where in the world he lands. Family visits to Palm Beach 

and Los Angeles, where with his producer cousins he was treated to a Lana Turner 

Schwab Drug Store type encounter were followed by a scenic drive up the west coast, 

which, the life long Easterner, found enlightening filled as it was with magnificent vistas 

from hilltops and houses surrounded by Redwoods. We shall have to wait another year 

for his African report. Knowing Bert he will find more elephants in Namibia than I did 

on my last visit. 

 

Lou Schaefer Dailey, as a former class scribe knows the value of news at this time of 

year and right on schedule dispatched an email north. She writes that while Sarasota, FL 

is famed for its weather, its culture, one if its best attributes in the fabulous Cornell Club. 

It is a very active bunch with its monthly meetings and many social gatherings. At any 

given time you are liable to run into both Lou and Bob Dailey ’53, Dean ’52 and 

Barbara Green Bock ’53, Past Pres Ro Seelbinder Jung, Carol Lou Reid Lyons, 

Don ’53 and Eloise Unbekant, Arnie ’52 and Betty Huntress, Nancy Ranck Lee ‘53, 

Betsy and Jesse Hannan both ’51, Sandy (NC) and Dave Rossin ‘53 and the list goes on. 

It is worth planning your visit south around their schedule of events. Lou said they 

would all be raising a toast to the hill on Zinck’s Night. In November Lou can be found 

in Tortola and St. Thomas and the annual boat show. The Sarasota group may have seen 

a few reunions but they remain very active and busy. 

 

Hopefully my next bulletin will contain more of your adventures as I know many of us 

are still volunteering, working, traveling, teaching, and planning for tomorrow. 

 

2010: November - December 

August has always been a strange month in which to write my column. In California I 

had the bother of pesky earthquakes and in Virginia the oppressive hot, humid, hazy 

days persist engendering stagnation, lethargy and aimlessness, a state basically foreign 

to most of us. The Dog Days have been understood for centuries and have reference to 

that fact the Dog Star, Sirius, rises and sets with the sun during the period between early 

July and mid September. 

 

Luckily, for many of us, we know the spell of autumn and patiently await its coming. 

Not having succumbed to the season’s numbing effects Jack Vail, Chick Trayford, and 

Jan Jakes Kunz have been hard at work trying to organize our class list. With the 

phasing out of the Cornell Directory tracking class mates has become extremely time 
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consuming and difficult. Figuring to use modern day technology as a tool for connecting 

us Jan has created a Class of 1954 Facebook page. Her instructions are: to go to 

facebook.com, and then in the search box enter Cornell Class of 1954. Good luck. Let 

Jan or any of your officers know your thoughts. Our email addresses are on our web 

page. 

 

Nine years ago (9/01) I mentioned a book by Bernie Rosner An Uncommon Friendship: 

From Opposite Sides of the Holocaust. It is the story of Bernie’s life as one of the 

youngest survivors of Auschwitz, Mauthausen, Gusen, and Gunskirchen and that of Fritz 

Tubach who grew up as the son of a Nazi. I contacted Bernie again and asked how the 

publication of the book might have effected his retirement. His reply was: 

“…publication of the book turned out to be a major watershed event at this stage of my 

life. While the book was by no means a “blockbuster” it created a lot of attention, 

generated hundreds of media stories, and got good reviews. Jonathan Yardley, of the 

Washington Post, named it as one of the ten best works of non-fiction of 2001. The book 

was translated and published in German, Italian, and Dutch. Just a few months ago UC 

Press re-issued the book with an Epilogue describing the impact that publication of the 

book has had on Fritz Tubach’s and my life. To me the most gratifying impact has been 

the outpouring of warmth and good will from friends and strangers alike. This was 

particularly true on our book tour in Germany in 2002. I have given hundreds of 

presentations to audiences ranging from Rotarians, to church groups (the majority of 

them non-Jewish), civic groups, and above all, young people (mostly high school age).” 

Bernie has spoken to many school groups, as he was their age when he lost his entire 

family and endured the horrors of the Holocaust. Bernie sent me the presentation he 

gives to school groups. Which I will gladly share as it is not available via a website. 

 

Albert and Ethel (Wallie) Robb Kass continue their role as Inn Keepers, which they 

still find joyful, for those who love the solace of the majesty of the Redwoods along the 

mischievous overflowing Russian River. Husband Alby is now a soloist with a Klezmer 

Band in the area and can be heard on YouTube under Alby Kass Sings Yiddish Songs. 

Be prepared to tap your toes. 

 

Rumor has it Bill P Simon has been seen impersonating an Apple (fruit not computer) at 

local book events in and around Jacksonville, FL. His role is prop for wife Lois’s book 

Mac: Story of a Happy Apple.  Talent scouts report he does a very good apple, now if 

someone would just take a bite . . Heard from Phila Staines Slade who, along with 

many trips aboard that included: five days on the Yangtze, a Central European Trip along 

the Danube, and a granddaughter trip to England, continues her full time volunteering 

work. Phila’s community work includes positions on the boards of a local thrift shop, the 

garden club and Friends of Patriots Memorial Park, and working on a trial guide for 
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North Andover Trails. Phila is emblematic of so much of what the class does for 

communities. Hopefully our FaceBook site will bring forth the sharing of more 

examples. 

 

 

2010 - July August 

 

Ah, the silence of an empty mailbag. I have suggested in the past that finding no class 

news I would write a monograph on Giant Panda eating habits but have found two other 

intriguing residents of National Zoo that could possibly peak your interest, both 

endangered, both being successfully bred with your help. One is the rare, and slowly 

being reintroduced into the wild, P-horse, AKA Takhi, Przewalski, or if you prefer the 

Chinese name Yehmeh. It is the only true wild horse left on earth. The second would be 

the Kiwi, the symbol of New Zealand an amazing flightless chicken-size bird that lays 

an egg weighing in at one-quarter its own weight. Both can be seen at National Zoo. In 

fact you can get closer to a Brown Kiwi at National Zoo than you can in New Zealand. 

As a volunteer activity nothing beats something where you learn and do research 

everyday in an ever-changing ever-challenging worldwide environment. 

 

In their news notes Elinor Yavelow Yuter and Elaine Harrison Cohen both mentioned 

Vladimir Nabakov’s courses in Russian and European Literature as having a lasting 

effect on their reading and travels. You may remember Elinor wrote a book Around the 

World in a Wheelchair recounting a trip that she and Sy took. Sy quips his book would 

be Pushing Elinor Around the World in 93 Days. Her MS is stable and would appear not 

to have slowed her down as their travel itineraries include the Caribbean, California, 

Illinois, and occasional ski and body surfing trips, for Sy, of course. One of the items on 

her bucket list is to become computer literate, good exercise for the grey cells and one’s 

patience. Elaine and husband Ernest volunteer as members of the regional citizens 

committee of the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission and also have their 

own action project. Spending time with their grands allows them to witness their own 

values being handed down to that generation. 

 

Have had a delightful bit of correspondence with Alden Reed West nee Willa Alden 

Reed. Alden wrote she had done a Doritos commercial in competition to be shown 

during the Superbowl. I followed thru hoping to find it on YouTube but came up short. 

Alden said they did not make the final. cut thus did not end up on YouTube. She reads to 

first graders via the Screen Actor’s Guild Book Pals program and sent me a picture of 

herself dressed up in a Cat in the Hat costume when they read on the good Doctor’s 

Birthday. Recently she played Lady Bracknell In Wilde People having played a young 
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girl in The Importance of Being Ernest as a freshman. (I missed my column deadline as I 

have been working night and day on the set of Lady Windermere’s Fan.) April most be a 

Wilde month. 

 

Finally I can report on a Daniel Nadler show that should be still running when you 

receive this issue. His show Global Patterns closed at the Morris Museum April 18th but 

his Portable Treasuries: Silver Jewelry from the Nadler Collection will be on view until 

August 8th at The Museum of Arts and Design on Columbus Circle in the Tiffany 

Gallery. Should you choose you could view Dan’s work from the comfort of your 

computer chair at: NadlerPhotography.com. I suggest you treat yourself and discover 

Dan’s unerring eye. 

 

As to the question of what in the past 55 years has been of value in preparing for the 

fourth quarter Stanley Wilkinson suggests the importance of discipline in one’s life. A 

very worthy suggest to past on to the generations following. Church work, volunteering 

in Soup Kitchens, and participating in the lives of his eight grands are on going 

activities. As to the contents of the Bucket List, Stan aspires to grow better roses, create 

a more luxurious garden, help more people, and enjoy “a cabin on the pond”. 

 

Betty Wagler Striso always writes notes that I would love to publish verbatim. She 

credits Cornell with teaching her to concentrate so reading becomes not only enjoyable 

but understandable and recallable. Working taught the value of time as a commodity and 

lack of time enabled her to appreciate every second with the family. She is grateful she 

can enjoy watching the grandchildren grow and reach for new horizons. What’s next? 

More travel to far off places and our own beautiful National Parks. Alice Hoffman 

would like to teach and toward that goal is planning on returning to college to obtain the 

necessary credits. 

 

Takhi horses and Kiwi’s coming up in September. 

 

2010: May - June 

 

Hopefully by the time this column is in your hands dogwoods and azaleas will have 

replaced the mounds of very dirty snow outside and street parking will no longer to be a 

nightmare. Snow in Virginia is definitely not fun. However, one chooses retirement 

geography and its elements according personal coping ability. From your mail I would 

say the class is coping well with Mother Nature’s surprises be they snow, flooding, 

hurricanes, or earth quakes.The new News Form supports the hypothesis that we, in our 
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fourth quarter, are a very productive, creative, engaging, and contributing class. 

Communities, schools, and grand children, for example, are beneficiaries of our 

education, experience, and longevity.  

 

Robert W. Evans traveled the world for business but returned to Branchport where he 

chairs the Planning Board along with filling the role of Town Historian. History courses 

at Cornell fostered a life long interest in the field culminating with his being awarded the 

Distinguished DAR Medal of Honor. William Pattison traveled a great deal for his 

career with the hospitality industry but he retired to his roots in Western Canada. Being 

President of his fraternity gave him skills that helped in his role with organizations both 

business and volunteer. He is active in the British Columbia Paraplegic Foundation and 

the Victoria Youth Orchestra. Spending time with grandchildren and sharing their 

activities tells us much about how the world is changing. Willard Wheeler’s economic 

courses impacted his profession as money manager, sports was good training ground for 

business competition, and proximity to Wells College gifted him a lifelong soul mate.  

 

A degree in ALS then fifty-five years in planning and development has led Peter Abeles 

to researching the process of converting plant material to fuel. He would love to get back 

to flying ultra lights but his wife thinks that is too dangerous for those below. 

Compromising they sail around Shelter Island, so as not to be a complete landlubber. 

Call from the ferry if you’d like a ride. 

 

Ah, I do love Robert F. Morrison’s spirit his is always on the move and learning new 

skills. He has “moved house” as the Brits say from CT to NH where he has become 

completely absorbed into the nature community i.e. teaching Fly Fishing, nature classes 

for both adults and children’s groups and is certified as an erosion, sedimentation, and 

storm water inspector. Wonder whether he still has to monitor the dam building beavers. 

Dream trips include Alaska, Africa (again), Grand Canyon, and fishing on the Green 

River in Utah. Robert Hellmann’s undergraduate studies in conservation have been a 

life long continuum which is now applied to habitat restoration and ecological 

landscaping on his own six acres. Rotary and church involve him in community 

activities with people he enjoys. 

 

Looking back on what Cornell contributed to successful retirement Robert Hill cites 

Alfred Kahn, America Studies Professor, 150# crew, and solidifying his love of skiing. 

Presently during the winter months he contributes Christmas trees and greens to the 

church and garden club from his tree farm. He also volunteers the land for timber and 

wild life management programs plus “game of Logging” workshops. Roland Carlson 

MD has been retired for a couple of years and spends his time golfing, boating, 
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traveling, and visiting the grands. Sounds rather relaxing. Robert Jarvis is another 

Florida denizen who migrated south to leave the cold weather behind. Finds it a good 

place to stay fit and not by shoveling the white stuff. 

 

Glad George Hein has surfaced after being quiet for these 55 years. After graduation 

George received graduate degrees from Michigan, PhD in Chemistry, and Caltech before 

accepting academic positions at Boston U. and Harvard Medical School. For the past 25 

years his primary interest has been how people learn in museums of all kinds. Aside 

from chemistry George took a number of courses in philosophy and humanities while at 

Cornell that have served him well as he moved into new fields. He has lived in 

Cambridge, MA for the past 30 years with no plans to move. However aging in place on 

three levels might have to be re-considered. 

 

As William C. Romell of Rocky River, OH is retired he has ample time to enjoy 

watching movies with grandson Owen. When not tracking down Sherlock Holmes and 

his sidekick Watson, Sondra Dreier Kozinn is a doting grandmother and now a Great-

Grandmother a couple of times over. John H. Manley. MD also a Floridian enjoys 

walking and exercising to insure a healthy fourth quarter. There seems to be a pattern 

among those who live in the Sunshine State. It would appear they know how to relax. 

Lessons to be learned perhaps? Delight Dixon Omohundro left Virginia a couple of 

years ago for Atlantic Beach, FL and has not looked back. She finds it an ideal 

retirement community originally established for the military. 

 

We will be adding a list of missing classmates to our website. We would love your help 

in locating them and correcting any inaccuracies. 

 


